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World Interest Focuses
On Texts on Ecumenism
By PATRICK RILEY
VATICAN CITY <NC) In
the minds of many men. the
Second Vatican Council will
meet its most formidable test
when it tackles its schema on
ecumenism.
This policymaking docu-
ment on interfaith relations,
the third on the council’s agen-
da at this session, will not
only help to shape the outlook
of Catholics toward persons of
other faiths, but will affect the
outlook of persons of other
faiths toward Catholics.
INTEREST CENTERS chief-
ly on one part of the schema:
its statement on religious lib-
erty. For the Protestant and
humanistic world, this is a test
of the good intentions of the
council and of the Catholic
Church.
In recent months, however,
the world press has focused
its attention on the schema’s
statement concerning the
Jews. As far as Jews arc con-
cerned the statement has been
weakened by removal of the
wording absolving the Jews as
a race of the charge of
deicide. Jews sec this charge
as being at the root of anti-
semitism.
Both the statement on reli-
gious liberty and the state-
ment on the Jews were ori-
ginally incorporated in the
ecumenism schema itself, but
during the second session they
were detached from it and
now stand as separate “dec-
larations." They are distinct
from the body of the schema
but tied to it proecdurally as
well as by subject matter.
ALL THREE chapters of the
body of the schema were de-
bated at the second session.
They have been extensively
revised in the light of criti-
cisms leveled at the originals
in conciliar debate and in writ-
ten comments offered by coun-
cil Fathers and non-Catholic
observer*. These revised
chapters will be voted upon
at this session.
The schema as revised in-
cludes a humble confession of
faults on the Catholic side.
Its exposition of what Catho-
lics have In common with Prot-
estants is more dynamic than
in the original.
If it is passed as it now
stands, the schema may have
its most startling effect by
permitting Catholics to takp
part in non-Catholic forms of
worship, until now strictly
forbidden by canon law.
Some council Fathers, par-
ticularly those of the East
where the Orthodox are strong,
have asked for a less prohibi-
tive policy toward non-Catho-
lic worship. The Catholic
Church does not challenge the
validity of the orders of the
Orthodox Church, and the
teaching of the Catholic
Church and the Orthodox re-
garding the sacraments is sub-
stantially the same.
THE DRAFT would even spur
Catholics to worship in com-
mon with Protestants and
Orthodox. Authorized experi-
ments in common worship on
a local level would offer guide-
lines for the revision of canon
law,
As for the declaration on
religious liberty, it is stronger
in some respects than before.
The original draft affirmed
the principle of religious lib-
erty, but asserted that its ex-
pression at times must be
regulated by the common
good. This appeared to put re-
ligious liberty and the com-
mon good into some sort of
conflict. The revised draft
situates religious freedom
within the common good.
Published Version
Of Draft on Jews
Called Inaccurate
ROME (NC) Although au-
thorities of the Holy See res-
olutely refused to make any
comment on publication in the
New York Herald Tribune of
the Second Vatican Council’s
draft declaration on Jews, it
has been known for months
that the secret document has
been circulating in channels
not prescribed by council reg-
ulations.
Publication was long re-
garded as inevitable. When it
came, it proved to be fairly
accurate from the viewpoint
of a simple dictionary trans-
lation, but slipshod from the
viewpoint of theological pre-
cision. It was not the trans-
lation circulated among the
U.S. Bishops. .
THE DRAFT of the state-
ment, as published in the Trib-
une, is a revision ol the draft
presented at the second ses-
sion.
The change that has at-
tracted most attention is the
omission of the original draft's
denial that the Jews can be
justly accused of dcicide, that
is of God-killing. Another
change is a stronger emphasis
on the eventual gathering to-
gether ot the Jewish people
into that "people of God,”
which is the Church.
One error in the un-
authorized translation is in
Article 32, which reads in part
as follows:
"Following the teaching of
the Apostle Paul (cf. Rom. 11,
25), the Church expects in un-
shakeablc faith and with ar-
dent desire the entrance of
that people (the Jews) into the
fulness of the people of God
established by Christ.”
THE INACCURACY of this
translation is the rendering of
the Latin word, "accessum,"
as "entrance.” This word
"accessum" had been care-
fully chosen and had
even replaced another word
that was deemed less exact.
Its nearest English equivalent
is probably "approach." It
certainly cannot be rendered
as “entrance."
This sentence itself falls un-
der doubt from • theological,
or more precisely, from an ex-
cgetlcal point of view. It is not
yet settled among biblical
scholars whether the full gath-
ering together of the people of
God will be achieved on earth
or in heaven.
MEANWHILE, in New York
the head of the American Jew-
ish Committee and a promin-
ent Jewish Theological Sem-
inary professor condemned
statements in the schema as
it was published.
Morris B. Abram, president
of the AJC, and Abraham
Joshua Heschel of the Jewish
seminary concentrated their
fire on what they saw as the
intention to base an appeal for
improvement of Jewish-Cath-
olic relations on possible con-
version of Jews. Heschel said:
"A message that regards
the Jew as a candidate for
conversion and proclaims that
the destiny of Judaism is to
disappear will be abhorred by
the Jews all over the world
and is bound to foster recipro-
cal distrust as well as bitter-
ness and resentment.”
On the Inside
...
BRING YOURSELF up-to-date on the
Vatican Council by reading and
clipping the handy-reference box-
score on Page 7
OUR QUESTION BOX editors, besieged
with letters on the Birch Society,
this week answer the questions
most often raised by readers. See.. Page 4
CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOLS are grow-
ing faster than grammar schools.
For this and other education
news, turn to Page 3
Unity Commission Formed
PATERSON Bishop Navagh
this week announced the establish-
ment of five diocesan commissions,
including one for ecumenism.
Other commissions will deal with
the liturgy, Christian doctrine, sa-
cred music, and sacred art and
architecture. The liturgy and
art commissions are being estab-
lished as separate entities after
having been joined to an existing
commission on sacred music in 1958.
THE COMMISSION for ecumen-
ism of which the Bishop himself will
be chairman, is being established to
supervise and carry on the dialogue
between Catholics and those of other
faiths, in the pattern established by
Pope John XXIII and Pope Paul VI,
the Bishop said. Guiding norms are
expected to be laid down by the Va-
tican Council.
BISHOP NAVAGH has reflected the
interest in the Eastern Church shown
by Pope John and Pope Paul
in his appointment of two
priests of the Byzantine-Mcl-
chite Rite to the commission, Rev.
Maxim Chalhoub and Rev. Albert
Gorayeb, both of St. Ann’s, Paterson.
Msgr. Joseph J. Gallo, rector of
Blessed Sacrament. Paterson, will
be commission secretary.
Msgr. Christian D. Haag, pas-
tor of St. Monica’s. Sussex, was
named chairman of the Commission
on Christian Doctrine, with Rev.
Roger A. Hebert, pastor of St. Clare’s,
Clifton, as secretary.
The Commission on Sacred Litur-
gy will have as its particular respon-
sibility the implementation of the Con-
stitution on Sacred Liturgy promul-
gated by the Vatican Council last De-
cember. The corhmission will engage
in a study and explanation of the wor-
ship of the Church, especially the re-
cent and forthcoming changes in the
Mass and Sacraments. Msgr. Frank J.
Rodimer, assistant chancellor, is
chairman.
The new commission on Sacred
Music returns to the separate status
it had before 1958, with Msgr. Emil
R. Suchon. pastor of Sacred Heart,
Rockaway, as chairman. Its function
will be to assist pastors to promote
choirs and to see to it that all the
faithful contribute to the singing in
sacred functions calling for song.
Msgr. Henry J. Vcith, pastor of
Holy Trinity, Passaic, is chairman of
the Commission on Sacred Art and
Architecture, which has advisory re-
sponsibilities in the buildings and
furnishings of the churches of the
diocese.
The vicar general, Msgr. John J.
Shecrin, and the chancellor, Msgr.
William F. Louis, are ex-officio mem-
bers of all commissions.
See Listing, Page 3
Paterson Buys Property
In Wayne lor Seminary
PATERSON - Bishop Nav-
agh this week announced the
purchase of MVi acres in
Wayne on which the new dio-
cesan minor seminary will be
constructed through monies
contributed to the recent $7
million "Program for Prog-
ress” campaign.
TIIE SITE lie* between
Black Oakrldgc Rd. (Rt. 202t
and the Paterson-Hamburg
Turnpike and is next to the
11Vi acres which will be the
site of Our Lady of Consolation
Church.
"The seminary is accessible
to the three counties of the dio-
cese." the Bishop said. “It is
Just a short distance from Pts.
23 and 46 and the main road
to Paterson." The land is pres-
ently undeveloped.
Building arrangements are
still to be announced. The sem-
inary will eventually include at
least a four-year high school
for young mon preparing for
the priesthood. It is expected
to open next September with
first and second year classes.
REV. JOHN A. Sullivan,
presently director of Morris
Catholic High School, will b.‘
rector of the seminary and
Rev. Vincent A. Molloy, now
studying in Rome, will be vice
rector. Rev. Anthony P. Kow-
alski and Rev. Elso C. Intro-
ini will also be on the faculty.
An examination was given
last spring for candidates fur
the seminary’s pioneer class.
Those accepted will attend oth-
er diocesan or parochial high
schools this year and will come
to the seminary as sophomores
next fall.
TIIE SEMINARY Is one of
throe new schools to he built
as a result of the fund drive.
The others will be high schools
in Clifton and Paterson.
A minor seminary is a school
which prepares young men
who have graduated from
grammar school for the priest-
hood.
It offers the full four-
year high school course to its
students.
Map Leadership
Training Project
PATERSON Richard J.
McCaffery, director of the
leadership development pro-
gram of the National Council
of Catholic Men, will be princi-
pal speaker at a convocation to
be held by the Paterson Dio-
cese Sept. 10 at the Alexander
Hamilton Hotel.
The purpose ot the meeting
is to launch the lay leadership
course under the auspices of
the Diocesan • Council of Cath-
olic Men. Bishop Navagh will
attend the convocation.
EACH PARISH in the dio-
cese has been asked to send a
priest-moderator and six lay-
men. These will form the nu-
cleus of the training program.
John C. Wegner, president
of the diocesan council, will
open the convocation at 8 p.m.
and will then turn the program
over to William F. Johnson of
Wayne, former president of the
National Council and chairman
of the leadership program.
McCaffery will explain the
details of the leadership pro-
gram, which is self-administer-
ed through reading and small
discussion groups, usually over
a period of seven sessions.
A selected group of those
present will be asked to attend
a retreat at St. Paul’s Abbey
later in the month to take the
course.
These men will then be in
charge of seeing that the pro-
gram continues in the various
areas of the diocese.
Understanding the Race Problem
Negroes Are Exiles in Their Own Land
By JOHN R. SULLIVAN
"Discrimination is forbidden
in the sale or rental of homes,
the sale of open land and the
rental of apartments.
"Ranks and other loan insti-
tutions cannot discriminate
against you in the conditions
for granting mortgages or
borne msprovement loans.''
(From “These Are Your
Rights. A Guide to New Jer-
*ey’s Law Against Discrimin-
ation." published by the State
Division on Civil Rights.)
Between that bold sum-
mary of the law and the real-
ity ot slum life for millions of
Negro and Puerto Rican citiz-
en* lies a complex, dangerous
land of laws and loopholes,
customs and bigotry, smiles
and jeers —and an occasional
good intention.
It Is the rare Negro who
can cross this land. Those
who do are sometimes faced
with the reality of being exiles
in their own neighborhoods.
The peace they sought In the
suburbs turns out to be only
an uneasy truce.
"IF NEGROES move Into
my neighborhood, their prop-
erty will deteriorate, the value
of my property will drop and
1 will lose the respect 1 have
earned in the community. I
may even have to move."
That, in a vastly simplified
form, is the fear of many
white homeowners m New Jer-
sey. With different words, it
might also come from white
apartment dwellers, apart-
ment owners, homebuilders
and some public officials.
THE DANGER of these
fears and the importance of
their elimination was recently
illustrated by James Farmer,
national director of the Con-
gress of Racial Equality:
’’The nation's cities will nev-
er be secure from riots, from
economic jnd social problems,
as long as the Negro ghettos
exist," he said gt Scion Hall
University.
in the contcxt.'one day after
the rioting in Rochester, N.Y.,
and a week after Harlem’s
outbreaks, Farmer’s message
was painfully cloar.
He was summing up the
cost in misery and in dollars
of maintaining this “second
city" for someof our citizens.
He was saying that our cities
will be unatiractive, costly to
maintain and dangerous for
all to live in unless we release
the 10% of our citizens forced
by prejudice into their decay-
ing central areas.
FOR YEARS, certain citi-
zens of good will have at-
tempted to snap the circle of
discrimination which leads a
Negro from poor education, to
bad jobs, to poverty, to bad
health, to decaying homes and
back again.
For years, citizens have
been organizing fair housing
groups. They have begged.
cajoled and pressured real es-
tale operators. They have en-
tered neighborhoods as good
will ambassadors to pave the
way for Negroes who have
been fortunate enough to find
housing in “white" areas.
NEW JERSEY has had a
civil rights law on the book*
since IMS. In 1954 it was ex-
tended to housing built with
public funds or public assist-
ance.
In 1957, rental and sale of
all FHA or VA-financed hous-
ing was brought under the bill,
and in 1961, nearly all private-
ly-financed apartments and
housing developments of 10 or
more homes were Included.
But the iaw exempts pri-
vately-financed sales of homes
on an Individual basis —a
vast number of homes sold in
the state each year.
A bill to bring all home
sales and the rental of nearly
all apartment* into the sphere
of the law languishes in an
Assembly committee now. It
has been killed twice before,
and one of its backers private-
ly views the bill's current
chances wiUi pessimism,
BASICALLY, then, there are
two approaches to the prob-
tern legal and educational.
Both are effective in their own
way.
But fair housing committees
and good-will groups to be
most effective must operate
on a very personal basis; they
can’t cover a lot of ground
at once.
And the law can’t make peo-
ple love each other; it can
only force them to tolerate
each other's presence.
Clearly, there is a need for
both education and the law.
HOW MUCH togetherness Is
necessary and how effective
are the efforts?
It depends. Robert Curvin, a
director of the Newark-Essex
chapter of CORE, reported al-
most no progress In securing
housing for Negroes in Irving-
ton and Hillside.
“But we’ve made some real
breakthroughs in the Oranges
and Maplewood."
Robert R. Klein, Supervisor
of Education for the State
Division on Civil Rights.
pointed with pride at the suc-
cessful legal work which has
led to Negro homeowners in
many large developments.
He admitted that the divi-
sion’s housing caseload 150
for the year ending June 30
was very light. “But one case
favorably settled will often
forestall many similar com-
plaints," he noted: The guilty
see the handwriting on the
wall and heed it.
NEW JERSEY’S laws and
their enforcement were
praised in 1962 by Howard Uni-
versity law school dean
Spottswood W. Robinson 111,
then chairman of the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission
which played a key role in the
recently-passed federal civil
rights bill.
Rut Robinson, who presided
over a two-day hearing in
Newark, had an important
reservation:
“While this legislation has
clearly eradicated many in-
equalities of opportunity, the
laws have also made denials
of equal protection more sub-
tle and sophisticated, hence'
more difficult to pinpoint and
correct.”
Dean Willard C. Heckel of
Rutger* Law School, a direc-
tor of the New Jersey Com-
mittee Against Discrimination
in Housing, called for a more
complete law coupled with an
extended education program.
"A law depends for its
strength on voluntary obedi-
ence, not punishment," said
Heckel. "Prohibition failed be-
cause the people weren't con-
vinced that it was right. We
must convince people that
they should support civil right*
legislation."
CURVIN ASKED for plugs
for legal loopholes. "It's no
more right for a man to dis-
criminate against Negroes be-
cause he lives in a two-family
house than if he owns a huge
development," he said.
Klein also- asked for ex-
tended laws. But he also
acknowledged the need for
more and better grassroots
education efforts. He himself
travels throughout the state
persuading local officials to
start their own civil rights
programs.
Curvin and Heckel specifi-
cally asked for more outspok-
en and vigorous attacks on the
problem by church authorities
and laymen.
There are. then, any number
of solutions offered to the
problem of securing decent
housing for minorities. Each
has its backers, all of whom
admit that a combination of
all approaches is beat.
Some of these approaches
will be examined later,
(Next week: New Jersey’s
Law Against Discrimination).
Ihe first in a series of articles on fair housing legislation
in Sew Jersey pnseated as part of our continuing series on
interracial problems.
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On Agenda
For Council
By REV. EDWARD DUFF
NEW YORK (RNS) - Gath-
olicism’s 2.300 Bishops will
reassemble in St. Peter’s Basi-
lica next Monday for the third
session of the Second Vatican
Council.
In the nine weeks of work
before its scheduled adjourn-
ment on Nov. 20, the council
will continue the process of
renewal, reform and relating
the Church to the needs of
modern man.
It will do so more expedi-
tiously, it is expected, by
reason of the experience of the
two earlier sessions, the in-
tensive work of the council
commissions during the inter-
cession and the new regulation
devised to reduce repetitious
argument.
SUMMONED by Pope John
XXIII as "a step forward to-
ward a doctrinal penetration
and a formation of consci-
ence" the council’s objectives
have been particularized by
Pope Paul in four points:
“ITte self-awareness of the
Church, her renewal, the
bringing together of all Chris-
Uans in unity, the dialogue of
the Church with the contem-
porary world."
The 70-odd schemata or
draft documents on assorted
topics that were distributed to
the Bishops before the open-
ing of the council in 1962 have
been reduced to 13 items,
seven taking the form of
"sense of the council" resolu-
tions that will not call for
floor discussion.
TIIE COUNCIL will address
itself this fall to the following
texts in order: on the Church,
on the Pastoral Office of Bish-
ops, on Ecumenism with its
two allied declarations, the
first on Religious Liberty, the
second on Jews and non-Chris-
tians, and finally a revised
achema on Divine Revelation.
This leaves for a further ses-
sion the examination of the
topic of "the Church in
Today’s World," the theme
proposed by Cardinal Suenens
in the closing days of the
first session and popularly re-
ferred to as "Schema 17.”
The central burden and chief
challenge of the session will
be the final elaboration of the
Constitution on The Church, an
exposition climaxing a century
of theological speculation and
answering the question of what
the Catholic Church considers
herself to be.
THIS TEXT offers a total
view of the Church, one deep-
er than a description of her in-
situtional structures and legal
machinery. It focuses on the
biblical figure of the People of
God, the community in and
through which Christ lives and
acts in the world.
Its last two chapters await
formal floor discussion. They
concern the role of Mary in
the Church and the Church in
glory the community of the
Kingdom of God united with
Christ, its Head, after death
and at the end of time.
This strictly theological des-
cription of the Church will
provide orientation for all
other topics considered in the
council. It will be the matrix,
for example, of the concept
and organization ot the col-
legiality of the Bishope.
The concept of the collegial-
lty of the Bishops, their uni-
versal jurisdiction and com-
mon responsibility is an idea
that has rested dormant for
more than a mlllenium.
There is general expectation
that from the council will
come some permament lnstru-/
ment of collaboration between
the (Pope and his fellow Bish-
ops, an organization some-
time* referred to as a "Senate
of the Church."
The schema "On Divine
Revelation" is a completely
revised text of the schema on
"The Sources of Revelation"
rejected by the Bishops Nov.
20, 1962. That vote has been
called "the end of the Counter-
Reformation.” The document
was withdrawn by Pope John
and remanded to a Mixed
Commission.
FOREIGN OBSERVERS
have noted the growing self-
confidence and influence of
the American hierarchy in
council deliberations. It is ex-
pected that in the third ses-
sion the Bishops of the U.S.
will benefit from an increased
prominence, one that their
numbers and their importance
in the Universal Church would
warrant.
The political detente in East
Europe raises the possibility
of a larger attendance of Bish-
ops from Communist lands.
The representation of th«
Orthodox Churches will seem-
ingly be as it was last year.
The adamant refusal of tha
Church of Greece will make
things difficult for the Ecu-
menical Patriarch, Ills Beati-
tude Athenagoras I of Con-
stantinople who is known to fa-
vor closer ties with Rome.
The third session will open
with Pope Paul VI and 24 coun-
cil Fathers from many nations
celebrating Mass at the papal
altar in St. Peter’s Basilica.
Aside from concclebration,
the opening day ceremonies
will be similar to those which
opened the second session. No
formal procession of the coun-
cil Fathers will take place.
During the ceremonies the
Pope will deliver a speech in
Latin.
See Box Score, Page 7
LABOR DAY MASS Rev. Francis J. Houghton, assistant chancellor, second from left,
blesses tools of work at the Labor Day Mass Sept. 7 at Sacred Heart Cathedral. As-
sisting him is Rev. Aloysios J. Welsh, moderator of the sponsoring Guild of St. Jo-
seph the Worker. The laymen are, left to right, Joseph Puzo, chairman of the social
action committee of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Men, Eugene Welsh and Al
Wagner. They were acolytes at the Mass.
Bishop Navagh
Romp Bound
PATERSON - Bishop
Navagh will leave for the
third session of the Vatican
Council Sept. 11 from Ken-
nedy Airport on a Scandina-
vian Air Service chartered
flight at 7 p.m.
The Bishop will be ac-
companied by Rev. Ber-
nard P. I'rusak, assistant
chancellor, who is going to
Rome for higher studies in
canon law.
Distaff Side
At Council
CASTELGANDOLFO(NC) -
Women will be invited to at-
tend several sessions of the
Vatican Council this fall.
Pope Paul announced the
move —a council "first”
to a group of nuns at his sum-
mer home here and ended
months of speculation and ar-
gument on the subject.
HE TOLD THE Sister* that
the women auditors will be
drawn from religious congre-
gations and major Catholic
women’s organizations.
Their representation, he
said, would he small "but
significant and almost aym-
bolic."
The women will be Invited
to attend certain solemn rites
at which "questions of special
interest to the life of women
are being debated," the Pope
said.
Asks Prayers
For Council
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul has asked that
Sunday, Sept. 27, be set
aside as a day of world-
wide prayer for the success
of the Vatican Council's
third session. He also asked
all who are able to offor the
fast on September’s three
emberdays, Sept. 23, 25 and
26.
The Pope chose Sept. 14,
the Feast of the Exaltation
of the Holy Cross, as the
opening day of the council’s
third session to point to the
cross as a source of salva-
tioo anrl the source of the
council's hopes for success.
Briton Predicts Marriage Law Changes
LONDON (NC)
- The ecu-
menical council may provide
for changes In the laws on
mixed marriages, Archbishop
John Heenan of Westminster
said in an interview here.
The Archbishop discussed
the promises that all children
of a mixed marriage will be
raised as Catholics and the
agreement that there will be
no other than the Catholic
ceremony.
"There are those who feel
very strongly that the non-
Catholic partner should be able
to go to his own church for a
blessing, as well as receive
the blessing of the Catholic
Church. Tliat kind of thing,
Archbishop Heenan said, in-
volves no great principle,"
HE SAID the signed promise
about bringing up the children
as Catholics is not Insurmount-
able.
“Some people have an
actual objection to the physi-
cal act of signing a promise
willing to say ‘yes* and
agree, but not liking the writ-
ten promise," Archbishop Hee-
nan said. "That kind of objec-
tion," he said, "could easily be
met.”
But he warned "I would not
be prepared to say that the
council will decree that it no
longer matters about promis-
ing to bring up the children
as Catholics. I cannot imagine,
myself, that the council will
say that."
ARCHBISHOP HEENAN
went on to answer question*
about "jazzing up" the liturgy,
the decline in conversions, and
the restoration of the order of
deacon as an independent ec-
clesiastical office, but part of
the ministry.
He said ho would like to see
the diaconate used to give pas-
toral experience before a man
has made the irrevocable de-
cision of the priesthood. "He
-might spend a year in a par-
ish acquiring pastoral experi-
ence and seeing whether in
fact he has the aptitude, a
true vocation," Archbishop
Heenan said.
"As it is, a boy goes
into a seminary and
comes out a priest. After-
wards he may find himself un-
suitable.”
The Archbishop thinks it
"most unlikely that the devo-
tion of the faithful will be in-
creased by Jazz. . . The liturgy
should be dignified and beau-
tiful. It is unthinkable to me
that classical Masses at pres-
ent In use should give way to
jazz.
"But again all thia is quite
different from using the idiom
that people are used to in
their music. In Africa, for ex-
ample, they have some excel-
lent Masses. I've heard these.
They are not vulgar. They are
not cheapening. These partic-
ular Masses attract through
the musical Idiom which the
people there understand and
respond to. There is a big dif-
ference.”
ASKED ABOUT the drop in
conversions in England and
Wales, and the suggestion that
the ecumenical movement is
Influencing non-Catholics to
hold back from coming into
the Church, Archbishop
Heenan said:
"It is a great mistake In
spiritual things, to go by num-
bers.
”'f, as we believe, faith
is the gift of God, then In a
way it is impertinent for us lo
presume to decide why at a
given moment the gift is given
here and denied there. In fact,
it is a most dangerous way of
studying this religious-social
problem. . .
"Whether or not the number
of conversion* increases, there
is little doubt in my mind that
the influence of the Church
will increase with the growing
cooperation between Christians
of every denomination. The ec-
umenical movement, through
the lessening of tension, hos-
tility and prejudice against the
Church, will produce much
more open-mindedness in the
public."
The Holy Father’s Week
Calls for Individual Renewal
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC)
Participants in the 80th
biennial Katholikentag (Ger-
man Catholic convention) at
Stuttgart, Germany heard
Pope Paul VI assert that God
is renewing the world, and the
Church itself is entering anew
epoch.
The Pope in a special tele-
vised address summoned indi-
viduals to join in making the
renewal effective.
"Tlie Church may not be of
this world, but she lives in
this world and has a mission
for this world,” the Pope said.
"Therefore her members on
earth are called to reflection
by the changes which we are
experiencing ... so that each
person may start the spriritua!
renewal within himself. The
spiritual renewal of each in-
dividual his life from God,
in God and for God is the
basis for the spiritual re-
newal of the family and hence
for the different nations. .
.
“The person who lives in
the spirit of Christ will not
give himself up to material
things or let himself be led by
brute force, but rather, his en-
tire life will be ever more
shaped by the glowing light of
Christ."
Turning to Scripture study
the Pope expressed the hope
it would "contribute to the
deepening of theological stud-
ies, to the renewal of Church
preaching and the enrich-
ment of worship. . .
"Whatever one speaks to the
faithful today, the doctrine of
the faith, based on Holy Scrip-
ture, has first place."
•
...in God's City
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC)
Pope Paul, at an audien:<\
characterized a papal audi-
ence as a spiritual experience
"of living in God’s city, of be-
longing to God’s people, of be-
ing one with the Holy Church
scattered all over the world."
Discussing the thoughts of
the thousands attending the
weekly general audience, Pope
Paul said "visiting the Popes
is like climbing to heights
from which we can sec and
observe the world. That is to
say that on approaching the
Pope, it is easy to think about
his position and his function in
the Church and in the world
and it is easy to realize the
vastness and depth of ques-
tions that are centered around
him.
. .
"And the impression be-
comes more alive and moving
if you realize that in thia
large and complex family that
is the Church, each of you has
his own place. No one is ex-
traneous. Each of you who Is
a faithful son of the Church
can say: this is my Church,
this is my spiritual country.
•
Returninft to Vatican
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC)
Pope Paul will end his al-
most two-month summer resi-
dence at Ca.itelgandolfj and
will return to Vatican City a
few days before the third ses-
sion of the Vatican Council
opens Sept. 14.
Aids t iet Catholics
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul has sent his apo-
stolic blessing and a gift of
$lO,OOO to the Catholics of Due
Loi and Thanh Bo villages in
Da Nang whose homes were
burned during rioting on Aug.
24-25.
CUBAN HOLIDAY - Bishop Navagh greets the family of Mr. and Mrs. Humberdo Gar-
rido at a reception which followed a Sept. 6 Mass in honor of Our Lady of Charity,
patroness of Cuba, at St. Joseph’s Church, Paterson. The children ore Humberdo. Jr ,
6, and his sisted Ophelia, 4. Next to the Bishop is Manuel Oarrido. brother of Humberdo.
Plans Eastern
Study Center
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI hopes to build
a center for Eastern
es-
pecially Orthodox theology
in Jerusalem as a memorial
of his January meeting there
with Orthodox Patriarch
Athenagoras of Constantinople.
He has enlisted the help of
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
C.S.C., president of Notre
Dame University. Father Hes-
burgh has interested American
oilman Ignatius A. O’Shaugh-
nessy of St. Paul, Minn., in
tlie project.
Support will also be sought
from Catholic university rec-
tors at the forthcoming Paris
meeting of the International
Federation of Catholic Univer-
sities.
Greek Orthodox Prelate
Warns of Catholic ‘Trap’
ATHENS (RNS) - The
head of the Orthodox Church
in Greece has urged all high-
ranking prelates to Ignore pub-
lic ceremonies attending the
return to Greece of a sacred
relic had been long kept in
the Vatican.
The relic the skull of St.
Andrew, brother of St. Peter
and founder of the Church in
Greece was taken to the
Vatican in 1462 to safeguard
it from harm in the path of
invading Turks.
Its return to the Orthodox
Church was announced by
Pope Paul VI In June a reault
of hia historic talks in theHoly
Land with Ecumenical Patri-
arch Athenagoras, spiritual
leader of the Eastern Ortho-
dox Church.
POPE PAUL said the relic
would be entrusted to tlie
Orthodox Church in Greece as
a token of his "brotherly love
in the faith and charity of the
Lord."
But Archbishop Chrysos-
tomos of Athens and Ail
Greece, who has long opposed
conversations with the Catho-
lic Church, urged Greek met-
ropolitans not to appear in
any public ceremony that
might attend the relic’a re-
turn.
He said the Catholic Church
had "treacheroua aim*" be-
hind Its action, "purposely
setting traps and profane
propaganda" to benefit Catho-
licism.
Press Panel
Is Revived
ROME (NC) - The US.
Bishops’ press panel will op-
erate during the third session
of the Second Vatican Coun-
cil.
The panel was established by
the American Bishops during
the first council session to help
newsmen develop their stories.
It achieved great popularity
during the second seasion as
a forum for a frank exchange
Detween newsmen from all
parts of the world and ex-
perts on various phases of
Church life,
THE PANEL will function
again in the lower lounge of
the NCCS-USO club at Via
della Conclliazionc 2, near St.
Peter's Square.
After each day's council ses-
sion experts on different top-
ics under discussion will an-
swer newsmen’s questions and
provide background and clar-
ification of material discussed.
Mission Day Oct. 18 ...
An Appeal for Support
ROME An appeal for the
missions —and for the two
million people on earth "who
do not know God as their
Father” has been issued
in conjunction with the com-
ing World Mission Day Oct. 19.
Archbishop Pietro Sigismon-
dl, secretary of the Congrega-
tion for the Propagation of the
Faith, asked the faithful to be-
come familiar with the mis-
sions and lo help them with
their prayers, works and
money.
"EVERY CHRISTIAN who
has the fortune'to be the son
of God in the house of the
Father, the Church, is in a
way responsible for this re-
turn of the distant sons," he
said.
"The preaching of tlie Gos-
pel devolves first on the Pope
and the Bishops. They accom-
plish It by means of mission-
aries.
"They are scattered all over
the earth. Their voice resounds
everywhere in the world. They
make use of every means:
schools, hospitals, nurseries,
churches. They enlighten
whole populations with the
light of civilization."
Their work would be para-
lyzed if they could not count
on the' habitual collaboration
of the faithful, he said.
C.-junc*! Vatle'.’s
Slate .Heeling*
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
ecumenical council’s Co-
ordinating Commission and
the four Cardinal-moderators
will meet Sept. 10 to discuss
the new regulations laid down
by Pope Paul VI In June to
speed up deliberations
On Sept. 11 the Coqpdlnatln;
Commission will meet with the
council's 12 presidents. Pro-
cedure will also be tha sub-
ject of this meeting.
People in the News
Juan Garcia, one of
Spain’s best-known bullfight-
ers, has become a Dominican
novice.
The Rev. John Findlow, tlie
Anglican chaplain to the Brit-
ish embassy in Athens, has
been named his church's rep-
resentative to the Vatican Sec-
retariat for Christian Unity.
Msgr. Bruno Torpigliani, a
veteran Vatican diplomat, has
been named titular Archbishop
of Malllana and Apoatolic Nun-
cio to Guatemala and El Sal-
vador.
Rev. John M. Martin,
C.S.P., has been named
procurator general of the Paul-
ist Fathers in nome and chap-
lain delegate for U,S. armed
forces in the Mediterranean
area.
Archbishop Beran
To Council...'If’
BONN, Germany (NC)
The Czechoslovak Communist
government is ready to auth-
orize Archbishop Joseph Ber-
an of Prague to go to Rome,
if he agrees not to return to
Czechoslovakia, according to a
report by the German Catho-
lic news agency KNA.
The Archbishop has been
practically Isolated from the
outside world in his guarded
residence In Radvanov, near
Tabor in southern Bohemia.
GUARDS AROUND the prel-
ate’s quarters require written
permission from the religious
affairs bui-cau’ of the Czecho-
slovak government before ad-
mitting visitors, but permits
have been refused recently on
the grounds "that conversa-
tions with ’Mister’ Beran
might disturb the very diffi-
cult contacts with the Vati-
can."
After 14 years of intern-
ment, Archbishop Beran was
released In October, 1963, and
was transferred to Mukarov,
adjacent to Prague. The Arch-
bishop was first allowed rela-
tive personal freedom. He re-
ceived visitors, Including Ihe
press and clergymen of hi*
archdiocese. He was also able
to ise the telephone and on
one ccession was interviewed
by 10. * distance from Vienna
by a news agency.
Hopes began to rise that an
agreement would be reached
between the Czechoslovak gov-
ernment and the Vatican to
allow Archbishop Beran to at-
tend the Second Vatican Coun-
cil in Rome. But last April
the state-supported Vicar Cap-
itular of Prague, Rev. Antonin
Stchlik, complained to the re-
ligious affairs office that
priests were going to Mukarov
on pastoral matters instead of
coming to him. Soon after-
ward, Archbishop Beran was
moved to Radvanov and held
under closer surveillance.
Observers Optimistic
Over Council Talks
AARHUS, Denmark Pro-
testant and Orthodox optimism
remained high —with some
reservations over the pros-
pects of Christian unity grow-
ing from the Second Vatican
Council.
The feelings were expressed
In reports to the meeting of
the Faith and Order Commis-
sion of the World Council of
Churches by observers at the
second council session.
Prof. Jo«e Miguez-Bonino,
dean of the Protestant theologi-
cal school in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, said the ecumenical
council meetings have had a
sincerity and determination
toward Christian renewal that
many Protestant church gath-
erings lack.
The Argentine Methodist
scholar said the crucial, but
still unanswered question, is
whether Catholicism seeks re
newal for its own purposes
alone, or is seeking <t in a
wider obedience to Gospel de-
mands.
I)R. KRISTEN E, Skyda-
gaard of the University of
Copenhagen, the observer-dele-
gate of the Lutheran World
Federation at the ecumenical
council, said that changes
v/ithln the Catholic Church wil'
inevitably be slow and the re-
sult of compromises, so that
they will have the appearance
of reflecting less than .he best
thinking of Catholics.
But he commented that the
council has already had great
moments of response to the
Holy Spirit and to the Scrip-
tures, and other moments it
penitence and openness that
were memorable, and not*d
that Protestants should ae
thankful to aec evidence thet
Luther and Calvin’s goals are
now being reached at the
council.
SPEAKING FOR the Ortho-
dox Christians, Biahop Karukm
Sarkissian of the Armenian
Orthodox Church in Lebanon
sa<d that it is too soon to draw
any conclusions sine*: th< coun-
cil is still in progreu. He
praised the liturgical reforms
adopted this year, but said no
action has been taken to in-
dicate new relations between
Orthodox ar,d Catholics.
Dr. Lukac Vischer of Switz-
erland, research secretary of
the Faith and Order Com nils-
ilon, who attended the Vati-
can Council, pointed to the im-
portance of coming dlscu sions
at the council on the Church’s
relationship with Ptr modern
world. He sp.d Li,use discus-
sions could pi the unity issue
In a whole new perspective.
Higher Responsibilities of Unions Are Cited by Vatican
NCWC Newt Service
Following it tbi text of a Utter written on behalf of PopePmml yi by A mitto Cardinal Cicognani, Secretary of Stale,
to the 51i/ French Social Week meeting in Lyont, France, in
July,
In August of 1904, under the
•thnulua of those two lucid and
vsliant pioneers. Marius Gonin
and Adeodat Rolsiard. the firat
French Social Waek waa held
at Lyons. Some "courses of
social doctrine and practice"
constituted IU program
marked by an insistence on
principles and an effort to
draw rules of action from
them.
As early ai the following
year, Henri Lortn itlpulated
the goal of these periodical
meetings: "to perfect for our
own consciences the under-
standing of Christian morality,
and to prepare ourselves to
make the social significance of
the Chriatian dogmas better
known to other men."
THE SOCIAL Weeks have
kept their word: the repeated
encouragement* of the Sover-
eign Pontiffs vouch for this.
Faithful to their tradition a*
to their first intention*, they
return this year, after 60 years,
to the cltjeof their beginning to
tackle a subject that leads
them back to their beginning:
“Work and the Workers in
Contemporary Society,"
From Rerum Novarum to
Mater et Magistra, by way of
Quadragesimo Anno, the form*
of work and the condition of
the workers have been pro-
foundly transformed: It is on
their present situation that you
intend to ponder, In the light
of this authoritative teaching.
The problem of work as it
pose* itself today overlaps "the
social questions" and "capital
labor relations": it Is no longer
simply the manual aotivity of
an industrial worker that muat
be considered, but every effort
of Intelligence and knowledge
expended to transform created
nature and adapt it to increas-
ingly differentiated human
needs.
Besides, save for rare excep-
tions, everyone “work*" who
is able to carry out an activity
and whose effort U pointed,
beyond the indispensable gain
needed for the We of the fam-
ily, to the development of per-
sons and the ordering of so-
ciety.
THE PART TAKEN by the
diverts categories of workers
in constructing common proa-
perlty permits them to take a
letigimate pari in the choices
that give direction to it, and to
share equitably with the whole
nation the good* which are ita
fruit. It la no longer a ques-
tion limply of the dlatrihution
of the national Income, but
more basically of an essential
right of the worker to take
part as a citizen the Social
Week in Caen gave a reminder
of thia last year—in the orien-
tations that involve the enter-
prise and every economic ac-
tivity of the country, an aetivl.
ty to which he brings his irre-
placeable contribution.
Thia la to speak of the im-
menae task which, in the city,
falls to the profesaiona! asso-
ciations of worker*. It ii no
longer a question, as it once
was, of the trade union conse-
crating its efforts exclusively
on the defense of just right*
and on making the necessary
claim* within a framework
labeled liberal, where victory
belonged to the strongest. Now
it muat build, if not in com-
mon, at least in harmony,
through a, fruitful dialogue
with the other communities,
under anacknowledged depend-
ence on the responsible author-
ity, which will be eager to
favor thia free participation of
all in the building society.
THE WORKERS’ associa-
tion* will refuse, then, to be-
come "pressure groups," but
rather rise above all ciaas out-
look to collaborate with the
head* of enterprises for the
common good, national and
then international. Organa for
the defense of the legitimate
collective —but always private
interest* of their adherents,
unions will be anxious to avoid
stiffening Into an attitude of
simply claiming rights or of
disputation, but rather to rail*
themselves to higher responsi-
bilities.
If tlie deciaion belongs to
state organizations, they will
be anxious to share in its
elaboration and then In its ap-
plication, in the perspective
of the universal good that over-
rides the interest of groups.
They will want to adapt this
(interest) to that (good) and
to bring individuals, social
classes and professional com-
munities into collaboration with
the public ppwera for the com-
mon prosperity.
RUT THIS is the place to
reflect on thia prosperity
which is the fruit of work, and
to ask why one works. It is
the honor and the duty of an
assembly like yours to pose
this question, which involves
an entire conception of man
and of the world, Also, no
regime, no economic or politi-
cal structure escapes this in-
terrogation: What ii man worth
and what are thoae activities
worth to which he binds him-
self or to which other* bind
them?
If man la turned by nature
toward a last end, It Is in re-
lation with this purposefulness
of his being that work will find
its full justification, that of a
means ordained to the personal
and collective good of men,
and whose total dimension la
revealed to u* only by the light
of faith.
Created by God to His image,
man must cooperate with the
Creator In the completion of
creation, and muat in his turn
mark the earth with the spirit-
ual imprint he himaelf has re-
ceived. Doing this he assures
himaelf, by what at first ap-
pears as a subjugation to mat-
ter, freedom from it« aub|uga*
tion and this a better txereise
of the liberty which la hit dig-
nity. But thia |a not a aolitary
task: quite the contrary, it ts
a matter of collective work.
Doae by the community of
men, work unites thorn among
themselves in a close interde-
pendence, and It usually orders
itself toward the common good.
BUT "THE APPEARANCE
of this world passes," and hu-
man brotherhood would be
shortlived it earthly purposes
made up ita only horizon. We
muat then look farther: the dig-
nity of man a* God's coopera-
tor, the grandeur of the work-
er who free* himsolf from ma-
terial alavery and fulfills the
moral demands of his person,
the brotherhood of men in a
common labor these spirit-
ual valuta of earthly work find
their sense only in their rela-
tion to the eternal life to
which is called the humanity
redeemed by the Blood of
Christ.
If what was joyous creative
act’vlty In the plan of God has
become through sin and aus-
tere labor and a pain difficult
to bear, see how this rough
dally struggle, accepted humb-
ly becomes redeeming in Imi-
tation of the work of Jeaua of
Nazareth.
In this light the scandal
of the suffering of work
is transmuted into a ges-
ture of offering: the bread and
wine which are the fruits of
man's work become the sym-
bol —as well as of hia Joy
and of hi* life —of hia pain
freely consented to and gener-
ously offered In sacrifice as-
sociated with that of thi Re-
deemer.
The lowly human task, aa-
aumed by Chriat and offered
by Him to the Father, take*
the value of eternity, and by
the work which builda a more
brotherly city, man prepare*
himaelf perhaps without al-
ways knowing It to enter
into the heavenly city where
the values of here below will
be transfigured.
HOW FALLACIOUS then
would be a "civilization of
work" whoic only Ideal would
be to transmute matter in
order to attain satisfactions
which, however lofty they
might be, would be no less
limited than to a material hori-
zon.
When the technique* of
productivity have been pushed
to the highest point, when the
machine hea truly been put to
the service of men, it will
still be necessary to choose
between a metcrieliim that
woujd content iteelf with more
refined end easier enjoyments
and anew humanism solicitous
for spiritual values.
Thus would appear the limit
imposed by men’s very nature
upon all programming. With-
out doubt the community has a
right to expect that aptitudes
be discerned end employed to
the full, that wastage of energy
end of intelligence be limited
much IS possible, and that
nothing paralyse the common
effort or compromise its suc-
cess.
But a program of full em-
ploymant can never go to the
point <4 submitting the funda-
mental liberties of the spirit
to the laws of productivity,
‘•nder pain of aisaulting the
dignity of the human perion.
There is no queation then of
passing from liberty without
law to law without liberty, but
of permitting everyone to con-
tribute by Ms free work to
the pursuit of the common
good whose demands Impose
themselves o<i all workera,
whatever sphere of activity
they apply their Intelligence to
or expend their energies on.
SUCH 19 THE light that muat
be used In Judging work, its
methods, Its structure* and ita
rhythm In the world at today.
The Church brings you her
doctrine. You saturate your-
selves with IU guiding princi-
ples in order to pursue its ap-
plication, which belong* to you
In your own right. In fact, that
"consecration of the world,"
which Piua XII spoke of to the
socond World Congress for the
Apoatolate of the Laity Is
yours to accomplish, and also
that building up of a society
animated by the spirit of the
Gospel. (A A S. 49 (1937),
Beyond the means used by
labor and the Immediate goals
it puraues, there Is the ques-
tion of discovering how it en-
noble* man In enriching so-
ciety. Beyond a reform of eco-
nomic institutions, it is then a
reform of morals that muat be
promoted! founded on ti.e es-
tablishment of structures guar-
anteeing the good of persons
•nd assuring the common
good, the national good, the In-
ternational good. It is a world
that la a friend of man that
work must establish, a world
where every one can fulfill hia
task as a child of God in the
midst of his brother*.
Thua, In cooperating with
the erection of the earthly city,
every worker whether he be
chief of an enterprise or a
wage-earner, rank-and-fller or
technician, artisan or busi-
nessman, farm worker or
factory worker or member
of the liberal profes-
sions will unite him-
self with the Creative work
of the I ather, with the redemp-
tive work of the Son and with
the sanctifying work of the
Spirit, and will prepare him-
self for the glorious manifesta-
tion of the Lord.
Marked with the Sign of the
Cross, the renunciation and
suffering of work become ful-
ness in the light of the Risen
Christ and in the expectation
of Hia arrival at tha end ot
time.
Such are the perspective* of
faith in wMch the Holy
Father likes to think you
would like to place the coming
Social Week ot Lyona , . ,
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Sees Trend to Better
, Bigger Schools
By JOHN J. DALY, JR.
WASHINGTON (NC)
Catholic secondary education
this year will step up move-
ments toward stronger aca-
demic content, fewer parish
schools and closer ties with
Catholics in public high
schools.
It also will continue to wres-
tle with the dilemma of admis-
sion standards, turn away hun-
dreds of applicants in many
places, and increase tuition.
This outline was offered here
by Rev. C. Albert Koob, O.
Praem., associate secretary of
the secondary school depart-
ment of the National Catholic
Educational Association since
1961.
TO FATHER Koob, there
are two major facts of life
about modern Catholic high
schools. "First, it is impera-
tive that we increase our aca-
demic challenge for students.
Secondly, we must accept the
truth that we are not going
to educate more than 50% of
the eligible students.”
The drive to raise academic
standards has amounted to al-
most a crash program in the
past three years.
He cited the success of the
department’s new consultant.
Brother E. Anthony of La
Salle College, who joined the
NCEA in May as an expert
in evaluation of schools and
teachers.
“We invited schools to have
him visit them, study their
curriculum, the background of
the teachers, and recommend
improvements, the response
has been overwhelming. He is
booked solidly until next
spring.”
FATHER KOOB thinks last
year’s NCEA convention and
the tumult over Mary Perkins
Ryan’s book, “Are Parochial
Schools the Answer?’’ gave
the academic improvement
drive "a good shot in the
arm.”
The federal government will
give it another push, he said,
when it corrects a legal de-
fect that has kept large num-
bers of private school teach-
ers from participating in fed-
erally sponsored summer in-
stitutes.
"We will see far greater par-
ticipation by Catholic secon-
dary school teachers, especial-
ly the lay people, if Congress
passes the bill (a revised Na-
tional Defense Education Act) v
which proposes they get the
same stipend now given only
to public school instructors en-
rolled in the institutes," he
said. The stipend is $75 a week
plus $l5 for each dependent.
THE DEPARTMENT is pub-
lishing a series of curriculum
reports by special national
committees. The subjects are
science, mathematics, Eng-
lish, social studies, foreign
languages and religion.
"These are having a strong
impact not only on our educa-
tors, but on other pro-
fessionals too,” he said. The
NCEA's model science cur-
riculum was praised by the in-
fluential American Institute of
Biological Sciences and copies
were acquired by the institute
for distribution to all its com-
mittees.
The Modern Foreign Lan-
guage Association, he said,
was attracted by the NCEA
study on language courses and
has taken the lead in making
certain all U.S. Catholic high
schools are regularly getting
the association’s published
materials.
AS PART of this general
drive, he said, the days of the
small parish school are num-
bered. “You cannot today run
a good high school with fewer
than 500 pupils,” he said.
“Academically and economi-
cally it doesn’t work,” he
maintained. “Even a school
with 300 pupils complicates
things enormously. You cannot
offer all the courses you
should and the back-breaking
cost of acquiring equipment
such as is needed for good
laboratories is not worth it for
a small school.”
But even with big, new
schools, he said, students will
still be turned away.
Because of this, Father Koob
sees the day when the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine and Catholic high schools
will work hand-in-hand
on the
high school level under direc-
tion of the diocesan superin-
tendent of schools. '
He predicted that Catholic
high schools will make their
faeilities available to CCD pro-
grams and will invite Cath-
olics in public schools to join
their activities.
Father Koob thinks that the
CCD and Catholic high schools
will coordinate religious in-
struction programs, using the
same textbooks and perhaps
often the same teachers.
SHARED-TIME education
will further this coordination,
he said. Under shared
time plans, students can split
their classes between both
Catholic and public schools.
"Shared-time is going to blos-
som. I think tiie day will come
when new _ Catholic high
schools will be built on close
Proximity to the public
schools,” he said.
As for tuition, Father Koob
sees it as going higher.
Admission procedures will
continue to be troublesome, es-
pecially in those areas where
high schools are unable to en-
roll all graduates of Catholic
grade schools. “I’m afraid we
will have to get used to the
idea that not everyone is go-
ing to get in anymore," he
commented.
Passaic Board Denies Bid
For Course in Theism
NORTH HALEDON The
issue of Bible reading in pub-
lic schools arose again in this
Passaic County Community
last week when the Board of
Education turned down the re-
quest of a Protestant parent
to have a course in theism
introduced in the public
schools here.
Neale Swectman, a member
of the North Haledon Christian
Reformed Church, also will
meet this week with Dr. Har-
old Straub, Passaic County Su-
perintendent of Schools, to dis-
cuss Sweetman’s request that
his children be allowed to read
the Bible and pray on an in-
dividual basis in school.
His request for the theism
course was heard by the North
Haledon board Sept. 1. He has
placed a similar request with
the Manchester Regional High
School board and has also
asked both boards to allow a
voluntary program of prayer
and Bible reading. North Hale-
don students attend Man-
chester High.
Sweetman is a member of a
congregation which sponsors
its own parochial school sys-
tem in the West Bergen-Pas-
saic area. Its high school,
Eastem Christian, is located
here. His three children, how-
ever, attend the public schools.
It is his contention, ex-
pressed in a letter to Dr. Fred-
erick M. Ra.,binger, state su-
perintendent of schools, that
it is imperative for the home,
the church aand the school to
be related in the life of a child.
He further contends that
"when one of the three spheres
of adult influence is out of
phase, the situation is unten-
able. That in order for me to
relate the home and the church
with the school for my chil-
dren, it is necessary for them
to read the Bible and pray
within their school life."
Swectman also argues that
voluntary religious obser-
vances were not banned in the
two U.S. Supreme Court
prayer decisions. He says his
own constitutional rights are
violated by the local boards
of education when they pro-
hibit children from reading
the Bible or praying in schools.
Sweetman claims the theism
course should be introduced to
counteract the agnostic or
atheistic views that he said
can crop up in science class
texts’ explaining of the origin
of the universe.
The board’s rejection was
based on a report by Dr. Jo-
seph Kutncr, superintendent of
schools, which said that the
curriculum had been recom-
mended by the American As-
sociation of School Administra-
tors and that he found
it "fair."
Sweetman’s contention that
teachers in the schools are now
afraid to mention religious
theories and the name of
God in light of the Supreme
Court rulings resulted in a re-
quest for an investigation by
board president Stuart Kclller.
FOR NEW SCHOOL - Msgr. Carlo Cianci, pastor of St. Michael's, Paterson, breaks
ground for the new school of St. Gerard Majalla there as Bishop Navagh and Msgr.
Joseph J. Gallo, rector of Blessed Sacrament, Paterson, look on. St. Gerard's is a
mission of St. Michael's.
Students Support
Rights, Ecumenism
MILWAUKEE, WU. (RNS)—
Resolutions supporting the
Civil Rights Act and the ecu-
menical movement have been
approved by the National
Newman Club Federation.
Delegates expressed apprec-
iation to President Johnson
and members of Congress for
passage of rights legislation
and suggested that Newman
Clubs should undertake the
education of persons with dis-
criminatory attitudes. It also
said students should partici-
pate in community develop-
ment, working in housing proj-
ects and slum areas.
NEWMAN CLUBS were also
urged to educate their mem-
bers in ecumenism and to un-
dertake service projects with
Protestant and Orthodox
Christians in areas of social
action, dialogue, liturgical ex-
perience, and united Christian
witness on the campus.
''Ecumenism involves *a
searching together for unity in
the Christian faith," the reso-
lution said. "Unification seems
to imply a higher synthesis of
the Christian churches which
would respect what is essen-
tial to each tradition.
"The immediate goal of ecu-
menical dialogue on the uni-
versity campus should include
united action among Protes-
tants, Orthodox and Catholics
in an effort to serve that uni-
versity world. 'The spirit of
dialogue,’ says Pope Paul VI
in his encyclical Ecclesiam
Suam, 'is irlendship and even
more, is service.'"
Another resolution called at-
tention to the problem of ob-
scene literature and asserted
that the federation "must con-
demn and try to remove all
pornographic literature from
newsstands."
Donn Kurtz of Monroe, La.,
a junior at the University of
Southwestern Louisiana, was
elected federation president.
Allen Wall of Garfield, N.J.,
was named extension vice
president.
Fill Intellectual Needs,
Newman Chaplains Told
MILWAUKEE INC)-Three
top priorities for Newman
Club chaplains today the in-
tellectual development of stu-
dents, their pastoral care,
and the formation of bands of
lay apostles were listed by
Bishop James W. Malone,
episcopal moderator of the
chaplains, at a meeting of the
National Newman Chaplains
Association.
"The age of the self-made
but not formally educated
leader is over. There is great-
er meaning now to the adage
that we can change the
world," the auxiliary Bishop
of Youngstown, Ohio, said.
**? exercising these three
tasks, the Newman Club chap-
lain who is called reverently
by the name of Father, earns
the title in at least two
spheres —as a generator of
knowledge and as a generator
of spiritual life."
Bishop Malone said the New-
man Club chaplain's first re-
sponsibility is the intellectual
development of students as
Christians. He said this func-
tion differs from the prime
duty of other priest-chaplains,
whose first Job is pastoral
care.
"This is the intellectual task
which I propose as being first
in priority," Bishop Malone
declared. "If you do not exe-
cute it, the intellectual task is
left undone. All other aspects
of your work can conceivably
be performed by others."
Referring to the formation
of lay apostles, Bishop
Malone said if the age of the
laity is to be dynamic and
and fruitful, it will need not
many loaders, but zealous
leaders.
"It is the vocation of every
Christian to be an apostle,"
he said. "However ...I have
In mind the formation of a
group of the spiritually elite.
I have in mind those who
would be in fact apostolic
leaders.”
Yugoslav Seminary
To Reopen in Fall
BONN, Germany (NC)
The Yugoslav government will
permit the Catholic seminary
in Spalato, Croatia, to reopen
this fall after a five-year sus-
pension, the German Catholic
News Agency here has re-
ported.
It also said that 74 priests
have been ordained in Yugo-
slavia this year the larg-
est number in ooe year since
World War 11.
Hold Seminar
In New Math
PASSAIC A three-day
workshop in modern mathe-
matics for all elementary
grade teachers in the Diocese
of Paterson was held at Pope
Piu* High School Sept. 24.
The modern math program
will be introduced for the first
time in the fourth through sixth
grades. Ithas been used in the
other grammar school grades
for the past few years and Is
also in most of the high
schools.
The seminar for teachers
was sponsored by the office
of the superintendent of
schools of the diocese. Instruc-
tors included Sister M. Fran-
cine, S.C.C., of Assumption
College for Sisters, Mendham,
and Sister Eileen Imelda, 0.P.,
of Lacordalre School, Mont-
clair.
Bus Rides
For 200
SCOTCH PLAINS - About
200 students at St. Bartholo-
mew’s School here will be able
to ride public school buses
this year as a result of an
appeal made last year for full
transportation rights by a par-
ish parents' group.
There are over 1,300 students
in the school and about half
of these live far enough away
to require transportation. How-
ever, a ruling by the board
of education last year limits
the riders on public school
buses to those who live along
the direct line of travel to the
nearby public schools.
The request for more com-
plete bus service was made
last November and turned
down by the board after con-
sultation with county and state
school officials. The present
policy follows that in other
communities of the state un-
der the interpretation of a
1941 amendment to the school
bus law.
Bus transportation for the
other St. Bartholomew'! pup-
ils will continue to be pro-
vided at parenta' expense, as
wss the case last year for all
of the children involved.
Seton Hall Offers
Course on Races
NEWARK - Herbert C.
Kraft, director of the Seton
Hall University museum, will
present a 10-week adult edu-
cation course on the origins of
races at the Setoo Hail Uni-
versity College, beginning Oct.
1 st 7 p.m.
The course will be one of
several ottered In the fields of
literature, theology, philo-
sophy, psychology snd Latin
at the university college this
fall. Information on the
courses may be obtained from
the office of the executive
dean, 31 Clinton St.
University Gags
Jesuit Speaker
PORTO ALEGRE, Brazil
(NC) A visiting French
Jesuit was ordered to halt his
lecture on the social teaching!
of the Church at a state-run
university here.
The silence was imposed
on Rev. Jean Calvez, S.J., at
the University of Rio Grande
do Sula few minutes after he
had started an hour-long talk
on Communism and Catholic
doctrine. Father Calvez was
summoned by the head of the
university's philosophy de-
partment and told to halt his
lectUre or face police action.
A subsequent attempt by
Father Oalvez to answer stu-
dents’ questions was stymied
when the priest’s Interpreter
refused to translate. The stu-
dents forced the interpreter to
flee.
News of Education
High Schools Are Setting Pace
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Catholic elementary and sec-
ondary schools have enrolled
about 5,653,000 students this
month, according to a pre-
liminary estimate which was
made here.
High schools are emerging as
pace-setters in percentage of
enrollment increase, accord-
ing to the Department of Ed-
ucation of the National Catho-
lic Welfare Conference.
The welfare conference is
maintained by the Bishops of
tiic United States.
Grade school expansion,
which has run as high as 3 or
4% in some past school years,
continues a deceleration first
noted throe years ago.
Between the 1962 and the
1963 school years, the depart-
ment said, secondary school
enrollment grew by 3.2% while
the elementary school enroll-
ment expanded 1.4%. In the
nine years between 1954 and
1963, the NCWC department re-
ports that while elementary
school enrollment grew 40.5%
secondary school student num-
bers went up 66.9%.
Major factors In the slow-
down in growth of elementary
school numbers appear to be
grade-dropping, which will
take away 10,000 pupils in Cin-
einnati alone this year; a con-
tinued shortage of teaching
Sisters because they are being
held back until they finish all
college courses; new regula-
tions in several dioceses cut-
ting down average class size
and the financial strain facing
parishes from recent costly
school expansion and hiring of
lay teachers.
Elementary school enroll-
ment this year should be about
4,600,000 in contrast to 4,546,360
last year and high schools
should enroll about 1,053.000 In
contrast to about 1,041,357 last
year.
CEF Sets Goals
CHICAGO (NC) - Citizens
for Educational Freedom has
launched a drive to triple its
membership by the new year.
Goals are a membership of
more than 100,000 and at least
one chapter in all 50 states by
Jan. 1.
CEF is a national
or-
ganization seeking equal edu-
cational benefiti for all chil-
dren, regardlcsa of whether
they attend public or nonpublic
schools.
The organization now has
35,000 members who be-
long to 542 chapters in 30
states.
•
Teachers Organize
CLEVELAND (NC) Lay
teachers in Cleveland diocesan
elementary schools have
formed an association aimed
at spiritual and professional
advancement. The Catholic El-
ementary Lay Teacher Asso-
ciation will have its first for-
mal activity Sept. 13, an af-
ternoon of recollection, and
will hold its first meeting a
short time later.
- •
ETV Network
SPRINGFIELD, 111. (NC)
The Illinois supervisor of
instructional television has an-
nounced that a statewide ed-
ucational television network
will be available to every
school public and parochial
by 1970.
The program would be fi-
nanced by a $10,581,00 ap-
propriation for the 1965-67
biennium and a slightly smal-
ler amount for the following
two-year period.
•
Observe HolyDays
SUDBURY, Mass. (NC)
Observance of Christian and
Jewish holidays will be per-
mitted in the public schools of
this Boston suburb.
Lawrence Tighe, spokesman
for the municipal school com-
mittee, said children will be
allowed to observe Christmas
and Easter and the Jewish
holidays of Yom Kippur, Rosb
lloshana and Chanukah.
Pupils may discuss the holi-
days and produce plays with
"appropriate symbolism and
reasonable classroom decora-
tions."
Shift Seminarians
To Regular College
ROCHESTER (NC) - The
Rochester Diocese will send
seminarians to St. John
Fisher College here for their
college education instead of of-
fering them college courses in
the diocese’s two seminaries,
it has been announced.
Bishop James E. Kearney of
Rochester announced the
change, saying it is in line
with papal suggestions that
seminarians get instruction in
the same subjects as other
college students. Transfer of
(he students will begin in Sep-
tember, 1965.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
24 DE GRASSE STREET
PATERSON 1, NEW JERSEY
Clergy
Appointments
diocesan commissions
Commission for Sacred Liturgy _ Msgr. Frank J. Rodimer
J.C.D., chairman; Rev. Lawrence C. Callaghan, Rev. Jo^pn
Ladl *lal' s Flek - Rev. Anthony J. FranchinoS.T.L Rev. Fclician A. Foy, 0.F.M.,Rev. Elias Mayer OS BRev. Lawrence D. McGlnley, Rev. Joseph J. Meyer Very’
so
C
,
V
s TTr 0 'S°®’
J C D ’ Rev - Tll0 ™5 J- Trapas-
Commission for Ecumenism (Bishop serves as chairman) _
Msgr. Joseph J. Gallo. S.T.L., secretary, Rev. Peter Biasiotto
’ 'M '* Rcv ' Franc | s J- Bischoff, M.A., Rev. Maxim Chalhoub’
Rev. James J. Doyle, Rev. James L. Fallon, Rev. Albert
Gorayeb. Rev. John E. Morris, Ph. D„ STL Rev John P
O’ConneU, Rev. Richard G. Rento, S.T.L Msgr FranH J
SSTwiS ’ MSBr ' AndrCW J ' Romanak- P -A-. M sgr. Wil-
Commission for Christian Doctrine Msgr. Christian D. Haagchairman, Rev. Roger A. Hebert, secretary, Rev. Pascal Cac-
cavaUe O.F.M. Cap., Rev. James J. Daft, Rev Joseph A
Re'- Roger F. Hebert. 0.F.M., Rev. William J. King’
STD Rev. Francis J. Klauder, 5.D.8., Rev. Thomas H.
Murphy, Rev. Richard G. Rento, Rev. James J. Rugel Rev
Alphonse A. Tuozzo.
Commission for Sacred Music - Msgr. Emil R. Suchon chair-
man, Rev. Francis J. English, Rev. Leo M. Fanning, Rev.
Louis J. Gallo, Rev. John R. Ryan, Rev. Daniel A. Vecchiollo!
Commission for Sacred Art and Architecture Msgr. Henry J.
Veith, chairman, Msgr. Francis H. Murphy, Rev. Carl J Wol-
sin, S.T.L.
Sole: The vicar general and chancellor are ex-officio
members of alt commissions.
Shopping Center
Classroom Site
FRANKLIN LAKES Rooms on the second floor of anew
shopping center here served as classrooms for Most Blessed
Sacrament School this week as the 1964-65 school year opened.
Sixth and seventh grade pupils were accommodated at the
Urban Farms Shopping Center, while the first five classes con-
tinued to be held at nearby Our Lady of Perpetual Help School
Oakland, as they were last year.
CONSTRUCTION problems have delayed the opening of the
Most Blessed Sacrament School and convent until January
according to Rev. Francis F. Boland, pastor.
The children attending classes at the shopping center will
be able to ride public school buses which go along the same
road. When the parish school opens, most of the children will
be eligible for bus rides as it also lies along the road to the
public school.
Directors’ Meeting
Opens CCD Program
, NEWARK The Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine will
open its activities for the 1964-
65 school year with a meeting
for parish priest-directorsSept.
14 at 1:30 p.m. in Seton Hall
University Gymnasium, South
Orange.
Rev. William Grccnspun.
C.S.P., of the national staff of
the CCD will speak on
"Ecumenism and the CCD.”
Msgr. Roger A. Reynolds,
archdioccsan director, also an-
nounced this week that eight-
week courses in methods of
teaching Christian Doctrine
will begin at 11 sites the week
of Sept. 22. At each center
there will be a course in ele-
mentary and one in high
school methods.
BASIC DOCTRINE cours-
es will begin Jan. 3,
while courses in advanced
doctrine are scheduled for Oct.
11 on the Liturgy and the Bi-
ble. The latter are open to
those already teaching, while
the former are given in prep-
oration for the teaching cer-
tificate.
The CCD will also sponsor
an institute for the laity Oct. 18
at Seton Hall University. Work-
shops for teachers, helpers,
fisners and the adult religious
education program of the CCD
will be held from 1:30 to 5
p.m.
The sites for the methods'
courses, which arc required-
for all seeking a teaching cer-
tificate, arc: Tuesdays, Sacred
Heart, Lyndhurst; Immaculate
Conception, Hackensack; Mt.
Carmel, Ridgewood; St. Eliza-
beth’s, Linden, and St. Aloy-
sius, Jersey City;
Wednesdays, St. Aloysius,
Caldwell; St. Joseph's Catho-
lic Center, West Now York;
St. Joseph's, Maplewood; St.
Michael's, Newark; Thursday,
St. John’s, Bcrgcnficld; Satur-.’
day (morning), Our Lady of:
the Valley, Orange.
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Open to Criticism
Recently, nine prominent clergymen
“dared" to attack the U.S. Supreme
Court for having, as they said, “virtually
promulgated degeneracy as the standard
way of American life.” This protest,
sponsored by Operation Yorkville, urged
that “religious leaders of all faiths in
all communities stand together vocifer-
ously decrying the fact that the court has
presumed to recast the moral law.” This
statement was prompted by the Supremo
Court’s June 22 ruling that upset legal
bans on “Tropic of Cancer” and the
French film, “The Lovers.”
THERE ARE THOSE who accept all
"decisions of the Supreme Court with
finality and even condemn those who
would criticize these decisions. It is our
; feeling that the freedom of Americans un-
’der our Constitution allows us to be criti-
'cal, constructively, of our executive
branch and of our legislative branch.
.How come that it is so wrong to be con-
structively critical of the decisions of the
Supreme Court?
g>
For any judge there is a social at-
mosphere in which he lives and it is ex-
pected that he would be cognizant of the
facts of society. How can they be so ig-
norant of the avalanche of hard-core and
soft-core pornography, of sex-satiated
novels, of prurience-laden films and, at
the same time, deny the right of the peo-
ple of America to protect both themselves
and their children from this moral disease
in society?
The decisions of the individual
members of the Supreme Court, particu-
larly Justice Brennan, are at very best,
obtuse and confusing. Such decisions
plague sincere legislators trying to adopt
a formula of protection for the moral
health of communities. The best efforts
of the best minds of the best citizens are
frustrated in trying to combat the porno-
graphic corruption in our society.
A few weeks ago, Cardinal Spell-
man, referring to recent Supreme Court
decisions, deplored the lack of standards
bv which to judge and evaluate what has
happened in America.
THE STATEMENT of the nine cler-
gymen is to be commended and it is hop-
ed that it could arouse In our Supreme
Court a desire to give the American peo-
ple a standard of moral health. The De-
partment of Food and Drugs has no trou-
ble in recognizing poison or dangers to
public health. It seems as though our Su-
preme Court does not recognize the moral
and religious poison found in our litera-
ture and films. -
War Without End
It s hard to see the value of our ef-
forts in South Vietnam. Why the pot-
shot whirly-bird loss of American lives?
Who are we fighting? What for? Look-
ing only at South Vietnam, the questions
may seem valid. But it is not an isolated
operation leading pointlessly to nowhere.
South Vietnam at the moment is the most
obvious eruption of a sore that infects
the world: atheistic Communism.
WE HAVE ALWAYS to be remind-
Ing ourselves worldwide Communism is
committed to world conquest by force.
Unpredictable as they are changeable,
hot war or cold war is a matter of little
difference. War it is and will be, ’til
conquest. Right now South Vietnam is
the site where open force is so obvious-
ly being used. The soft-sell is going bet-
ter elsewhere.
Make no mistake, we are apace of
them at their own game. Why else are
our peace-time Armed Forces spread
around the globe? In response to the
Communists’ capitalizing on povertv, we
have our aid units and technical assis-
tance teams operating in 80 nations.
Peace Corps members are working de-
fenders of man’s God-given rights in op-
position to the proponents of a godless
“welfare state.”
We are challenged on every contin-
ent, in every country, by every means,
but not directly, not openly. The attack
comes veiled in many guises, subver-
sion, infiltration, agitation, revolution,
espionage, propaganda, economic and
psychological warfare, and guerilla
fighting. It’s war without shape, with-
out dimension, but war without end.
PEKING AND MOSCOW are seem-
ingly at odds. The one condemns the
other for disloyalty to the more brutal
Stalinism we can so easily recall. Wheth-
er by open force, as in Vietnam, or talk
of peaceful coexistence, world Commu-
nism is geared and moving toward world
conquest. We cannot desist, but must
meet its effort effectively however and
wherever it shows itself. We cannot lose
our perception of the indivisibility of
freedom. To preserve our own freedom
we must see to it that the South Viet-
namese preserve theirs.
Setting the Record Straight
Now that the school year 1964-05
has opened, it is well for all inte'igcnt
and interested citizens to take another
look at the problem of "double sessions.”
THE TERM "double sessions” in the
minds of some is almost exclusively ap-
plicable to parochial schools, particularly
Catholic parochial schools. In a recent
curiously concentrated series of secular
magazine articles, and in one book "dou-
ble session” was cited as a reason for
the "decline” of the Catholic parochial
school. In one instance it was even used
as an argument for the abolition of- the
Catholic parochial school.
The implication is that the problem
of the double session is exclusively a
problem of the Catholic parochial school
and a "natural consequence of such a sec-
tarian system of education” as contrasted
with the public school system.
In light of this, the Aug. 26 report
of the N.J. State Department of Educa-
tion is revealing. It stated that during this
school year (1964-63) 60,000 students will
be on double sessions in New Jersey’s
public schools.
Another argument or point of at-
tack on the parochial school, the Catholic
parochial school in particular, is that
many Catholic classrooms are housed in
inadequate or unsuitable quarters. Again,
the implication is that this is a peculiarly
Catholic problem. The report of the N.J.
State Department of Education states:
besides students on double sessions, 46,
000 will attend public school classes in
buildings not originally intended as
schools.” These range from “fire stations
to Church basements.”
THERE IS NO Intent here to Justify
the existence of double sessions and un-
suitable classrooms in either parochial
or public schools. The purpose is to set
the record straight and also to point up
the need for more and suitable classrooms
in both parochial and public schools.
This, of course, means more money. Many
suburban communities have voted down
school bond issues designed to provide
more classroom space because of a high
tax rate in their respective communities
due principally to the high per-capita
cost of education in public schools.
It is a tax fact that the most costly
civic service in any modern community is
education. It should be of absorbing inter-
est to all taxpayers to learn how much
higher their taxes would be, if the paro-
chial school ceased to. exist.
‘Neighbor’ Identified,
The Crowd Is Stunned
By FRANK J. SHEED
Our Lord spent the weeks
after the Feast of Tabernacles,
going from town to town,
where He had sent the 73 dis-
ciples to prepare the way. In
these first weeks He was prob-
ably mainly in Judea; later
He would cross the Jordan
into Perea where Herod of
Galilee ruled.
Three occurences in these
weeks increased the determin-
ation of Pharisees to destroy
Him —■ the parablo of the
Good Samaritan, the charge
that certain of His questioners
blasphemed against the Holy
Spirit, the listing of sins which
stained the Pharisaism of that
moment.
TAKE FIRST the pareble of
the Good Samaritan. Only
one who knows the Old Testa-
ment well can realise the
chock to every Jow present.
Samaritans were the next door
neighbors to whom the Jews
felt so very unnclghborly.
Returning five centuries ear-
lier from the Babylonian cap-
tivity, the Jews had found
these people in Samaria —a
remnant of their own race who
had remained behind, inter-
married with pagans and
grown half paganized.
When the returned exiles
began the building of the Tem-
ple in Jerusalem, the Samari-
tans offered to help and were
snubbed. From that moment
hatred flowed steadily between
the two peoples. Only a cou-
ple of months before the para-
ble, the Samaritans had re-
fused lodging to Our Lord
Himself and the Twelve on
their way from Galilee to
Jerusalem.
WITH THAT He haJ gone
to the limit. If a Samaritan
could be listed among the
neighbors whom the Jews
must love as themselves, then
no one at all could be ex-
cluded,
Our Lord also answers
more than the question actual-
ly asked. From “Who is our
neighbor?" He advances to
what neighborlinesa involves-
“Go thou and do likewise."
The beloved disciple tnd his
brother James must have felt
the eyei of the other 10 upoh
them ai the atory unfolded, for
they had wanted to command
fire from heaven to destroy
the Samaritan city which
would not receive their Mat-
ter.
If they still took for
grentod that all Samaritans
were interior to all Jewt, one
more ahock waa awaiting
them.
IN THE PARABLE a Sam-
aritan had done the right thing
When Jewt had failed Ia few
montha later a Samaritan
would do the right thing in
real life when Jewt had failed.
Ten lepers begged Our Lord
for pity. He did not heal them
on the instant, simply told
them to go and show them-
selves to the priests the
Mosaic law required that cure
of leprosy must be certified’
by a priest. As they went they
found themselves healed. One
returned to thank Him, a
Samaritan.
END OF SUMMER- CHANGING OF THE GUARD
Justice Demands Joint
Efforts for Public Good
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept. L NCWC
The 1964 Labor Day State-
ment of the NCWC Social Ac-
tion Department lays heavy
emphasia on closer coopera-
tion between labor and man-
agement in the interest of the
general economic welfare.
The time has come, the
statement says, to think of
Labor Day as the national
holiday not only of "workers”
In the old class-conscious
sense, but of all who share in
what Pope Paul refers to as
"the collective work” of eco-
nomic life.
I.ABOK HAY should bo ob-
served in such a way as to
center attention on the com-
mon sense of purpose which
ought to animate aU segments
of out 1 economic society.
The statement goes on to
say Uiat collective bargaining,
while necessary and indispen-
sable, cannot be expected to
solve all our economic prob-
lems. These problems, it sug-
gests, are so complex and so
deeply rooted in their underly-
ing causes that they can only
be solved by cooperative ac-
tion on the part of govern-
ment and the private sectors
of our economy, including
management and organized la
bor.
SOME WHO read the state-
ment, however, look upon it
as ultra-conservative in tone
and are fearful it will play
into the hands of anti-union
forces in the United States.
One friendly critic has ob-
served that "many of those
who write the ‘do-it-yourself
kits’ on how to bust up a union
campaign will see great merit
in your Labor Day message
...I doubt, however, if it
will cause them to change a
single sentence in their man-
uals whether it’s the part
which advisM employers to
send pictures of strike vio-
lence to the home so the wife
will ace it or the part Which
tells them how to threaten the
workers with a plant shutdown
In a way that won’t violate
N.L.R.B. rules or explains
how to set up a 'spy system’
among supervision so they can
weed out 'agitators’ before
the organizing campaign gels
under way.”
It is not enough to emphasize
the need for a cooperative
spirit and a recognition of
mutual reaponsibilitlea and to
disregard the prior responsibi-
lity of employers to welcome
the organisation of their work-
er! Into bona fide trade unions,
he complains.
"Further,” he continues, "It
la impractical to expect full-
scale union response to pleas
for statesmanship, responsibi-
lity, and an end of the class
struggle when no similar pies
for such maturity is urged
upon management."
SINCE IT had been made
explicitly in a number of pre-
vious Labor Day statements
we saw no particular need to
bring it up again this year.
In our judgment, unions are
absolutely indispensable in our
kind of industrial society and
employers, as our correspon-
dent has suggested, have an
obligation to welcome, or at
least not to interfere with,
their establishment.
Until this principle is uni-
versally taken as a self-evi-
dent truth, labor and manage-
ment will of necessity spend
too much time and energy
sparring with one another—-
time and energy which they
ought to devote to carrying
out the demands which social
justice makes on both of them.
Social justice, as suggested
in this year’s Labor Day state-
ment, demands that the two
groups forget their petty dif-
ferences and jointly try to
serve the welfare not only of
their own members or stock-
holders, but of all their fellow
citizens and especially the
poorest of the poor.
September Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for Septem-
ber Is:
That the increased stan-
dard of material comfort
may not lead to a weaken-
ing of the truo Christian
spirit
The mission intention
suggested to the Apostlcship
of Prayer by the Pope is:
That the number of well-
trained catechists may In-
crease and their livelihood
be assured.
The Press Box
TV Reporting:
Out of Focus
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Well, they were Interesting
shows the Republican and
Democratic conventions at fil-
tered through the television
screen by the major networks
—but were they news reports?
1 rather doubt it. And 1 re-
gret it, too, because I don't
believe that journaliam is ser-
ved when a ahow is substituted
for news or when journslism
itself is creating or influencing
an event under the guisa of
reporting it.
MAYBE I BETTER explain
that because It’s rather a fine
point. I do not mean that it
is wrong for Journalism to
create news at all. Obviously,
this is one aspect of good
journalism, as when news is
created through diligent re-
searching and sifting of facts
that are not Immediately ap-
parent for Instance, the un-
earthing of a misappropriation
of funds by a public official.
No, what ! object to Is tele-
vision’s focusing on the re-
porter who is attempting to
create news where there real-
ly Is very little news. Call it
the "lley-look-what-l'm-dolng”
approach that distracts from
the event itself.
1 do not mean, either, thst
it is wrong for journalism to
influence current events in any
way. We all try to do this in
our editorial columns. But we
should not try to do this by
the manner in which we re-
port that event, and television
gave me the impression it
was doing exactly that.
This is not to say tha TV
bigwigs were attempting to in-
fluence the direction of the
event. It la to say that TV re-
portera in batting rumor
and report back and forth
from one personage to anoth-
er before the person had a
chance to evaluate what he
waa told appeared to be
trying to provoke incidents
rather than report them when
they occurred.
IT IS TRUE, of course, that
to report an event such as a
political convention one must
report the behind-the-scenes
strategy-making as well as
what is taking place on the
podium. But was it necessary
to ignore tha podium for tha
sake of illusory action just be-
cause the platform was being
read?
There must be something
newsworthy In platforms, given
tha time and effort and argu-
ment and compromise put in-
to them. Is it wrong to ex-
pect television to expose peo-
ple to the isaues as well as
the personalities? Could not
television focus on the event
rather than on lU own othcr-
world-like man scurrying to
and fro carrying moraela of
information and misinforma-
tion with which to badger
soma unprepared participant
while batting antennas with
like-minded rivals amid a
thought-warping bedlam of
their own making?
THIS WAS NOT television’!
first journalistic sin. And tha
pattern of Influencing and cre-
ating newa is growing.
Some critics feel television's
coverage of the Harlem riot-
ing tended to Incite the im-
mature and add to the prob-
lem of quelling it. There was
also the broadcasting of
puffed-up-to-infalllblllty compu-
ter projections on the Calif-
ornia primary before the polls
were even closed.
Eveh in its finest hour -
the coverage of President Ken-
nedy’s assassination there
was evidence of television's
ability to influence the direc-
tion of a news event. Would it
have been possible for Jack
Ruby to ahoot and kill Lee Os-
wald in a Dallas jail without
the confusion attendant on tha
television coverage?
True, the press itself waa
not guiltless here, nor even
the Dallas authorities who per-
mitted the herd to descend on
the jail. But this doesn't lessen
the validity of the question.
There are responsibilities In
covering the new*. These in-
clude noa-involvement in the
event itself, reasonable com-
pletenes* and objectivity. Tele-
vision is erring more and
more on all counts.
The Question Box
No Contradiction
On Birch Society
Q. I was shocked to find
such an open and direct con-
tradiction between your views
and those of Bishop Curtis on
Catholics and the John Birch
Society (Advocate, Aug. 27,
pages 4 and 18). Please ex-
plain yourselves, as this hat
created serious problems for
uncommitted persons trying to
form sn opinion on this mat-
ter.
A. Of all the letters we re-
ceived asking about the seem-
ing Bishop Curtis Question
Box conflict we confess to
having aelected this particular
one for public answer because
it makes a point in our behalf
in the very wording of the
question. Only "uncommitted
persons” suffer the “serious
problem." From what we read
both in personal mail and
“Letters to the Editor," the
committed Catholic Birchites
have no “problem" at all:
they simply dismiss us as be-
ing outrageously in error, and
seize upon Bishop Curtis’ state-
ment as blanket approval of
the Birch Society —and, of
course, our come-uppance.
Be that as it may, the "prob-
lem" here is quite simple to
solve. For. in reality, there is
no contradiction between our
views and Bishop Curtis' state-
ment. We expressed a strong
negative judgment, because
we are strongly convinced that
a comparative analysis of the
J.B. program and anR.C. con-
fession indicates a radical in-
compatibility under certain
key aspects. We presented our
opinion precisely as an opinion
and, at the same time, ac-
knowledged that it evidently is
not shared by some Catholic
theologians and canonists.
On the other hand, Bishop
Curtis did not express an
"opinion" on Catholic mem-
bership in the Birch Society.
He stated a "practical conclu-
sion" regarding a specific in-
dividual's right to follow a
view different from our own
(and conceivably different
from his own), and ultimately
to follow his own conscience.
We do not know what Bishop
Curtis’ considered "opinion"
as a theologian is, since he
has never expressed it (hence,
it is not to be excluded that
he agrees with us in whole or
in part). What we do have on
public record now is the state-
ment of the Bishop of Bridge-
port assn ecclesiastical super-
ior dealing with the activity of
a priest-subject. And in our
view Bishop Curtis’ action ex-
emplified the ideal of wisdom
and objectivity required in s
superior.
As in many areas of prac-
tical morality, so also in this
case, there exists a possible
legitimate diversity of opinion
among theologians. Standing
this diversity, in the practical
order a strict obligation to fol-
low one side or the other can-
not be demonstrated.
If theological opinion "A”
says you may, and theological
opinion "B" says you may not,
and you agree with "A”, go
right ahead and do it! And
"B," without relinquishing his
own conviction, will always
recognize your right to think
differently and follow "A”.
He would like to think, how-
ever, that the recognition of
the right to think differently
was reciprocated.
Such is the case here. Bish-
op Curtis, recognizing that the
question of Catholic member-
ship in the Birch Society has
evoked both "A" end "B”
judgments from theologians
depending on how they sift
and appraise the data, has
publicly vindicated the right of
his subject to follow “A.” The
Bishop'i own personal opinion,
whatever that might be, did
not enter Into this practical
conclusion.
Standing the doubt created
by the divereity of opinion,
Bishop Curtis has not Imposed
the more restrictive view, and
rightly so. He has opted for
the maximum freedom among
his priest-subjects.
And even though we stand
firmly on the side of the re-
strictive “B” here, with Bish-
op Curtis we acknowledge the
right of Father Fenton and
anyone else to follow the mors
permissive “A.”
Q. You couldn’t possibly be
serious in implying that up-
wards of 30,000 American
Catholics are wrong in belong-
ing to the Birch Society, could
you?
A. Yes. We find no difficulty
at all in allowing that one-sixth
of 1% of the total American
Catholic population are er-
roneous in their judgment of
a matter of practical morali-
ty. This is an infinitesimally
small fraction and cannot be
equated with the situation of
50 million Frenchmen.
When we say “wrong,” of
course we mean in our view
of the objective order of
things; by no means are we
imputing subjective sin to
these people. We presume they
are acting in good conscience.
Remember, our contention is
that "membership in the John
Birch Society demands espous-
al of certain doctrines, both
implicit and explicit, and cer-
tain practices which are, at
the very least, incompatible
with and, in some instances,
in open contradiction to, an
informed Roman Catholic con-
fession” (See the Question Box
Aug. 27).
This does not preclude that
Birchism is quite compatible
with an uninformed Roman
Catholic confession or that an
informed R.C. confession can
be squared with an unin-
formed J.B. membership. This
allowance is corroborated by
many letters we received of
late which, in objecting to our
position, betrayed a partial or
total lack of information about
Catholicism or Birchism or
both.
Q. Please clarify your very
confusing paragraph on Car-
dinal Cushing, the NAACP and
the Birch Society.
A. Obviously it was an at-
tempt at humor, and obviously
we will never attempt it again.
For l ocations
Members of the Apostol-
ate for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Sept. 12 Holy Name of
Mary
Sept. 14 Exaltation o!
the Holy Cross
Sept. 15 Seven Sorrow*
Each of the Ember Days,
Sept. 16, IS and 19.
And once a week for re-
citing daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 daye can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to tbs
priesthood.
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He Commends
Cleric’s Critics
Most Rev. James J.
Navagh, D.D.
Bishop of Paterson
Editor:
I wish to commend most
highly Mrs. B. F. Criscenzo of
Hawthorne and Mr. Joseph
Kelly of Roselle for their
splendid letters in The Advo-
cate (Sept. 3) in which they
make ridiculous Father Pot-
vin's article of Aug. 20. It is
a wonderful example of how
the laity can preach the truth
of Christ when a cleric stum-
bles.
Even a slight knowledge of
the papal encyclicals, and very
especially those of Pope John,
acquaints the reader with the
fact that the large family is
the Catholic ideal. It is true
that there may be reasons
which force parents to forego
the happiness of a large fam-
ily, but the large family in
which children are loved and
welcome is the Christian fam-
ily. As Mr. Kelly says so well.
Father Potvin should read a
little bit more of the Bible
than he evidently docs.
I think it is also my duty
to remark that all people en-
gaged in disseminating views,
very especially those of the
Catholic faith, should glance
occasionally at what the
Popes have had to say about
the necessity of aiming at the
truth and about the need of
responsibility so that such un-
fortunate and immature arti-
cles as this are consigned to
the wastebasket where they
belong.
I apologize because an arti-
cle of this kind which can
hurt our good men and wom-
en has appeared in a periodical
designated as the official
newspaper of the Paterson Dio-
cese.
Birch Column:
‘Smug, Unfair' Thomas F. Dowd III
East Orange
Editor:
Your smug observation that
the John Birch Society's “pro-
gram for a better world is
not entirely irreducible to a
subtle agnosticism" would be
rather ludicrous were it not
so patently un-Christian.
The “agnostic’’ society has:
• Quoted from the Bible in
the luihl against atheistic Com
mutuant;
• Applauded the renewal of
the For God and Country
theme in 4th of July celebra-
tions;
• Advocated and obtained
the restoration of “In God we
Trust” on dollar bills from the
1935 series;
• Backed the Becker prayer
amendment.
You claim the society's
statements concerning gov-
ernment (a "necessary evil"
which is “always and inevit-
ably an enemy of individual
freedom” and “tends toward
a restriction of the individual's
rights and responsibilities”)
are at odds with the teachings
of the Church.
On the contrary, the whole
tenor of the American Bish-
ops Statement made at Cath-
olic University in 1960 was
"pushing back the encroach-
ment of government and in-
creasing the area of personal
responsibility." The Statement
of the Bishops and those of
the society are only reiterating
the concern of George Wash-
ington, the Father of our Coun-
try, when he stated "govern-
ment is like fire —a dan-
gerous servant and a fearful
master.”
Your appeal to common
knowledge concerning the fact
that “even a most cursory
reading” of several encyclicals
"proves our point" is a bit
pathetic.
Qualified theologians have
found nothing incongruous in
the encylicals of the Catholic
Church and the beliefs of the
John Birch Society.
You further state that the
society claims “the end justi-
fies the means, fair or foul",
even though they are "mean
and dirty.” May I remind you
that we are in a mortal strug-
gle with atheistic Com-
munism; this is a war for
men's minds.
Mr. Welch does not suggest
anything immoral in the Blue
Book; he also states that if
any member does consider
any part of society's means or
goals as immoral, then he
should not engage in them.
I respectfully suggest that
in the future you spend more
time seeking truth rather than
unfairly anathematizing politi-
cal ideas while hiding under
the guise of religious instruc-
tors who attack a theistic
Philosophy as immoral and
agnostic.
God Love You
Judgement Day
For the Church
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
All expect God to judge first
and most severely the Com-
munists and persecutors of the
Church. But God's ways are
not our ways. Do we realize
that judgment, when it comes,
will begin with the Church, not
with the world? It will not be
with the Khrushchevs who
have denied God, but with us
who have professed to love
God yet have not served our
neighbors.
The sterner judgment is re-
served for those who have the
greater responsibility. “Not
everyone who says, 'Lord',
'Lord', will enter the Kingdom
of Heaven," said the Lord
Himself. Have we piled stone
upon stone in school, rectory,
gymnasium, social center and
convent without giving even
one per cent to the Christ
without a Church in Africa or
the Sisters living under a tent
in Kenya?
One Bishop in the U.S. sees
this so clearly that he is giv-
ing a percentage of his dio-
cesanrevenue to the Holy Fa-
ther for the propagation of the
Faith throughout the world.
Another priest gave $lB,OOO
his life savings and Mass
stipends which he garnered
for the Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith by living
poorly.
We pray that each dlogeae
in the U.S. will set aside a
percentage of its budget for
God’s poor. We pray that the
laity, in making donations for
the U.S. Church, will also send
a percentage to the Holy Fa-
ther. If judgment begins with
the Church, as it does, then
let it not be with the Church
in the U.S.
GOD LOVE YOU to D.L.
for $750: "I am an avid reader
of your ‘Mission’ booklet which
Inspired me to promise God a
contribution if He would help
me dispose of a very difficult
house to sell. . . to P.T. for
$10: "I won this on a lucky
r%:o ...to E.P. for $25: "In
thanksgiving for a successful
operation on my little grand-
child."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop FultAn J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Avenue.
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 MulbWry St ,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.
I/>uia, 24 DcGrasse St.. Pater-
son.
Distorted
Picture
Frank T. Kiernan
Newton
Editor:
The editors of The Question
Box (Aug. 27) stated that "a
Catholic may not be a member
of the John Birch Society ”
t'hi* article gives a distorted
view of the society. It states
that (Robert) Welch demands
unquestioning acceptance of
him as their leader. Nothing
could be further from the
truth. In fact, a "bonus book”
is offered to members each
month for offering criticism to
the society’s leadership. The
monthly bulletin of the society
has many times stated that
no one should at any time do
anything which is against his
conscience.
The article seems to indi-
cate that because The
Blue Book mentions God
frequently it is therefore
a treatise on religion or some
kind of guide to practicing re-
ligion. This is false. Although
an atheist or an agnostic
would not find it comfortable
to belong to the society, Welch
makes it clear that one’s own
religious convictions are a pri-
vate affair.
The article states that
Welch believes that "the end
justifies the means.” This is
a lie. Welch In the May, 1964,
bulletin states, "Never use bad
means to achieve good ends
. . . such action would not
only be immoral but is likely
to be stupid as well."
The editors should have
delved deeper in the goals of
the John Birch Society before
publishing such a damning
article. They could have
learned that the goal of this
society as was stated in the
June, 1964, bulletin is "to cre-
ate sufficient understanding of
the methods, the menace, and
the progress of the Commun-
the conspiracy.”
Prejudiced
Opinion
John Parfitt
Dover
Editor:
_
The Question Box (Aug. 27)
concludes that a Catholic may
not belong to the John Birch
Society and that the Blue Book
is a forbidden book.
Bad judgement is self evi-
dent here. There is no ques-
tion in my mind that the
opinion was reached in a pre-
judiced manner.
Prelate Names
Lay Theologian
QUEBEC, Quc. (NC)—Arch-
bishop Maurice Roy of Quebec,
Primate of Canada, has named
a layman, Charles de Konick,
dean of philosophy at Laval
University, to accompany him
as his theologian during the
third session of the Vatican
Council.
De Konick has been at Laval
since 1940 and has been guest
professor at the University of
Nolie Dame, South Bend, Ind ,
since 1957.
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Modern Youth Searches
For Authoritative Voice
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P
Soviet Russia is pushing the
Religion of Science. It claims
Christianity is hopelessly un-
progressive. In the U.S., of
course, there are many who
incline to the Soviet view.
However, Lord Brain, the new
president of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of
Science is not quite so sure
science has all the answers.
"If there are events or re-
lationships, human or other-
wise, which cannot be ade-
quately represented by scien-
tific symbols, must not some
aspects of them fall outside
the scope of science,” he has
asked.
lIE FEELS there is great
need of men who will know
how to face the demands of
modern life instead of living
in the past. He does not think
science can furnish this knowl-
edge. Our public officials es-
pecially need to be taught how
to act, he says. The fate of
our world is in their hands.
Lord Brain’s statement
came at the time of the Dem-
ocratic convention. Both con-
ventions have impressed deep-
ly on the American people that
someone ought to teach poli-
ticians how to behave. The an-
tics of the delegates were
matched in sheer stupidity
only by the inanity of the flap-
doodle that was uttered from
the platform.
if politics cannot teach
us how to behave, what about
the philosophers? Lord Brain
seems to think they can teach
us. *
He has sketched an edu-
cational system for the future
in which science and philoso-
phy would play equally im-
portant roles.
I.doubt that philosophy can
really make a strong ethical
impression on young people
with strong passions. Will they
follow -Die -advice of Bertrand
Russell or Camus or Sartre or
the Logical Positivists or the
Behaviorists or the Relati-
vists? Why should they, when
each philosopher is simply ex-
pressing his only personal
opinion?
WHAT ABOUT LAW as a
moral guide? Some years ago,
Edmund Calm of New York
University published a very in-
teresting book entitled "The
Moral Decision," in which he
attempted to create anew
moral law based on the dc
cisions of the American courts.
He_didn’t claim it was a per
feet system of ethics but felt
that it could prove adequate
to the demands of modern life.
He did this, he said, because
modern man no longer looks
to the clergy for guidance.
But is it true that the Church
no longer has prestige as a
moral guide?
Young people will listen to a
church which they feel speaks
with the voice of God. That is,
a Church that speaks with
authority.
It is not true that young
people today are indifferent
about religion. "Scratch the
surface of indifference," says
Yale chaplain Sidney Lovett,
"and you will find stifdents
who are not so much con-
vinced about religion as they
are haunted by it.” They are
haunted by the hope that they
will find an authoritative voice
speaking eternal truth instead
of learned opinions.
Mass Calendar
Sept. 13 Sunday. 17th Sunday after
Pentecost. 2nd Claw. Green. Gl. Cr.
Pref. of Trinity.
Sept. 14 - Monday. The Exaltsit Itw of
the Holv Cross. 2nd Class. Red. Gl. Cr.
Pref. of the Cross.
Sept. 15 Tuesday. Seven Sorrows
of Blessed Virgin Mary. 2nd Class.
White. Gl. 2nd Coll. St. Nlcomedes.
Sequence. Cr. Pref. of Blessed Virgin.
Sept. 16 Wednesday. SS. Cornelius.
Pope, and Cyprian. Bishop. Martyrs.
3-d Class. Red. Gl. 2nd Coll. SS.
fcuphrmin. Lucy and Geminianus; 3 C
tP). Common Pref.
Sept. 17 Thursday. Mass of previ-
ous Sunday (17th alter Pent.) 4th
Class. Green. No Gl. or Cr. 2nd Coll.
Sttgmat.! of St. Francis. Common Prci.
Or Imprinting of Stigmata of St.
Francis. White. Gl. Common Pref.
Sept. 18 Friday. St. Joseph of
Cupertino. Confessor. 3rd Class. White.
Gl. 2nd Coll. C <P). Common Pref.
Sept. 19 Saturday. SS. Jff.iuarius
and Companions. Martyrs. 3rd Class.
Red. Gl. Common Pref.
Sepf. 20 Sunday. 18th Sunday after
Pentecost. 2nd Class. Green. Gl. Cr.
Pref. of Trinity.
Key: Gl. Gloria; Cr. Creed: C from
the Votive Mass of Holy Ghost; N
Archdiocese rd Newark; P Diocese of
Paterson; Coll. Collect: Pref. Pref.ice.
‘Sexsational’
Writing Ending
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
The publisher of Esquire
magazine, Arnold Gingrich,
described himself as "a lonely
prophet" in telling aspiring
writers at a Georgetown Uni-
versity seminary that "sex
emphasis” in literature is go-
ing to go out of style because
it is beginning to pall on the
public.
Lonely Mr. Gingrich may be.
but right he surely is, at least
in his general forecast.
FORTUNATELY for all writ-
ers, literature like clothing is
always in some way dated.
The moment it makes its ap-
pearance, it starts going out
of fashion.
Mr. Gingrich's guess is that
a complete reversal in taste is
coming “whether in 30
months or 30 years” —and
that the pendulum may swing
so far as to- tend toward the
puritanical.
The accuracy of that detail
will depend largely upon
whether Christians are ready
to grasp firmly, and to popu-
larize, the whole truth about
sex.
Puritanism, like license, is
an
error, and we do not get
very far by swinging to and
fro between errors.
The fully balanced view de-
mands that we see sex, with
all its earthly and physical and
romantic and psychological
and spiritual aspects, as a di-
vine gift and a divine calling.
WE MUST HOLD firmly fo
the realization that sex is a
way of perfection in holiness
in marriage; and that this is
a sacrament.
We do not really understand
sex until we see that in mar-
riage the physical love of hus-
band and wife is the visible
sign of deep spiritual realities
—of the first divinely-revealed
way of life; of God's blessing
from the very beginning; of
the aeons-long preparation of
the human family for God’s
own entrance as a member of
the family.
When the time comes that
such concepts are realized
deeply enough by enough
Christians, they will flow over
into our writing; and then we
may expect a literature of hu-
man and divine love that will
make everything that has gone
before seem like children play-
ing in the sand.
Stamp for Saint
MADRID (NC) Anew
Spanish postage stamp to be
placed on sale Oct. 12 will
honor a South American Saint,
St. Toribio Alfonso de Mog-
rovejo, Archbishop of Lima
(1581-1606), who was canon-
ized in 1726.
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Pope John XX111
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Let Aid Be Catholic
As Christ Died for All
Christ died for mankind
not for one nation or for one
people. Therefore, it li not the
Church alone that muat be
aided, but the cause of Christ
In every foot of the earth’s
surface, The primary motive
of all misilonary work is to
bring the Redemption of Our
Lord to all human hearts.
When Jesus died the rocks
were rent; let our hearts be
not harder.
When It cornea to aid —be
; Catholic. Help missionaries,
; not because they are French
; or Dutch or Belgian or Amer-
■ lean, but because they are
‘ Catholic. That is why the Holy
Father has his Society for the
Propagation of the Faith to
equalize aid to all.
Reds Increasing
Scholarships
Despite rioting by African
students In Moscow, Sofia and
Prague, the Soviet Union and
lta satellites have increased
their offers of scholarships to
Afro-Asian and Latin Amer-
ican students to study In Com-
munist universities. Eleven
different types of scholarships
or fellowships have been of-
fered by the Soviets.
The purpose of the mass of-
fer, according to some an-
alysts of the situation, is the
Mission Appeal
InLivingston
Msgr. John F. Davis will
make an appeal for the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith Sept. 13 at St.
Philomena's, Livingston,
Rev. William A. McCann,
pastor.
Bishop Stanton and Msgr.
Davis thank Father Mc-
Cann and the other pastors
of the archdiocese for mak-
ing these appeals possible.
discomfort in the Soviet Union
over the growing popularity of
the Chinese Communists
among certain segments of
the youth in these countries.
The Catholic missions must
do more than educate native
peoples in material ways and
subjects. They must educate
the native peoples in Gpd and
His ways. The Catholic mis-
sions must have support
superior to that which it now
receives if the blessings of
the truth are to progress at
the necessary rate of speed.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623 3308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 11
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F.
24 DeGrasse St.. Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4 0400
Hours; Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith art income tax deductible.
New City Site
Of Novitiate
Lima, the capital of Peru
which is called the Pearl of
the Pacific is extending new
boundaries toward the Sierra.
alnu/St as though it were try-
ing to escape from the coastal
fog which envelops it for half
the year.
A fair number of citizens
are settling in the valley of
the Rtmac, which is a small
river descending from the Cor-
dillera. With more and more
families moving Into this fer-
tile valley not far from the
capital, the City of Chaclaca-
go has been formed.
The Franciscan Missionaries
of Mary opened a novitiate in
Lima in 1944, where 85 young
Peruvians have already been
initiated into the religious life.
But the number of applicants
is steadily rising, making it
necessary to separate the mis-
sionary formation center from
the apostolic works which are
also continually expanding.
With its healthy climate and
meditative atmosphere, Cha-
clacago offered an ideal loca-
tion for a novitiate. So this
new foundation is primarily
for the spiritual and apostolic
training of missionary voca-
tions. -
Your prayers and your of-
ferings are requested for the
further success of this new
novitiate.
Asking Funds
For Rectory
The Paterson office of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith is conducting
an appeal for $ll,OOO to
build a rectory for two Pa-
terson priests establishing a
mission in lea, Peru.
Donations may be sent to
Msgr. William F. Louis,
24 De Grasse St., Paterson,
N.J. 07505.
Latest donations received
are as follows:
Helen S. Mein, Ml Mr«. Rom
Maher 1101 Buaor Koppel SSI
Dorothea Foley SSI Stanley Pletro-
Wtci S3 l Helen Manana 110, Mra.
Say Jenkfcu «.
Religion and Race
‘Backlash’ Votes Housing Bill
DETROIT (RNS) - Obser-
vers saw "white backlash" as
a major factor here when De-
troit's voters passed a "Home-
owners Rights Ordanance”
which, in effect, legalizes ra-
cial discrimination in housing.
A Catholic newspaper said
that “its targets were Negroes
who were to be banned front
white neighborhoods."
The proposed ordinance was
approved by a vote of 137,671
to 114,743. It had been assail-
ed as immoral by the Bishops
of Michigan, the Metropolitan
Detroit Council of Churches,
and the Metropolitan Detroit
Jewish Community Council.
But the controversial meas-
ure's sponsor, attorney Thom-
as L. Poindexter, led all can-
didates in a primary race for
a vacant seat on the city’s
Common Council. Jackie
Vaughn in, the Negro runner-
up, will oppose Poindexter in
the November election.
A key phrase of the ordi-
nance would guarantee “the
right to maintain what in his
opinion are congenial sur-
roundings for (the property
owner), his family and his ten-
ants," and "the right to free-
dom of choice of persons with
whom he will negotiate or con-
tract with reference to such
property, and to accept or
reject any prospective buyer
or tenant for his own reasons."
•
Cites Convert Rate
NOTRE DAME, Ind. (RNS)
Ten per cent of all converts
to Catholicism In the U.S. are
Negroes, Rev. Harold R.
Perry, S.V.D., Divine Word
provincial superior said here.
“One convert out of 10 Is a
Negro," Father Perry said.
"The number of Catholic Ne-
groes in this country, as re-
ported last year, totals 722,609
souls.
This represents a 3%
Increase during 12 months,
considerably higher than the
percentage increase In the
same period in the general
Catholic population In the
United States.
The priest warned that "no
nation or people has ever been
converted to the Catholic
Church In any appreciable
number without a native
clergy and in this regard "We
have but scratched the sur-
face."
Day of Reparation
PHILADELPHIA (NC)
Archbishop John J. Krol in a
statement deploring Negro
rioting in North Philadelphia
appealed to Philadelphians
"not to allow this mournful
weekend to become a wedge
dividing the people of the City
of Brotherly Love."
At his direction, Sunday,
Sept. 6, was observed as a
day of prayer and reparation
in all Philadelphia Catholic
parishes. He pledged the re-
sources of the Church to "the
continued objectives of recon-
ciliation and justice."
The Archbishop Issued his
statement in the wake of riot
ing and looting that did dam-
age mounting into the millions
of dollars and left some 340
Injured, including 67 police-
men.
The Archbishop toured
the area for more than an
hour at the height of the riot-
ing.
More Negro Teachers
CHICAGO (NC) - Chicago’s
Catholic schools will employ
more Negro teachers in the
coming school year on an in-
tegrated basis.
Msgr. William E. McManus,
archdiocesan schools superin-
dent, eaid particular efforts
tvere made during the summer
to locate qualified Negro
teachers.
He also noted that some of
the system’s schools will be In
tegrated tor the first time and
some of the new Negro teach-
ers will be employed in schools
which have iH white student
bodies.
NEW GAME - A Mill Hill missionary in Uganda teaches boys how to play chess at
Nmlyango College.
In Presidential Election
Reel Loss in Chile
Is American Gain
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC)
Pro-American Eduardo Frei
became the first Christian
Democrat to be elected presi-
dent of a Latin American na-
tion when he defeated Marx-
ist Salvador Allende in
Chile’s crucial election.
Nearly complete election re-
turns gave Frei 1,404,809 votes
to 975,210 for Allende. A third
candidate, rightist Julio Dur-
an, polled 124,764 votes.
Allende had vowed to na-
tionalize U S. industry'ln Chile
and to ostahllsh friendly ties
W’ith Castro's Cuba. Most for-
eign observers believed he had
a good chance to become
South America's first elected
Marxist leader.
CHURCH AND government
officials hailed the victory,
which Frei himself called “a
victory of the faith and hope
of a people who would not be
defeated by despair, misery
and injustice. . .’’
While conceding defeat, Al-
lendo refused to congratulate
the victor, and charged that
“undue influence” swung tho
election against him an ap-
parent reference to the opposi-
tion of the Catholic Church,
The Catholic Church in
Chile, oneof the most progres-
sive in the hemisphere, en-
dorsed no candidate. Raul Car-
dinal Silva of Santiago had
urged each citizen to vote ac-
cording to his individual con-
science.
Verga to Speak
JERSEY CITY - Frank A.
Verga, deputy attorney general
of New Jersey, will speak at
the Sept. 13 meeting of the
St. Paul’s Holy Name Society.
New Milford Man
Completes Novitiate
FRANKLIN, Pa, Brother
Armando Garcilazo, W.F., of
New Milford, took his mis-
sionary oath as a Brother
with tho White Fathers’ So-
ciety here Aug. 30.
Brother Garcilazo has com-
pleted two years of novitiate
here and made his oath for
one year. He will resume
training Sept. 12 at Lennox-
vllle, Can.
Picnic Sept, 13
BOONTON The Barrett
Council, K. of C., will hold its
annual men's picnic Sept. 13
at Sheep HIU Park.
Native Vocations
Goal of Jerseyans
PUNO, Peru Two Mary-
knoll' priests front the Newark
Archdiocese are looking for-
ward to the day when they can
turn over their mountain par-
ish at Yunguyo to native Peru-
vian priests.
Rev. Donald C. Cleary,
M.M., of Newark, a veteran
of 20 years of misiion service
in Peru and Chile, is pastor
of the parish which is located
high in the mountains near the
Bolivian border. His assistant
is Rev. Patrick J. Donovan,
M.M., of Linden.
THEIR PARISH serves
nearly 40,000 people, most of
them Aymara Indians. It was
entrusted to Maryknoll five
years ago.
Two years ago, several
Franciscan Sisters from Min-
nesota opened a clinic and
also began to train native
teachers and catechists.
The North Jersey priests are
preparing hopefully for the fu-
ture of the parish, since a
number of boys are interested
In entering the seminary. "We
are already looking forward to
the clay when we will turn
over our frontier parish to two
Peruvian priests," Father
Cleary says, "perhaps from
Yunguyo itself.”
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RECEIVE whi/c GIVING
Yes, wewill m«ll you a chock every six months for life if you Invest through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
The high rate of Interest depends upon your age.
You will help needy students tp the Priesthood and our missionaries.
You will receive an assured Income for life and many spiritual
remembrances now and after your death.
An investment for LIFE and ETERNITY!
DOLLY MOUNT
Since 1955
A nursing home in a beautiful setting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Tel. I.A 5-7677
20 Valley Road
Clifton, N. J.
NO MASS FOR CONVERTS
EVER IMAGINE WHAT IT'S LIKE NOT to hove Mass on
Sunday? Or what U’a like NOT to have a prieat when you die?..
,«■ Hundreds of newly-baptized Catho-
Uca in PULIENKODE, INDIA, can’t
<i >
-
hear Maaa at all because the bamboo
shed, which was their church, is
now a heap of rubble. It collapsed hi
a rain storm and cannot be repaired
. . .
The prospects for more conver-
sions are bright, and BISHOP
ATHANSIUS. 55, asks our help. AU
be needs for a permanent church,
made of stone, ts 93,100 . . , The
lor It* Orunidl Cburcb their children)—-but they will bolld
tbs church with their own hands, free-of-charge. Can yon help
them purchase the materials? . . . The Church roof completed
will cost only 9600. each wall only 9350. It’s tittle enough to
pay far a house for God . , . Pin yourjilt (even 91 will be a
Godsend) to this column, and mail it to ns right now. Ton’ll be
helping converts la PULIENKODE to get to Mass on Sunday.
THE EASY WAY TO HELP REGULARLY?
. .
. Join a Mis-
sion Club. The dues are only 91 a month, a prayer a day . .
.
Your money will be used for what you want—lepers (DAMIEN
LEPER CLUB), orphans (ORPHAN’S BREAD), future Sisters
(MARY’S BANK), the aging (PALACE OF GOLD CLUB) . . .
You’ll know, for sure, you're helplpg someone unselfishly.
"The rotted floor gave way beneath a Sister, and she broke
her leg ...It rains indoors as well as outdoors . . ..There are
big boles In our floor which we have stuffed with scraps and
melted wax ...We really are afraid of what winter will
bring."—SISTER MARIE CLARE, Superior, describes living
conditions to her cloistered (Poor Clares) convent In NAZA-
RETH . . . Can yoo do anything to help these heroic nuns?
They give their lives in prayer for ell of os.
SOMEONE’S PRAYING FOR YOU if you are a member of
this Association. You share every day in the Masses and
prayers of Pope Paul VI, Cardinal Spellman, and the thousandi
of priests who look to us for help. When you Join this Associa-
tion you help the Holy Father keep priests and Slaters hard at
work in 18 mUalon countries. Why not enroll your family? The
offering for Family Membership is only 95 for a year, 9100 for
life ... Drop us a line right now.
TWO JESUIT PRIESTS need help to open a Catholic Infor-
mation Center In TIRUVALLA, INDIA, a boll's eyo of Cesnmo-
■lst agitation and unrest They’ll use the center for ins traction
of convert# and meetings with non-Cathoiic clergy. The Jesuit*
need 9915 te start ...Can you spare 91. 95, 10?
WHEN YOU MAKE A WILL, MENTION THE MISSIONS
OUR LEGAL TITLE:
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
Deer Monsignor Ryani
please find ....for
city .Zone
... State
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPIUMAN, President
M *W. Jeeeph T. Ryes, Nel l Sss’y
Seed ell ceaiaiaateetioas tei
CATHOLIC NEAR lAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION I
M Medlsee Aw. et 4lad 9». New Yack. N. Y. 16017 I
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Manes and Sacraments Available
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Associate Directors
Luis G. Murillo, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
:.->*•
U'
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
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i All work It lon. by loot itoni-
futtort A Clrvin hiro
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<o#vofy„
i You fin Imgict tho mimorlil
horo oi work progrimi.
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•tick of row matorlol, onibllng
UI to comploto your chotco on
ihsrt notlco.
From tho row gronlto to tho lot-
ting of tho complit.4 monum.nl,
wi porunilly honOlo.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
Oppotlta Holy Cron Comotory yjy 1-2266
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
:> • --
BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD
- BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLCY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N.J.
WEbiter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J.
ATlat 8-1362
EDWARD P. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funeral*
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Builnei* Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
ESSEX COUNTY
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MULLIN * SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eait Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
' ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N.J.
PLymouth 9-3503
HUDSON COUNTY
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-8114
McLaughlin journalsq.
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. ft HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
v ' UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373 '
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEnderson 4-0411
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
220 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
McLaughlin downtown
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J. s
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager
' 653-2266
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914New York Avenue
Union City, N.J..
UNion 7-6767 :<
-
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 7-0141
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
Paterson, N.J.
4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-28 Harding Avenue
Clifton, N.J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY -
MORTUARY
330 Elizabeth Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415 £
For listings In thle taction call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Soon, a New Tune
NEWARK An accordion
that used to play the U.S.
Marine Hymn mostly will soon
be playing Mass hymns and
Spanish songs.
It used to belong to Frank
Kijak. 20, of Irvington but one
day he set it aside, and with
the rousing bars of ‘‘From the
halls of Montezuma to the
shores of Tripoli . . still
echoing in his ears, he joined
the Marine Corps.
NOW IT BELONGS to Rev.
George Dudak, who had set
aside his accordion years ago
to join the priesthood. Father
Dudak is a priest of the Pat-
erson Diocese who is now in
lea, Peru, where he wished
for an accordion to help him
teach the children to sing the
Mass.
Father Dudak’s wish was
printed in The Advocate of
Aug. 27. That very day (it was
11:20 a.m. so the mail had
barely arrived at the Kijak
home) Frank’s mother called
to offer the instrument to Fa-
ther Dudak.
Pfc. Kijak, now stationed in
Memphis, would want it that
way, she said.
As it happened, it was a
case of first-come, first-ac-
cepted, because the line
formed. Would-be accordion
doners included Robert Babul-
ski of Linden, now a student
at Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Darlington; Leon-
ard Belanger of Fair Lawn;
Barbara Dwyer of Newark, a
graduate, like Frank Kijak, of
Archbishop Walsh High School,
Irvington; and Mr. and Mrs.
Meslow Sienicki of Irvington.
Mrs. Maude Sutherland
made the most recent call.
She doesn’t have an accordi-
on. but she said she’d buy
one if no one had yet donated
one. “It’s what anyone would
want to do,” explained Mrs.
Sutherland, a widow. Besides,
she noted, she is the house-
keeper at St. George's rectory,
Paterson, Father Dudak’s
last home, and, as she said,
“Anything we can do to help
our own priests, we ought to
do."
THE STORY’S happy ending
is not yet written there re-
mains the challenge of getting
the accordion to lea, Peru,
where customs taxes can run
to more than the value of the
item being shipped.
But Father Dudak is wait-
ing happily. “Better than San-
ta Claus j . .” he wrote.
ANSWERED APPEAL - Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kijak smile at photo of their Marine son whose
accordion they gave after reading in The Advocate that Rev. George Dudak in lea, Peru,
needed one.
‘Cordial’ U.S. Parish Life
Impresses Ghanian Priest
By ED GRANT
MONTCLAIR - Rev. Pat-
rick E. Akoi of Ghana, a pro-
fessor at the university of the
Propagation of the Faith in
Rome, is winding up a six-
week stay at Immaculate Con-
ception parish here.
His visit, he said in an inter-
view, has proven both infor-
mative and delightful.
“I had no idea the people
would be so friendly,” he said.
“I have been simply over-
whelmed with invitations to
the homes of parishioners to
the extent that I have not yet
had a chance to visit Seton
Hall University.” Father
Akoi’s host is Msgr. Thomas
W. Cunningham, pastor at Im-
maculate Conception and for-
mer vice president of Seton
Hall.
FATHER AKOI’S primary
purpose in visiting the U.S. was
to study parish life here. He
feels parish life both in his own
country and in Europe could
profit from the U.S. example.
“There is such cordiality here
between the priests and the
people, such cooperation in
parish societies,” he says.
The young priest, a convert
from Anglicanism, comes from
Kumasi, a city of about 100,
000 people in the Ashanti re-
gion ot Ghana. He wks the
first seminarian from Ghana
to study in Rome and was
himself educated at the uni-
versity where ho now teaches
comparative religions and pre-
colonial history of Africa.
Ordained In IDSI, he re-
turned to his native country
for five years, doing parish
work. Then it was back to
Rome where he has been
teaching ever since. However,
he hopes to return to his na-
tive land some day. “Perhaps
when they find someone else
who can teach my subjects at
Propaganda,” he says.
HIS LONG absence from his
homeland makes Father Akoi
cautious in speaking of condi-
tions there. Any judgment he
gives is qualified with the ex-
pression, “But then I haven't
been there for some time, so
I can't really say how things
are now.”
Ghana, formerly the Gold
Coast, was an English colony
and is now a member of the
British Commonwealth. Situat-
ed on the Gulf of Guinea, the
country is surrounded by for-
mer French territories. When
the colonial powers sat down
to carve up Africa in the 19th
century, the line between
Ghana and Togoland was so
drawn as to run right through
existing homes. “This is still
a cause for resentment,” Fa-
ther Akoi said.
English rule naturally estab-
lished Anglicanism as the
chief Christian sect in Ghana
but the Catholic Church was
free to send in missionaries
and about 10% of the popula-
tion of seven million is Catho-
lic. In addition to the growing
native clergy (including three
of Ghaha's seven Bishops),
there are Divine Word mis-
sionaries from the U.S. in the
south, Society of African Mis-
sion Fathers from Hie Nether-
lands in the central regions
and Canadian White Fathers
in the north.
“THE CHURCH has fuU
freedom of activity in Ghana,”
Father Akoi explained. “There
is no Catholic school system
as Americans would under-
stand it, for all Ghana schools
are supported by and are ulti-
mately responsible to the
state. But many schools arc
designated as Catholic and re-
tain the religious names they
had in colonial days. Their stu-
dent body, however, will In-
clude Protestants, Moslems
and animists.”
The religious teaching in
these schools is done by Sis-
ters or lay teachers. The lat-
ter arc all Catholics, for, as
Father Akoi explains, “we
simply follow the English pat-
tern, as we do in all of our
civic matters.
“A school is regularly vis-
ited by inspectors, many times
unannounced, and is rated in
accord with the educational
Job it is doing. The better the
rating, the more support it re-
ceives for activities."
THE TIMING of his visit
here gave Father Akoi a
chance to watch the political
conventions on television. He
was anuch impressed with the
very fact of the two party sys-
tem in our country. “Ghana
has only one political party,
but this is true of many for-
mer colonial states. It is the
party which was identified
with the nationalist movement.
I believe it is a mistake to
judge the new countries on the
basis of how much they mirror
your own political system.”
However, he does think that
Ghana, and many European
nations as well, could profit
from America’s habit of self-
criticism. “This is a sign of
your maturity, as is your two-
party system.
"You seem to bring out
more of the worst in your
country and less of the best,
but it is this difference of opi-
nion which is the foundation of
advances both in science and
culture. Everyone holds his
own opinion and this is good.”
AT THE SAME time, Father
Akoi feels that the firmness
which the Ghana government,
under Premier Nkrumah,
showed at the beginning of in-
dependence was very neces-
sary. "You have only to look
at the chaos in some other
new countries, such as the
Congo, to see what can hap-
pen when independence is
gained without preparation.”
Told that the possible Com-
munist leanings of tjie Ghana
government and people were a
concern in the U.S., Father
Akoi said this has been over-
publicized. “There are Com-
munist elements everywhere.
Ghana has no more than Eng-
land and probably less than
other Western democracies."
The future of his country, he
feels, rests on Its great na-
tural resources. Ghana has
half the world's cocoa, plenty
of Umber and large deposits
of gold, bauxite and man-
ganese. At present a large
dam is being constructed, with
U.S. aid.
For its spiritual develop-
ment to keep pace with ma-
terial progress, Father Akoi
feels there must be closer con-
tact developed between priests
and people and also among the
various faiths.
“To the African," he saya,
“religion is a vital part of his
life, inseparable from his daily
activity." It is this point he
constanUy makes in his in-
struction of naUve priests and
future missionaries at Propa-
ganda.
"I had no idea
the people
would be so
friendly," says
Ghana's Rev.
Patrick E. Akoi,
shown on
steps of rec-
tory at Im-
maculate Con-
ception, Mont-
clair, w h e r e
he has been
studying pa-
rish life.
j
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Vatican Council II
21st Ecumenical Council ot the
Catholic Church
Convened by Pope John XXIII
Reconvened by Pope Paul VI
SCHEMA
Liturgy
Communications
\
The Church
Pastoral Office of Bishops
Ecumenism
Divine Revelation
Missions
Members of Religious Orders
Priests
The Lay Apostolate
The Sacrament of Marriage
The Training of Priests
Catholic Schools
The Presence of the Church
in the Modern World
Eastern Rites
First Session
Oct. 11, 1962 - Dec. 8, 1962
36 general congregation*of council Fathers
CHRONOLOGY
Debate, preliminary approval,
first session;
Amendments discussed, voted on
second session
Debate, approval in principal,
first session;
Amended, abbreviated version
discussed, voted on, second session
Submitted, partially debated first session
Four chapters debated, second session (23 days):
Mystery of the Church, hierarchial structure,
the laity, the'vocation to sanctity.
Chapters on Mary and on the
Church in glory added
Four chapters debated, second session (9 days):
Relations between Bishops and Sacred Con-
gregations, appointment of coadjutor and aux-
iliary Bishops, episcopal conferences, revision
of diocesan boundaries.
Chapter on erection of parishes remain.
Partially debated, first session; three chapters de-
bated, second session (10 days): Principles of
Catholic ecumenism, implementation of ecumen-
ism, separated Christians.
'
Chapters on religious liberty and on the Jews remain.
Submitted, partially debated first session; completely
redrafted since then.
Will your child
ever wear one?
A college degree requires « degree of planning. And
saving. It’ll add a lot of money to a young person's
lifetime income. That's worth saving for. And
Emigrant’s special purpose accounts help you reach
your goal. Dividends are compounded quarterly, and
you start earning the full dividend now—right from
day of deposit
For the latest quarter,
Emigrant’s dividend is .. 4V,
EMIGRANT
r Industrial SAVINGS BANK f
■ □ Without obllgation-eend lltsraturs on how I csnstart buildinga
| CollateEducation Kind in an Emigrant Savings Account. lam Inter-
j ested In an□ Individual Account □ Joint AccountQ Trust Account
I ■ .. ■ or. —i
■ Enclosed is » tn open an account
- □ln my name alone
J □ln my name In trust tor l
J Oln my name Jointly wltn {
| Forward passbook to □ Mr. □ Mrs. □ Miss
,
Mtirtir hash
ADORES*
CITY ZONE STATE
(Use Registered Mall when sending cash)
51 Chambers St. a 5 East 4Snd
7th Ave. As 31st
SSAL OSROSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MAL J
Second Session
Sept. 29, 1963 - Dec. 4, 1963
43 general congregations of the council Fathers
Two decrees promulgated
VOTING
Final approval
2,147 affirmative
4 negative
v Final approval
1,960 affirmative
164 negative
27 abstaining
Draft accepted for chapter-by-chapter discussion,
Oct. 1, 2,231 affirm., 3 with reservations, 43 neg.
and 24 null and void;
Schema on Mary included 1,114 - 1,074
Collegiality of Bishops with Pope favored in votes
on four phases of it.
Restored diaconate favored 1,588-525
Draft accepted for chapter-by-chapter discussion,
Nov. 6, 1,610-477.
Fifth chapter judged too detailed for floor discussion,
Nov. 12, 2,025-141
Three chapters accepted for discussion Nov. 21,
1,996-86; votes on last two chapters postponed.
Third Session
Convenes Sept. 14, 1964
First general congregation will
,•
be council's 80th
13 schemata remain
for consideration
STATUS
Promulgated Dec. 4, 1963
Promulgated Dec. 4, 1963
First on agenda for third session;
two chapters to be discussed, whole
to be voted on,
Second on agenda for third session;
one chapter to be discussed, whole
to be voted on.
Third on agenda for third session;
to be discussed further and voted
on.
Fourth on agenda for third session;
to be discussed and voted on.
Proposition to be voted on
i
Proposition to be voted on
Proposition to be voted on
Schema to be discussed
and voted on.
Proposition to be voted on
Proposition to be voted on
Proposition to be voted on
Schema to be discussed
and voted on.
Proposition to be voted on
EUCHARISTIC PILGRIMAGE TO BOMBAY
+
Under the Patronage of The Most Reverend
James J. Navagh, D.D., Bishop of Paterson
In Association With The NATIONAL PILGRIMAGE
'
For The 38th International Eucharistic Congress
BOMBAY, INDIA
November 25 to December 16, 1964
TWO WONDERFUL TOUR PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
MAIN TOUR
21 Days
Visiting: Rome, New Delhi,
Mombay, Cairo, Egypt; Holy
Land: Jerusalem, Bethle-
hem, Naiareth, Ha.Ta; Ml.
Carmel. Optional extension to
Paris and to Dublin.
Nov. 25 to
Dec. 16, 1064
M 525.00 Rt. Rev. Msgr. Andrew V. Stefan
Spiritual Director
AROUND THE
WORLD TOUR
25 Days
Visiting: Rome, New Delhi,
Bombay; Bangkok, Thailand;
Hong Kong, China; Tokyo,
Japan; Honolulu, Hawaii;
Los Angeles, California.
Nov. 25 to
Dec. 20, 1064
>2300.00
Pile* tncludaa roundtrlp Jm traniporUUon. Boaton to Booton: llral rlau ...... ... .
bath, all tha maala. tranutta. lulda. Upa and taaaa.
"“ *• ,t* hl***lnl lour‘- twin badded room wild
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOWI
Call or Writ*
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
Iti aaOAO ST., NSWABK 1 MA 3-1740
■ Please send the illustrative folder on the
!
Bombay Pilgrimage.
I NAME
* •“•I""
’
ADDRESS
[ CITY zone |
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
Afttr the Pall Long, emotionally
cto&rgcd drama by Arthur Miller, prob-
lpj: painfully the question of how mod*
am man la to live with his own guilt
Sd
that of others.
Includes much pro*
nlty and some
sordid material}
ought remains murky.
Any Wednesday Slick. ofUsa amus-
ing comedy, that favors marriage but
does not disapprove affairs.
Barefoot In the Park Laugh-
loaded, light adult comedy about th*
adjustment problem
of newlyweds
whose dream house is on Icy fifth-
floor garret with leaking roof.
Blues for Mr. Charlie Violent,
bitter drama of protest against the
victimizing of Southern Negroes. Some
lines extremely
crude and sensual.
Deputy Weak, poorly ccwistructed
play leveling the wild charge that
pope Plus All acted basely In falling
to condemn formally the Nazi mas-
sacre of Jews.
Fade Out-Fade In Bright,
breezy satiric musical with Carol
Burnett as a chorino of the 30s rocket-
ed to movie stardom.
Fanlastlcks Whimsical comedy,
curiously elfectlve. In which two
young people find
their romance more
ixciting when obstacles are devised.
Follea Bergere Burlesque-type
French revue with objectionable cos-
tumes and dances.
Punny Olrl Entertaining musi-
cal. with a few risque spots, featuring
dynamic young Barbra Streisand as
Fanny Brice.
Hello Dolly Fresh, clean, ex-
hilarating musical, with Carol Chan*
plug as a turn-of-the-cwitury merry
widow oettinx hor c.p lor « rich, cnit-
ty merchant.
High Spirits Enjoyable muiical
about a man whole wcond mnrrt.ie
1, periled by the return oI hla first
wife’* flirtatious ghoit.
How lo Succeed In Bustnett Without
Really Trying Clever, aophtatioated
mualcal •pooling cheerfully the type
wno rise, to the top by unecrupulouity
playing all the englea.
Ice Capadee Bright, opulent new
version featuring (tret-rate skaters and
clever atagtng technique#, A real cool
family treat.
King and I— Captivating, well-iung
revival of claulc musical about the
Brltlah schoolteacher at Siam's court.
Recommended for all.
Mary, Mary Rollicking light come
dy by Jean Kerr In which a brlghl
young woman almost wisecracks her-
self out of a good marriage.
Medea and flectra Strong, capable
presentation In Greek with transistor
translation avallablt by the Plralkon
Company of Athene. Excellent chorus
work.
Haver Toe Late Wry comedy about
s long-married pair suddenly expectant
parents again. A bit on the earthy aide,
but otherwise amusing.
Oliver! Handsome
production and
lively ecors make thin a generally en-
joyable version of the beloved Dlckeoe
novel.
lit In the these Engaging, ro-
mantic musical about t bright but
blunt farm girl given ■ needed morale
boost by e starstrucx con-man.
Ilreel, of New York Highly agree-
able off-Broadway musical version of a
19th-century melodrama of love and
greed In the big. wteked city.
tub|e«l Wet Rose* Compassionate
study o( a troubled pair and thslr
ton Just returned from World
Drama Ratings
Following ii i llit of current or
recent plays compiled by the Legion
of Decency of the Newark Archdiocese.
FAMILY
Hello Dolly Oliver I
Here's Love She Loves Ms
Fade Out, Fade In Whits House
ADULT!
Barefoot In Park Hamlet
Beyond the Fringe High Spirit!
nrigadoon How to Succeed
Case qf Libel In Business
Chips With Mary. Mary
Everything Never too Late
Dear Me the 110 In Shade
Sky la Falling Red Mill
Enter Laughing Roar Like Dove
N.J. Passionist
Covers Council
WEST SPRINGFIELD,
Mass. The Vatican Council
is the assignment for Rev.
Louis J. McCue, C.P., as-
sociate director of the Pas-
sionist radio program, “The
Hour of the Crucified” and the
weekly telecast, “Chalice of
Salvation.”
Father McCue, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L.
McCue of Westfield, N.J., will
be shooting movies and taping
interviews and choirs during
the third sessi on of the council,
for use on future programs.
He will also tape and film
regular Interviews with Bish-
op Christopher J. Weldon of
Springfield for the use of ra-
dio and TV stations in the
Springfield Diocese.
Ordained.in 1957, Father Mc-
Cue has been associate direc-
tor of the Passionist Radio
and Television Apostolate
since 1958.
Rutherford Nun
In Africa Talk
NEW YORK - Sister Mar-
tin de Porres of Maryknoll,
the former Sylvia Marie Pos-
tlea of Rutherford, will be in-
terviewed about her new as-
signment to Africa on “The
Way to Go” Sept. 13 at 9:30
a.m. on CBS radio.
Sister Martin de Porres will
be working among the Luo
tribesmen of Tanganyika as
a child care technician at the
Maryknoll Sisters hospital at
Kowak. Before joining Mary-
knoll in 1959 she studied pedia-
tric nursing at Our Lady of
Victory, Lackawanna, N.Y,
and worked at St. Mary’s Hos-
pital, Passaic.
MOVIES
•Moral rating by the New York offkg of the
Ratings not listed below may be obtained at AM 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Brest Bottle Herd Dey'i Night MGM’s Big Perede Roe# Merle
Circus World Hey There, It‘e of Comedy 2nd Time Around
Crimeon Blade Vogt Beer McHale'o Navy 7 Faces of
Dlmke bland of Blue Moon-Snlnnera Dr. Lao
let Spaceship Dolphin,
.
Never Put It Son of Captain
on venue It’, Med Mad Mad in Writing Blood
5 Pennies Mia World Patsy Summer Holiday
Flipper', New L»w of Lewie,, Rhino wild ft Wonderiul
Adventure Ullee of Field Robinson Crusoe Young Swbigerg
Follow Thtt Dream Warier Spy on Mar,
Unobjectionablefor Adults, Adolescents
Advance to Rear Bnrign Pulvtr Great Waltz Restleo Breed
Battle at Bloody Escape _,y Mght Haunting Robin A 7 Hood,
Botch fril of I’d Rather Be Rich 7 Day, ki May
m^all
80"* offitftkb SMiS-Eerth ff.fePSm Rl.
Chfl4k Oardta OoUaHl and Lilt Thrill Of It All
CrMnlnf Lu Vampire* One Potato. Two Unrtnkoble Molly
VilfiS Good Neighbor Potato Brown
DtvtTwf Sam Quick Gun Wnr la Hell
Pirate* Great Importer Rawhide Young Ractra
Donovan’* Reef
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
Socket Hud Mall Order Bride Strait-Jacket
Bedtime Story I Like Money Operation Petticoat Tamnhln*
•leak OrpMUl Killers Pillow
Talk To Bed or
Bye Bye Birdie Kisses
lor Seduced A Not to Bod
Cartouche Prerident
Abandoned Wild Strawberries
Ceremony Lot Terentos
7th Seal Winter Light
For Those Who Love With Troper Zulu
Think Y’oung Stringer
For Adults (With Reservations)
Thl« claaaUUsatlon la flv«n to certain
film* which, while not morally offtnafv*
la th*m*elv#«, require caution and some analysis mid explanation as a protection
to the uninformed again* wrong Interpretation* and false conclusion*.
Best Man L*Shaped Room Nothing But Best Sonant
Girl With Green Night of Iguana Organizer Tom Jcnaa
Eyes
Morally Oblectionable in Part for Everyone
S
Jones House b Not Home Monsieur Verdoux That Touch of
aggers Irma Le Douce New Interne
Mink
in Report It Happened In Perfect Furlough Viva Lee Vegee
Comedy ef Terror, Athc.i, Psyche M What a Way to Oo
Gentlemen Prefer Lady In Cage Tth Dawn Yesterday, Today.
Blonde, Limelight Shot In Dark and tomorrow
Honeymoon Hotri Main Attraction Some Lika It Hot
Condemned
Lovers
Television
SUNDAY, SHPT.
13
7:30 a.m. (7) The Christophers.
"Give Youth Big Vision."
8:15 a.m. til) The Christopher*.
8:23 a.m. (9) The Christophers.
9 a.m. (4) Talk About God.
Maryknoll Sisters.
SATURDAY, SEPT. If
11:30 p.m. (11) Insight.
Films on TV
Following Is n list of film* on TV
Sept. 12-18. There may be changes in
some due to cuts for TV use. but gen-
erally the original legion of Decency
ratings may be accepted a* correct.
FAMILY
Abbott Be Costello Melody for 3
Meet Capt. Kidd Mission Over
Adventures of Korea
Tom Sawyer Mister 880
Battle In Mountain Music
Outer Space Mr. Moto’s
Cheaper by Dozen Last Warning
Destination Tokyo 100 Men A Girl
Dairy of Run Silent.
Anne Frank Run Deep
4 Men It Prayer Sing You Sinners
Give Us This Night T-Men
Hondo Thi» Is My Affair
Look for Thrill of lifetime
Silver Lining Walk in Sun
Lost World Wert of Zanzibar
Loves of Edgar White Huntress
Allen Poe Wilson
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Air Force Mother Didn't
Bwann Devil Tell Me
Charge at My Love Came
Feather River Back
Crooked Web No Time for Love
Dark Mirror Phantom of Opera
Demetrius & Possessed
Gladiators Rage In Heaven
Desk Set Saigon
Dixie Saturday’s
Dr. Ehrlich’s Children
Magic Bullet Scotland Yard
Great Sinner Dragnet
Great Waltz Stand by for
Happy Time Action
Her Husband Lies Storm Warning
Her Primitive Street*
of Laredo
Man Time to Kill
Home Is Hero To Catch Thief
I Aim at Stars Trouble Along
It’s In Bag Way
Johnny Eager Unsuspected
Juggler Weapon
i.ady Be Careful Web
Lodger Wltnes*
for
Maltese Falcon Prosecution
ADULTS
Odds Against Threat
Tomorrow
OBJECTIONABLE
Big House. U.S.A, One Touch
Bright Leaf of Veuus
Bucket of Blood People Will Talk
Go Wert River's Edge
Young Man Sea Devils
Immortal Sergeant Tth Veil
Love Me Tender South of Pago
Monsoon Psgo
Not as a Sweet Smell
Stranger of Succe*e
» Tobacco Road
Radio
WNEW 1130, WNBC 660, WHOM
1480, WCBS 880, WOR 710. WMCA
570, WWRL 1600, WVNJ 620. WBNX
1380, WABC 770. WERA 1590,
WRLB-FM 107,1. WFHA-FM 106.3,
WFUV-FM 90.7, WSOU-FM 89.3
SUNDAY, SEPT. 13
6:15 a.m. WRAN - Sacred Heart.
1:45 a.m WINS Paullst Sermon*.
7 a.m. WPAT - Christopher*.
7 a.m. WNEW -
Hour of Crucified.
7 a.m. WHN - Christophers.
7:15 a.m. WHN - Hour of SC Francle.
7:15 a.m. WRAN Hour of St.
Francis.
7:30
a.m.
WHOM Sacred Heart.
8 a.m. WPAT -
Sacred Heart.
B:flN*.m. WCBS - Audit.
1:30 a.m. WMCA - Ave Maria Hour.
Blessed Louise of Savoy.
1:30 a.m. WABC Christian In Ae-
tion.
8 30 a.m. WHN The Catholic Hour.
8:45 a.m. WMTR The Hour of 9L
Francis.
8:30 a.m. WVNJ Living Rosary,
Msgr. Anthony J. Connell.
30:30 a.m. WRAN Ave Maria Hour.
11:30 a.m. WERA Hour ot Crucified.
"Humanly Speaking.’*
11:30 a.m. WFHA (Fat) For Better
World.
12 noon. WFUV (FM) Mass From
Blue Chapel.
12 noon WRLB (FM)
Ave Marla
Hour.
12118 p.m. WFHA (FM) Our Spir-
itual Mother.
12:45 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred
Heart Spanish Profrgiw.
1 pm. WRLB (FM) -
"Mother of
All." Mary Productions.
2 p.m. WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart.
2:30 p.m. WNBC Catholic Hour.
4 p.m. WFUV (FM) Choral Concert.
5 p.m. WFHA (FM> Mary Produc-
tion*. "Songs
of Yesteryear.”
6:05 p.m.
WVNJ "Implication* of
Brotnerhood,"
8:15 p.m. WFHA
(FM) New*. View*
and Interview*. Mary Productions.
6 p.m. WBNX - St. Jude Novena.
I
p.m.
WFUV (FM> Hour of Cruci-
fied. "Humanly Speaking."
7 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Georgetown
University Forum.
7:45 p.m. WBNX Novena.
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Fordham Lec-
ture Series. "Heidegger and the
Problem of Ood."
9 p.m. WFUV <FM»-Liturgical Music.
II p.m. WINS Trtalogue.
12 mldnltc WABC —•. Religious Com
poslte.
MONDAY, SBPT. 14
« p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU
(FM) - Ave Marla.
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
TUESDAY, SEPT. IS
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (1M) - Scripture.
7:45 p.m.WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14
• p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Scripture.
7-45 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Christophers.
7:45 p.m. WBNX Novena.
10 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Forms and
Styles of Music. Rev. Clement J.
McNaapy, S.J.
THURSDAY. SEPT. 17
6 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Hour of
Crucified, "Humanly Soeakhig."
FRIDAY, SEPT. II
I p.m.
WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart
I p.m. WBNX - Novena.
SATURDAY, SEPT. It
9 p.m. WWRL Ukrainian Hour.
• p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred .Ueart
Rios p.m. WOR Family Theater.
Theater Group
Gives Awards
DETROIT (RNS) George
Schaefer, noted TV producer-
director, recently, received the
National Catholic Theatre Con-
ference’s highest honor the
Dinneen Award, for “consis-
tent adherence to taste and ex-
cellence” in his “Hallmark
Hall of Fame” drama series.
At its convention NCTC also
presented religious drama
awards for the motion pic-
tures “Lilies of the Field,” a
film with interreligious and in-
terracial themes, and “The
Reluctant Saint," based on the
life of St. Joseph of Cupertino.
Convention keynote speaker,
Jay Carmody, retired drama
critic of the Washington (D.C.)
Star encouraged production of
contemporary dramatists but
refuted modern "Freudian-
flavored” plays or “Madison
Avenue’s tribute to the thea-
ter."
He told the 700 educators,
professionals and students
present that the theater should
not be looked upon as a
“diversion” but respected as a
profession.
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AIR CONDITIONED
NEW JERSEY'S ONLY
CINERAMA THEATRE
TODAY 8 P.M.
JAKIIY KRAMER
HIM MW
SEATS AT BOX OFTICE,
MAII, OA TELEPHONE
wra
Clairidge /X
412 Wwßflild A**.. MoitoUir
• THE MODERN AIR CONDITIONED
D
■m
robert trc3t ° knott hotel
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION DINNIRI
• WEDDINO RECEPTIONS
• CONVENTION!, SEMINARS at*
SALES MEETINO
11 Function Roam* Tap Capacity In Ona Roam 1150
STANLEY i. AKUE. Man ag.r ALBERT W. STENDER, PrtiMtnt
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3-0260
■** -i Weriuesduyt to 8 pm.
mil PARKING AI KINNI I GARAGI ACROSS Tttf STREET
ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION |
ATLANTIC CITY
ATLANTIC CITY
wmm
*”
JS SO
PrM Partin*
AIM liwx Plan
N. Q. tuner
Ph 144-M9
un
urf
eptember
Delightful vKition month, wirm tun
tnd turf, thlnntd crowd*. Stay at
tha Marlborough-Bltnhalm . . .
oeaan-front aundadu, private beech
antranca, pool and Pool-tWa Cafe,
alr-conditloned win* with T.V. and
private terrace*, evening entertain-
mant and delicious mailt.
TWIn bada with bath from $13.50
Mod. Am, $730 Eur., each paraon.
Atk about Inclualva Plan. Phone
609-345>1211i In If. Y, MU 24849.
ftfrwL-
~ x «m V
{UJarlborougb
Central Boardwalk • Atlantia City
Ownarahlp manigamant
-i Ajjn.
ASBURY PARK
IHOREHAM A»k""V ■ «.J
Ph. TTI M-W
Boat Location 1 Block
to Beach
Home-Uke Vary Low dept. Italea
• J. Halmbackar. awnae-e
CONNICTICUT
FER HEAVENS SAKE
AUTUMN TME
COMIN
Fabulous Foliage (n e • and
moral) Cris whetted
ppetites
me pam
wood hrcs
nelled Fair.
H
more
atholic
s SH
hurt h
i olor
WAKE ROBIN INN
lAKEVALE 0. CONN.
hamOnl,
MAC CHAMOEiIIN Owner Mgr
301)
MEm 2000
FLORIDA
miami
BEACH i
I HE
LajtttWaU*
On the Ocean $t *
at lG3rd Street
"AMtRICA'M BOAT
FUNoanruL ttoHm
RtMOltr- MOTEL"
Church & Maas Information
When visiting these
resorts be sure to
T..2-ADVCSATB
ELECTRONIC
ORGANS
CHURCH HOMI RROfISSIONAL
Service Repair
Tuning Maintenance
nalowin maonavQX
WUWUTZCB QUinRAN SEN
LUWfICV KINSMAN
THOMAIi CBTCV
ELECTRONIC ORGAN CLINIC
PAR AMDS. N. .1
843-1770
RICHARD R. DE MAR fIN
TICKETS NOW
BOX OFFICE
OR MAIL
COLUMBIA FESTIVALS prtitnts
JR€UN5
DIRECT FROM DUBLIN rIRIT T,ME IN AMER,<
pAKAd€
IRISH POLICE BAND (famed Garda Slochana)
O'CONNELL GIRL PIPERS • TARA BOYS BAND • KERRY DANCERS • IRISH SINGERS
CEILI BAND ' PATRICK O'HAGAN and MARY SHERIDAN • COMPANY OF OVER 100
EVENINGS: Wad. Sept. 23, Thure, Sept. 24,' fri. Sapt, 23, Sal. Sept. 26-8:30 PM
MATINIUi let. Sept. 26. Sun. Sept. 27-2 PM
Rea. *2.50. *3.00, *4.00, *l.OO, *6.00
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED
Add 256 ear orttr far mill hindllaf. fntleia •eir-addreeted unitimpid invilopa.
For ticket Infermitlem Phone PL 7-U7O
MBS MADISON SQ. GARDEN
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
In Honor of Our Blessed Mother
NEW ENGLAND
WMkends Friday to Sunday Night $50.00
leave: September II ana Oetobar 21
Vlilh Hliterlc old Soiten, Lexington, Concord, Ovr lady of laSalette
Shrint In Ipswich, Mail.) beautiful and unforgettable frandican College
In Ilya leach, N. H. Price Include! all traniporlallon and sightseeing in
ntweif type deluxe huiei, flnl dan hotel accommadatlani, five meali,
gratuities and taxei. NO hidden expenses an any at our pllgrlmagei.
MOTHSR SITON PIIORIMAOS
(Baltimore, Immltiburg, and Oettysburg)
WMkandi Friday to Sunday Night $41.00
Leave: Sept. 11, Oct. 2, Nov. 4
Vlilti Halted llliabeth leton'i Ihrina and burial place In Immltiburg,
Old Mt. It. Mary'e College with the tint Oratta at laurdat In the U.
Civil War battletleld at Gettysburg, laltlmara with 111 tamaui cathedrals,
ft. McHenry and many ather placae at unucual Intarait. Price Indudei
tame ai the New Ingland weekend,.
CANADA 6 Days
leave Monday September $llO.OO
Vlilti Montreal, Quebec City, Three liven and the Shrlnei ot St. Joieph,
St. Anna do leaupre and Our lady of tha Capo In the Province of
Quebec the land of Mlradei. Wordi cannot explain the many mem-
arable experience! which give thll Pilgrimage such great appeal to all
agei and donee of people. Price an All Canada Pilgrlmagai Includei
traniportatlon In deluxe new bum, lightieelng, flrit dan hotel accom-
medatloni, two meali dally, gratvltiei and taxei.
CALIFORNIA an 4 U.S.A. 28 Days $795
leave: September 26 Return: October 29
Price Includei two meali dally, (except S tree doyi), tint dan hoteli,
traniportatlon, lightieelng, gratultlei end taxei. Travel during daytime
only.
Vlilt 24 State! and the Dlitrlct of Columbia. See the Old Mliilene of
California and at the Seuthweit, at well ai outstanding polnti of Inter-
est luch ai Seyi Town, San Prandico, Hollywood, lal Vegai, Grand
Canyon, Santa Pe —and others toe numerous to mention. More details
available at eur office.
ONCI YOU TRAVII THI PIANCISCAN WAY, you will be spelled far
traveling any ather way. De net delay-reiervatloni are limited,
(very frandican Pilgrimage begins and ends at aur Office on West
lief Street In New York City,
WASHINGTON WEEKENDS
Friday to Sunday night $48.00
Price Includes S meals, first dan hotel, transportation, sightseeing,
gratuities and taxei.
leavet Sept. 25, Oct. *, Oct. JO, Nov. IJ, Nov. 20. Vlilt. Notional Shrine
of tha Immaculate Conception, the famous Prandscan Holy land Mon-
astery and Catacombs, President Kennedy's grave, and other places
of national Interest.
CAILICOON One Day Pilgrimage to our Seminary
$12.00 Sunday Oct. 18
Price Includes 2 meals at the Seminary and traniportatlon. Departure.
S.OO A.M. Man at Semlnory upon arrival. Vlilt the beautiful grounds
and buildings with our seminarians as guides. Return to New York
at» P.M.
Write or call far free eater brochure and complete details.
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 West 31 tt St., New York, N. Y. 10001 PI 6-4685
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
888 MT. PROSPECT AVE., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
HUmboldt 2-5019
SETON HALL
,
UNIVERSITY
Coeducational Evening
Undergraduate Programs
SOUTH ORANGE NEWARK PATERSON
Fall Semester Begins
September 15
For catalog or Information Telephone
SO 2-9000 Ml 2-8500 LA 5-3425
rirtrk-k-ktrkirkirktrktrk-kirlckirk**A ***itirki,lrkirk-k~kiirlrir*irki
AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS
« for Res
Recommended In "Cue"
CONTINENTAL CUISINE
BROILED LIVE MAINE LOISTIRf DART
CLOSED SUNDAYS & MONDAYS
servations Call MU 7-0707
At The Elv* Points, Union, N.J. Cordon Stoto PVwoy Exit 111
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOK
DSLiOHTPUL EARLY AMERICAN ATMOSPHBH*
Caterind to- Wedding Receptions. Banquets, Parties a Luncheons
LUNCHEONS AND OINNERt SIEVED DAILY
LINDEN. N. 1.
1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
Gracioui Dining at
Pe&Ztitti
Posturing EAT. * EUN.
PRIME RIBS OP BEEP AU jui
• Psrtr Aisommeditlens •
Opsn Every Osf
•or. Isms * Poiitiy «and. Hackensack
epotlal Assartmant at
SEAFOODS
Luncheons, Aid Carte
A Dinners
For
Reservations
Dl 2-1299
TWIN CITY RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNOB
LUNCHEONS and DINNIRS SERVED DAILY
Wedding* * Banquets • Communion Broakfarti
CATBRINO FACILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE 700
PRIVATE ROOMS POR ALL OCCASIONS
"Ytur Hosts"
EMIL E. lUTKOWSKI STEPHEN KOITY
74* EDOAI lOAD PHONE II 5.7E014* ELIIAIETH, N.J.
THE WEDGWOOD INN
SIT South Strati
In Historic
Morristown, New Jersey
JE 8-4411
Luncheons • Cocktails . Dinners
Partita • Wedding Recaptions
- OPEN EVERYDAY -
14 Mill EAST O* TOWN ORIIN
Town & Campus Restaurant
Dinner and Motor Lodge
PoaturtOf the Bast N- Bird Caaktsll taunts
Adjolnlns the beautifulcampus ot Newark Stats Teachers CoDese al
MORRIS AVL and GREEN LANE, UNION. N. J.
14 Hour remits Dining facilities • Continuous HI-FI Music • S4 Hr, Room
Wrvtsy • • Contaraoca Room •
HaUo Luncheons
PHONH ISM4OO
FREE PARKING
AM CONDITIONED
Specialising Us HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Wert Side Ave.
Under Poraonsil Supervision
PETE* lIVINTO
Jersey City. HE 3-894S
SZ
*Sty
Asroll'll like
It for
fourfleasun
JOHN A MURPHY. Hod
TH[ BRASS HORN -
Banquet Rooma Available fei
All Occasions e Open Dall>
cherry I W. Orond ft*. Ihsaboth.N.l
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN THE PINUT TRADITION '
Two aocktoll lounges
UNEXCELLED FACILITIES FOR
WiODINOI - RANQUETI - COMMUNION RRIAKFAITI
1181 MORRIS AVE., UNION MU 6-3337
Frank Noyes at the organ Wed., than.. Fit, tut. and Sun
Would Help Farmers
To Bargain on Prices
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Tho
National Catholic Rural Life
Conference has served notice
that it will push for collective
bargaining by farmers at the
marketplace and encourage
withholding of farm products
when necessary.
Later, g meeting of dio-
cesan rural life directors
passed a resolution backing
the National Farmers Organ-
ization in its boycott of mar-
kets.
The NFO Is engaged in a
plan to have farmers in 23
states withhold cattle, bogs
and sheep from markets to
force buyers to raise their
prices. The move has already
boosted city meat prices about
5%.
ONLY COLLECTIVE bar-
gaining will protect the farm
er’s Income now dependent to-
tally on unjust supply and de-
mand, said Bishop Joseph M
Marling, C.PP.S., of Jefferson
City, Mo., past president of the
conference, in a major poboy
explanation at the group’s 40tb
anniversary convention.
Farmers and existing farm
organizations will have to sac-
rifice their traditional individ-
ualism to gain bargaining pow-
er, but it is a sacrifice that
must be made for the common
good, the Bishop said.
If farmers attain genuine
bargaining, Bishop Marling
said, prices could be "slightly
higher,” but he added that
"laws could be framed to guar-
antee against unreasonable
prices.”
Farmers should not fear pub-
lic reaction, the Bishop said.
"The American public is just.
It has nodesire to prosper at
the expense of others. A mod-
erate increase, moreover,
would still keep the cost of
food on an American table
notably below what must be
paid for an Inferior diet even
in countries that, like our
own, are technologically ad-
vanced.”
DELIBERATE withholding of
farm products in order to raise
prices, a controversial ap-
proach tried experimentally in
some commodities in recent
years, was approved by Bishop
Marling, who said tho confer-
ence “plans to give encourage-
ment to withholding actions
when they are necessary to
beget a just farm income.”
“To keep what is raised
from the market in an effort
to contract for a just price
is plainly within moral and
ethical bounds and in harmony
with papal teaching, but, as
everyone sees, it can be ef-
fective only if part of a great
organization effort,” he said.
THE CONFERENCE direc
tors got down to specifics in
several resolutions passed be-
fore the end of the meeting.
The first warned the federal
government that the confer-
ence may withdraw its sup-
port of the land reclamation
program in western states.
The plan, under which mil-
lions of acres of arid soil have
been irrigated, was started 60
years ago to help family farm-
ers. But, the conference resol-
ution complained, it is now
aiding large landowners at the
expense of the small farmers.
Other statements called for
the use of shared-time educa-
tion plans to help expand tech-
nical training programs in the
nation's high schools; a shift
in emphasis in the U.S. Food
for Peace program “to a more
balanced and direct" aid pro-
gram, and use of counterpart
funds in foreign countries to
purchase local foods for re-
distribution.
During the convention, the
NCRLC presented its 1964 Dis-
tinguished Service Award to
past president Bishop Ralph L.
Hayes of Davonport,
The conference also resolved
to work with other church
groups to bring major farm
organizations into a proposed
"American Federation of
Agriculture." Purpose of the
federation would be “to give
agriculture a united and ef-
fective voice in the councils of
the nation, without destroying
the identity of the participat-
ing organizations."
The conference elected Bish-
op Frederick W. Freking of
Salina, Kan., president for a
two-year term.
St. Mary’s Gets
Accreditation
PASSAIC - St. Mary’s Hos-
pital here has received word
from the Joint Commission ou
Accreditation of Hospitals that
it has been accrwlited for
three years as the result of a
survey conducted June 23-24.
Dr. Kenneth B. Babcock, di-
rector of the commission, sent
the hospital its certificate of
accreditation and commended
the liospital's “constant effort
to improve the quality of pa-
tient care.”
Dr. John H. Irwin, a field
representative of the commis-
sion, conducted the survey,
which included an examina-
tion of the physical plant, ad-
ministration, medical staff or-
ganization, medical records
and other pertinent data.
Shrine Organs
Almost Ready
WASHINGTON (NC)-Tech-
nicians are making the final
adjustments on the two organs
in the upper church of the Na-
tional Shrine of the Immacu-
late Conception here.
The instruments, among tho
largest and finest organs tn
this hemisphere, arc the gifts
of Francis Cardinal Spellman
and the U.S. Catholic military
chaplains and personnel. Car-
dinal Spellman Is military
vicar.
One organ is in the chancel
high above the floor adjacent
to the sanctuary. Hie other,
and much larger organ. Is in
the south gallery, above the
main entrance.
Family Planning
TAIPEI, Formosa (NC) -
The Formosan government has
announced that it will set up
family planning centers in an
effort to cut the population In-
crease here from its present
rate of 3.2% annually to 1.3%
by 1977.
GUIDING HAND - learning to travel by use of a cane
is Sitter Mary Dolores, O.S.B., of St. Marys, Pa„ whose
search for a religious order that would admit a blind
person has led to assignment as a medical transerip-
tionist at Andrew Kaul Memorial Hospital there. Orig-
inally from Brooklyn, Sister Mary Dolores is being
coached by Robert Long, mobility specialist at the Pitts-
burgh Guild for the Blind.
Family Life
PR* CANA rOR THE ENOAOED
Sept. 13-JO Jersey Ctty, Christ the
Kins. HE 3MSI.
Sept. 13-20 Kslr Lawn. St. Anne's.
WH 5-0120.
Se^t^M-J
7 - Westfield. Holy Trinity.
Sept. 20-27 East Oranfe. O. L. Help
of Christians. OR 2 si«. P
Local Carmelites
To Study in Rome
TEANECK Frater Gre-
gory Austin Battafarano, O.
Carm., of Teaneck and Frater
Roderic Moore, 0. Carm., of
Lyndhurst are home on short
vacations before leaving for
Rome Sept. 15 to complete
their studies for the priest-
hood.
Both took their solemn per-
petual vows as members of
the Carmelite Order Aug. 15.
They will study theology in
Rome and return to this coun
try for ordination.
Zanzibar Close-down
DAR ES SALAAM, Tangan-
yika (NC) At least two
Catholic schools have been
taken over by the government
in Zanzibar as a result of an
order by Abeid Karume, first
vice president of the new Re-
public of Tanganyika and Zan-
zibar. Moslems make up 95%
of the population on the island
of Zanzibar.
New Church
In Nutley
NUTLEY
Msgr. James A.
Hughes, vicar general, will of-
ficiate at the laying of the
cornerstone for the new Holy
Family Church here Sept. 13
at 3 p.m.
The $1 million structure will
accommodate 1,120 people and
has been completed in slight-'
ly over a year of construction
It Is of modern design with
statues of the Holy Family in
cast aluminum on the facade.
Construction of the church
will allow conversion of the
old one into classrooms for
Holy Family School, according
to Msgr. Anthony DiLuca, pas-
tor. The school is expected to
have an enrollment of 1,000
this fall.
Publishers’ Request
Aids Guild Work
PATERSON
_ The St. An-
thony’s Guild here will re-
ceive $20,000 from the will of
Union City newspaper publish-
er James J. Boyle, who died
Aug. 10.
The money was left by
Boyle, vice president of the
Hudson Dispatch, to Rev. John
Forest Loviner, O.F.M, dl
rector of the guild. Due to his
vow of poverty, Father Lovin-
er turned the money over to
the guild, where it will go into
the general fund.
Christian Division
Called Scandal
NEW YORK (NC) - Four
Catholic, Protestant and Orth-
odox clergymen agreed here
that the division of Christian-
ity is a scandalous situation
that Christians should work to
correct.
The four were participants
in an "ecumenical dialogue,"
that highlighted the sixth an-
nual Congress of the Lay Apos-
tolates, Sept. 5-7, sponsored by
the New York office of the
Sodality of Our Lady.
TAKING PART in the dia-
logue were Rev. John C. Dono-
hue of St. Patrick’s Cathe-
dral; the Very Rev. Alexander
Schmemann, dean of St. Vladi-
mir’s Orthodox Seminary in
Tuckahoe, N.Y.; Canon Ber-
nard C. Newman, vicar of
Trinity Episcopal Church, and
the Rev. George A. Pera of
the Central Presbyterian
Church.
Father Donohue / said the
Catholic Church is “whole-
heartedly committed to the
ecumenical apostolate.” The
Church, he added, is "no long-
er content . . . with issuing
ringing invitations to return to
her bosom” but instead has
launched an active program of
prayer, study and coopera-
tion with “her separated chil-
dren.”
Father Schmemann deplored
the mutual isolation of eastern
and western Christians and
said "the first task of today
...is for the East and the
West to break through this is-
olation, to reach out toward
one another, to enter into dia-
logue with one another, and to
try to reach a state of mutual
understanding.”
Canon Newman said the
key to reunion is "to recover
and realize the unity we were
given in our baptism.” He
said “we were all made Chris-
tians, not members of a par-
ticular church, by our
baptism."
“The task is to find ways
in which our baptismal unity
may be realized in the
church,” he said. ,
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Parisian Beauty School
Ml Itata It., Haakantack, N. J.
THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
.. Day 4 Ivanlng Claim ..
HUbbard 7-2203
Women have changed
so have
Enna Setticks
m
Com* *<« iht wonderful
thing* thot hoy* hop-
pened to tho now Enna
Jottlck* for foil '64.
1JEWEL10 99
ADRIAN’S
R 4 Main St., Paterson
Opon Thuri. 1 PH. Nights to 9
l
for your new car
AUTO
instant money at TC*
ONLY ‘4 PER 100
EJvery 15 mjnutes, TC okays a 4% Auto
Loan* We’ll be pleased if our next new
customer is YOU. Come in to any ofour
offices or phone OLdfield 3-4100, Exten-
„
sion 811.
* ■
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
It OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY
All Open Monday Evtningt 6 to 8 PM.
Juney City • Hoboken
• Weehtwken •
on City • West New York • Seceucue
, >a«b«r Dtpotlt Imiumko Corpornkm
Fwlfpl* 1*
NEW JERSEY'S
HIGHEST RETURN-
ON INSURED
SAVINGS
Starting July Ist 1964
( oiniionnilnl ( i vililvil
''vmi- tniiuully
Save By the 15th
Corn from the lit
FREC PARKING Rear ul Old<|
UNITED SAVINGS
and Loan Association
136 Market St., Paterson
BUY
Your
Next
Car
from
BENNER
RAMBLER
SALIS ' SE R VIC•
''Sumo location alnce IWJ|| M
249 Hacktnuck tt. I. Rutherford
4)94*9
On Union Avt., 1 block w«»t of
Botten Auto, off Rout# 17
NEW
CARS
FINANCED
$4
Per
YEAR
Per
$lOO
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
(Your Auto Insurance May Be Included)
Used Cars Also Financed At tow Rates
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL DANK
JERSEY CITY
BAYONNE
HOBOKEN
UNION CITY
WEEHAWKEN
NORTH BERGEN
GUTTENBERG
for
■H
OYEARS
the style leaders
of the County
have done all their
banking here.
Homemakers depend upon
our completebanking services
to simplify money matter*.
NATIONAL BANK
Ol
PASSAIC COIJNir
mum m iuuM it. • tit aunt it.
imuwt a buum • iimjmi it. a mm
mu 11. a111M. .«lt MM M. MMM a tl
tuni* 1144 HAM / 141
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Anllcipol.d for potiod boginning July 1, 1944
Figures don't lie—but the/ can be misleading.
Suppose, for example, you are required to keep your money in
an account an entire year
to earn the full 4.25% rate—obviously,
you'll earn less on any funds you may need to withdraw before the
year is up.
Not so at the Irving! Whether your account is new or old you'll
start dollars ahead and stay dollars ahead because you'll earn
dividends at the maximum 4.25% rate this month and every month-
no waiting periodl Start with $1 or more—add as much as you wish,
secure in the knowledge that your account is insured by an agency
of the U.S. Government. So, bring in or mail your savings to the
Irving and ...
START EARNING
FULL DIVIDENDS
NOW
- SAVE BY THE 15th EARN FROM THE Ist
VING SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
126 MARKET STREET (near Main) PATERSON, N. J. • AR 4-4204
Daily, 9*3; Frl. Evei. 6-8.Fro© Parking at Maiden Lan© Lot, cor. Hamilton & Union Street*
SERVICES: s.ylngi At,.unit • Venation Club • Chrlitmai Club • Mo,t|.|t U.ni • Hunt. Impr.ytn
1.. m • O.i k (I.title (ill Paym.nti • Travtltft' Chttki • Monty Ordtrt
SAT* DEPOSIT BOXES POR SAFEKEEPING OP YOUR VAIUABUS
Trustee Elected
ERIE, Penna. —Mrs. Eliz-
abeth O’Neill of Jersey City
has been appointed supreme
trustee of the Ladies Catholic
Benevolent Association, it was
announced here by Bertna
Leavy, president.
North Jersey Date Book
Information muat b» received by 10
a m. on Monday of the week of pub
liratlon If it if to be included in the
Date Book llatln* unleaa there is an
early deadline. Ustlnfa will cover
Sunday through Saturday activities
followinf Thursday of publication.
All noticea should be mailed.
Publicity chairmen are thvited to
make use of this aenrice. We will
need the name of your organization,
location. evr.rt. time. date, place, full
name of speaker and topic and the
name of the chairman.
MONDAY, SEPT. 14
Court Loyola CDA, South
Orange Meeting, 8 p.m., K
of C room; Mrs. George W.
Shcrwin. chairman.
St. John’s Rosary Altar, Ber-
genfield Meeting, after 8
p.m. novena, church hall; hat
show.
St. Catherine of Siena Rosary
Altar, Cedar Grove Meeting,
8:30, school auditorium; Mrs.
William A. Mathes, chairman.
Our Lady of Czestochowa
Mothers’ Guild, Harrison
Meeting, 7:30, hall.
St. Mary’s Hospital League,
Orange Meeting, 8:30, nurs-
es educational building; Mrs.
Charles Portuese, chairman.
St. Joseph’s Guild for the
Blind, Jersey City Meeting,
7:30, hall.
Good Counsel’s Rosary Altar,
Washington Township Meet-
ing, following novena, auditor-
ium.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 15
Greenville Columbiettes, Jer-
sey City Meeting, 8 p.m„
1738 Kennedy Blvd.
St. Cecilia's Rosary, Kearny
Meeting, 8:30, school cafe-
teria: Joseph M. Thuring, at-
torney, speaker; Mrs. William
Asburn, chairman.
St. Joseph's Rosary, Hobo-
ken Meeting-installation, 8
p.m., hall.
Christ the King, Regina Mun-
di Guild, New Vernon Meet-
ing. 8:30, hall; life of Damien
of Molokai, film.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 17
Our Lady of the Presentation
Rosary, Upper Saddle River
-
Charity festival booth, Ber-
gen Mall; Mrs. Daniel S.
Vetromile, chairman.
St. James Hospital Guild,
Newark Card party, 1 p. m.,
auditorium. Mrs. John Oster-
tag, chairman.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18
Court Patricia CDA, Maple-
wood - Card party-fashion
show, 8 p.m., St. Joseph’s au-
ditorium; Mrs. Joseph Griffin,
Mrs, Leopold Marina, chair-
men.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
Holy Cross Rosary Altar and
Holy Name, Wayne Dinner
dance, 7:30, Nestor’s, Singac;
Mrs. Theodore Masotti, chair-
man.
Freedom Medal
Presentation Set
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Dr.
Lena Frances Edwards, for-
mer Jersey City physician,
will be among 30 men and
women who will receive the
Presidential Medal of Free-
dom at a White House cere-
mony Sept. 14.
President Johnson will make
the presentation in the East
Room at noon followed by a
White House luncheon and a
State Department reception
sponsored by the Distinguished
Civilian Service Awards
Board.
Dr. Edwards who was nom-
inated for the medal earlier
this year is the foundress of
the 25 bed Our Lady of Guad-
alupe Maternity Hospital in
Hereford, Tex.
24 to Graduate
MONTCLAIR Twenty-four
students of SI. Vincent’s Hos-
pital School of Infant Cara
Technicians will graduate
Sept. 13 at 3 p.m. in St. Peter
Claver Church.
Rev. Raymond J. Pollard,
assistant director of Catholic
hospitals, will address the
graduates.
A reception will follow in
Auxiliary Hall.
PredictsLay Contact
For Future Sisters
CINCINNATI (NC) The
Sister of the 21st century not
only will look different but will
have a deeper understanding
of her religious vocation and
will be in closer touch with
the laity.
A panel of 20th-century Sis-
ters agreed on this as they
discussed the Sister of the fu-
ture for the 400 top officials of
religious orders attending the
annual meeting of the Confer-
ence of Major Superiors of
Women, held at the College of
Mt. St. Joseph here.
Sister Mary Ann Ida presi-
dent of Mundelein College,
Chicago, summarized her des-
cription of the nun of the 21st
century as follows:
"SHE WILL be aware of
the influence of liturgical and
biblical studies on her spiri-
tual life, and her apostolate
and her consecration will find
expression in terms of these.
"She will be prepared to ac-
cept change as part of the na-
ture of her life in a communi-
ty which is ever alive to the
needs of a postatomic society.
"She will be obliged to build
a strong inner cloister as the
foundation of her spiritual and
apostolic life, since she will
have fewer external limita-
tions than her predecessors.
"She will be imbued with a
deep sense of the social na-
ture of her vows. .
.
"SHE WILL BE. a modern
version of St. Paul's ancient
picture of God's Chosen Peo-
ple. Her habit will be ’the liv-
ery of tender compassion, kind-
ness, humility, gentleness, and
patience. . .' and her crown,
’charity.’
"
Panelists agreed that the
Sister of the 21st century "al-
ready is in our novitiates,’’
and has been freed from many
of the "inhibitions" of earlier
generations.
Sister Elizabeth Ann of Im-
maculate Heart of Mary Col-
lege, Los Angeles, said the
growing number of Sisters on
secular university campuses,
doing research or teaching,
has helped to pave the way
for the nun of the 21st cen-
tury.
"They are a witness
that the Church is truly inter-
ested in scholarship," she
commented.
Sister Margaret, president
of Trinity College, Washing-
ton, D.C., speaking of "Pov-
erty: Detachment and Trust,”
told the superiors:
"IF TODAY’S religious is
not to become identified with
bygone ages, if she is to un-
derstand what poverty means
and is in the lives of those
who have not vowed it, she
must in training come face to
face with the reality of the
cost of things, with the grim
existence known to so many
as ‘life’.”
Sister Margaret said that
"through reading contempor-
ary studies and reports,
through some apostolic proj-
ect carried on in so-called
leisure time wherever possi-
ble, one can at least know
some of the problems of pov-
erty."
This kind of knowledge and
experience will give the Sis-
ter "greater understanding of
financial worries experienced
by the people who comprise
her apostolate.”
ACCEPTING HER CROSS - Sitter M. Emery Kavanaugh, S.M.I.C., superior of the pio-
neer group soon to establish a mission in Guanay, Bolivia, accepts her mission cross
and official mandate from Bishop Thomas Manning, O.F.M., of Coroico, Bolivia. De-
parture ceremonies were held Sept. 6 in the Missionary Sisters of the Immaculate Con-
ception convent chapel. West Paterson. Assisting are Rev. Theopane Larkin, O.F.M.,
of St. Raphael's Novitiate, Lafayette; Rev. Roger Hebert, O.F.M., of St. Bonaventure's!
Paterson, and Herbert Currie. Sisters M. Assunfa Parent, M. Jean Paul Boucher and
M. Leo Joseph D'Atri also received their mission crosses and will sail for Bolivia, Oct. 7.
Top Students Are Honored
PATERSON Top graduate
students of St. Joseph’s School
of Nursing were honored last
week at a Senior Night pro-
gram in the nurses’ audi-
torium.
Sister Ellen Francis Clif-
ford, formerly of Tenafly, was
presented with three awards—-
for general excellence in
school and hospital work, ex-
cellence in theory and in beu-
side nursing.
Frances McHugh of Bloom-
field received the Parents
Guild award for "character,
attainments and service to the
hospital." Annamae Maricon-
da of Paterson was given the
Helena B. Chrisman Memor-
ial Award for highest grades
in obstetrics and gynecology,
and Patricia Di Ciancia of
Passaic received the Simon
and Sarah Goidenberg Mem-
orial Award achievement.
Joint commencement excr
cises were held Sept. 6 for 42
nurses, 12 medical and six
x-ray technologists from the
Hospital’s schools.
Bishop Navagh presented
diplomas in ceremonies at St
John the Baptist Cathedral
and Rev. Francis Dennehy,
hospital chaplain, spoke.
NEW NURSES - Bishop Navagh pauses with seven graduates of St. Joseph's Hospital
School of Nursing following Sept. 6. graduation ceremonies at St. John the [?]aptist
Cathedral, Paterson. In the usual order are; first row, Sharon Flynn, X-ray technologist;
Patricia Chan, medical technician; Bishop Navagh, and Aurora Boenauentora, medical
technician; second row general nurses are: Sister Ellen Francis, Annamae Mariconda,
Frances McHugh and Patricia Di Ciancia
I Was Thinking ...
Children Are Joy to Parents,
Hold Key to God’s Heart
By RUTH W. REILLY
In the Advocate not long
ago there was a picture of a
little boy held high above the
expectant crowd at the audi-
ence hall at Castclgandolfo as
Pope Paul, carried on his
ceremonial chair, passed by.
The supporting arms of his
father are barely visible,
otherwise the child seems to
fly free. His profile is exquisite
and Pope Paul’s outstretched
hands rest on his head in
blessing.
The picture is a beautiful
expression of parenthood,
seeking to lift its young to
higher and holier things.
OUR CHILDREN’S lives are
an enlargement and extension
of our own in a wordless and
wonderful way. Parents, be-
holding the miracle of anew
baby born of their union, are
filled with deep humility.
Their love for each other and
for God takes on a glovying
new dimension. Life has a
brand new meaning.
If you are as blessed as I am.
you will see your children’s
children. This summer one of
our older boys and his wife,
wl.u live in California, wel-
comed their first child. I can
still hear the glad joy in the
father's voice as it rang
across the country with the
news; “It’s a boy!”
They could not keep this
thrilling new happiness to
themselves. It had to be shown
and shared, and so, with, the
casualness and stamina of
youth, they used their two
week vacation to drive back
and forth across the continent
to present their first bom to
his grandma.
AND WHAT did she do?
She wept! The Infant is so like
our own had been: rosey and
round-faced, with just a sug-
gestion of dark hair. It
brought the past close; even
as it linked us with the future.
It was a privilege to see the
pure joy of his parents in
him, and in each other, and to
know that the scrimping and
sacrifice that has marked
their first year of marriage,
with the husband still at stu-
dent status, has led to a ful-
fillment deeper and richer
than either had dreamed pos-
sible.
PARENTHOOD is a lifetime
job. Sometimes it seems to mo
that the physical bearing of
the child and the consequent
burst of joy on seeing him in
the flesh, is a vivid experience
lived through once, and as
the years pass lived through
time and time again at a
physical level as, once re-
moved, parents suffer or are
glad with and through the
child as he lives his life and is
caught up in its particular joys
and sorrows.
For most of us called to the
vocation of marriage, it is
through the child that God
teaches as the open secret of
His own heart. The child
charms us to forgetfulness of
self, as he enlarges our capac-
ity for loving and giving.
IN HIS LOVE for and com-
plete trust in his parents, the
child Is a living lesson in the
attitude the parents must re-
learn toward God. We must
become "as little children,"
and take to our mature lives
the vistas of what Wordsworth
calls the "clouds of glory"
trailing the child, so that as
the child emerges to the sight
and sound and touch of this
world, we will be well ground-
ed in God and, with the help
of His grace, equipped to
guide the child wisely.
No wonder that father lifted
his little son high and re-
joiced when he received the
blessing of Pope Paul! The
child has always been the joy
of his parents. He is the most
precious jewel in. the store-
house of Holy Mother Church.
He is our contribution to to-
morrow.
To Hold Festival
LINDEN - St. Theresa’s
Church will hold a "Folk Fes-
tival” here Sept. 14-19 at U.S.
1 and Clinton Ave.
Costumes from various pe-
riods in New Jersey's history
will be wotn In collaboration
with the state's tercentenary
celebrations.
From Guns
To Rosaries
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (NC)
From policewoman to nun
is the story of Alice Cullen.
Miss Cullen, who spent 30
years with the Providence po-
lice force, has resigned to be-
come a postulant at the con-
vent of the Sisters of St. Dom-
inic of Blauvelt, N.Y.
As Providence’s first police-
woman, she saw her share of
action. She was threatened by
a thief with a gun, she was
knocked down a flight of steps
and on one occasion, she dis-
armed a man menacing her
with a knife.
Providence Police Chief Ho-
ward A. Franklin praised her
"integrity, ability, and cour-
age," and said: ‘Tve never
seen her equal."
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BURNS & O'CONNELL, -
Garden Sfafe Plaza •
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from all
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• Spiritual
• Ecumenical
• Theological
Paramut O Park Area 8
For Prompt Service
CALL: 843-2542
Or Fill In Below
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
PUBLISHER:
SEND TO:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
LADIES CATHOLIC
Benevolent Association
A LEGAL RESERVE FRATERNAL
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
lilablithMl In 1190
MRS.- ELIZABETH O'NEILL, Supreme Trustee
201 Palisade Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
FIELD DEPUTIES
MRS. HONORA CONNERS MRS. KATHLEEN M. SILVERS
* WILSON TIRRACI AS RICHARD HORACE
W. ORANGE, N.J. SR 1471 RED SANK, N.J. »R IS*
FUND RAISING
W! KNOW YOUR NiEDS! WHY NOT
UT US HEIR YOU RAISE MONEY
EOR All YOUR ACTIVITIES???
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE
TRIED WITH SUCCESS
-A COMPLETE PROGRAM-
YEAR 'ROUND FUND RAISING
SPECIAL PROJECTS - CARD PARTIES
CAll or Writ* FOR DETAILS
G & M
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
513 COLUMBIA AVENUE
HILLSIDE. NEW JERSEY
Phone: MUrdock 7-1033
u
FURNITURE
SHOW/ROOM a
Before You Buy . . . See the Difference . . . Save, the Difference-
on Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs
■ —• i
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A
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PRICE SCOOP AT RUMA! THOMASVILLE’S CLASSIC ITALIAN PROVINCIAL BEDROOM
WE DARI NOT PUBLISH
OUR LOW. LOW PRICES!
Coni In—Ynn’ll Bo Pluuitly Sirprisil
Exquisitely finished In worm-toned butternut. The
clossic theme is corried out with beautifully fin-
ished overloys on drawer fronts, fluted pilasters
ond handsome heavy brasses add the final touch.
JOSEPH PAZZARI, Pres. TERMS ARRANGED
] ROMA—MI HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NWK.)
Bl 8-2660 Free Parldnj In Rear O-trt every nite till 9! Tues. & Sot. till 6!
MOUNT ST. FRANCIS
RETREAT HOUSE
WEEKEND RETREATS
FOR WOMEN
RINOWOOD, NEW JERSEY
Retreat House l3O acres of l£gavy woodland
and hills of the Ramapo Mountains, surrounded by
picturesque beauties of nature. An ideal place for
meditation and rest.
WEEKENDS and WINTER
Retreats Open Priday-7:00 P.M. Close Sunday, 2:30
FRANCISCAN CAPUCHIN SISTERS
Accommodations for Groups, (40) or Small,
Minimum 25 Reservations In Advance
For Reservations Call 201-962-7411
Write:Rev. Sister Directress Mount St. Francis
Ringweod, New Jersey 07456
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special instruction for students
who have reading problems and those who desire to
improve their reading ability.
PLACE
ISI Ellison Etreet, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
Fall • September, 1964 to January, 1965
* APPLY EARLY • Enrollment Limited *
SCHEDULE
Pupils will be scheduled for one hour each Saturday
between 9:00 and 12:00.
GRADE LEVELS OF CHILDREN
Grade 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. Evaluation of reading ability
3. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs, pupils will be placed
in groups of 3,4, or 5 students who have similar diffi-
culties and who will profit by working together.
STAFF
Director, psychologist, and trained reading specialists
APPICATIONS
Write toi
Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Seton Hall University • Reading Center
ISI Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
Telephone 525-3425
Have You
Read...?
The following questions are
based onarticles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with the
page on which the answering
article can he found.
1. The third session of the
Vatican Council opens Sept. 14.
The first item to be discussed
will be
(a) The schema on Reve-
lation
(b) The schema on the
Church
(c) Concelebration of the
Mass
2. The number of topics the
Bishops must still debate and
vote upon at the ecumenical
council is.
(a) 13
(b) 2
(c) 35
3. Ruth Reilly tells in her
column that children teach
parents
(a) The new mathematics
method
(b) How to see beauty in
simple things
(c) The secret of God's
heart
4. The Newark drum and
bugle corps that successfully
defended its Penn-Jersey
championship Sept. 6 is
(a) St. Rose of Lima Im-
perial Lancers
(b) Blessed Sacrament
CYO Golden Knights
(c) St. Lucy’s Cadets
ANSWERS: l-(b), page 1;
2-(a), page 7; 3-(c), page 10;
4-(c), page 12.
Answers
Word Square: WISH, INTO,
STAR, HORN.
BACK TO SCHOOL - Addie is going back to school with
The Advocate as a text for the third year. Addie says that
the paper it very helpful in keeping up with history
in the making. Within a few weeks we will tell you how
some teachers use it to supplement their teaching.
Acceptable Comics
Absent-minded
Professor
Action Comics
Adventure Comics
Adventures Into
the Unknown
All American
Men of War
Ail-Star Western
Amaxim
Adventure#
Andy Psnda
Aqusmsn
Aquanauts
Archie
Atlantis the
Lost Continent
Baby lluey
Bat Man
Bat Masterson
Beep Beep
Beetle Bailey
Betty A Veronica
Biackhawk
Hlondle
;Bob Hope
Brave and the
Bold
.Buis Bunny
Casper
Catnolio Boy
Catholic Comics
Challenfere of
the Unknown
.Cheyenne „ ♦,
Chilly Willy
Chip *»• Dale
Claaslcs
111 uatrated
Classics
Illustrated. Jr.
Colt ,%a
Daffy Duck
Daswood
Daniel Boone
Dennis the
Menace
Deputy Dswa
Detective Comics
Doblt Glllis
Donald Duck
fcliciy Queen
Elmer Fudd
Felix tne Cel
Flaeta
Fox and ttae
, Crow
Fury
C. 1. Combat
Green Lantern
Gunamoke
Gunxmoke Weatant
Gyro Gearlooae
Have Oun,
Will Travel
Henry
Houm Without a
Head
Houxa of Myatary
Hot Stull
Huckleberry
Hound
1 LoveLucy
Jerry Lcwlx
Jimmy Oliva
Journey tote
Turok
Juthead
JuKllea Laafua
Kathy
Katy Keene
Kid Colt. Outlaw
Laxila
Lawman
Lite With Millie
Little Dot
Little iodine
Little Lotte
Little Lulu
Little Mu
Llttie Raecela
Lola Lane
Lone Ranker
Looney Tune!
Mickey Mouae
Mldnlkht Myxtery
Mtkhty Mouae
Millie
Mouxe Muaketeera
Mutt and Jeff
My Olrl Pearl
My Greateit
Adventure
Myatery In Space
Nancy and Slukae
National Velvet
New Funnlex
101 Oalmatiana
Our
Army at War
Patxy and Hedy
Paliy Walker
Peanut*
Pep
Pepe
Playful Little
Audrey
Popeye
Porky Ptk
Quick Draw
McGraw
Rawhide Kid
Richie Rich
Rifleman
Rin Tin Tin
Rip Hunter
Rocky and
lilt Frlenda
Roy Roaert
and Trtfker
Ruff and Reddy
Sad Sack
Sea Hunt
Sherlock Holmaa
rUft
War Stoiie*
Strange
Adventure*
Strange Tale*
Sugar and Splka
Superboy
Superman
Swamp Foa
SwecUe Pte
Tales of Suspense
Tartan
Tales of the
Unexpected
Three stoosea
Tip Top Comica
Tom and Jerry
Tomahawk
Tubby
Tweety and
Sylveatar
Twilight Zona
Two-Gun Kid
Uncle Scrooge
Unknown Worlds
W^rTrain
Walt DUnay'a
Wendy
Wonder Woman
Woody Woodpecker
Wortd-a Flnaat
Yak I Bear
Missionary Is
Hong Kong Bound
JERSEY CITY - Sister
Mary Joseph Plgnatelil of the
Helpers of the Holy Souls will
receive the mission cross in a
ceremony at St. Paul's Church
here Sept. 13 at 3:30. Msgr.
Leo L. Mahoney will preside.
Sister Joseph is the former
Margaret Mary Nlmbley of
Jersey City. A graduate of St.
Michael's High School here,
she entered the novitiate of
the Helpers of the Holy Souls
at Chappaqua, N.Y., in 1965.
She will leave In October for
the Helper’s Morning Star
Clinic at Tsun Wan near Hong
Kong and join Sister Mary
Juliana, a doctor from Eliza-
beth. Sister Joseph will spend
her first two years in Hong
Kong learning Cantonese and
studying Chinese culture.
ADVOCATE want ads are
inexpensive and get results.
Word Square
1 "When you upon a star”
2 Within
3 "Twinkle, twinkle, little....
4 "Little Boy Blue, come blow
your..."
In New York
15 Advance
As Religious
HARRIMAN, N.Y. Fif-
teen alumnae of Holy Ro-
sary Academy, Union City,
advanced as Sisters of the
Catholic Apostolate Sept. 1 at
the motherhouse here. Seven
postulants received the habit
and religious name and 10 nov-
ices pronounced first vows.
NEW SISTERS ARE Fedora
Apa of Fairview, now Sister
Mary Augustine; Colleen Cos-
tello, Cliffside Park, now Sis-
ter Mary Jennifer; Ingrid Ehr-
lich of Union City, now Sister
Mary Barbara; Patricia Ken-
nedy of West New York, now
Sister Helenmary;
Also Angela Randazzo of
North Bergen, now Sister
Mary Philip Rose; Cecelia
Schmitt of Union City, now
Sister Mary Margaret Francis,
and Kathleen Sullivan of Wec-
hawken, now Sister Elizabeth
Marie.
NEWLY PROFESSED are
Sisters Mary de Chantal of
North Bergen; Mary Benedict
of Fairview; Sisters Ritamary
and Mary David of Cliffside
Park, and Mary Daniel of
Bergenfield;
Also Sisters Mary Charlene
of West New York; Mary
Thomas Ann of Union City,
and Mary Raymond of Saddle
Brook.
Things in Common
Life: Its Many Facets Are Like Crystals
By SUSAN DINER
Ever notice a crystal chan-
delier and how it reflects the
color spectnim? Perhaps it’s
your parents’ stemware, a bev-
elled mirror, door pane or
your mother's diamond ring
which reminds you of a rain-
bow.
I have a pair of rosaries
and a pair of St. Anne’s beads,
both of crystal. I sometimes
think of the St. Anne beads
as a minature rosary because
it contains three decades
each contains one Our Fattier,
five Hail Mary’s and an ejacu-
lation. The beads, which are
cone shaped, seem to fit per-
fectly between my fingers as
I recite the prayers.
CUT AT MANY angles and
highly polished, each prism re
fleets a different color pale
yellow to precious gold, dainty
to metalic sky blue, soft pink
to almost red, varying shades
of green and luxurious orchid
to regal purple. And some
beads are prettier than others.
Looking at the crystals, it
isn’t any one particular color
that makes them beautiful;
it’s a combination of many
things the colors blending
and complementing one an-
other, the thought conveyed
when you received them, the
countless prayers of petition
and thanksgiving. Even the
clearness of the crystal enabl-
ing you to see through or Into
the bead is beautiful and re-
minds mo of insight and un-
derstanding of others.
Sometimes as 1 finger the
rosary I seem to go into a
hypnotic trance. Although I’m
consciously saying the proper
prayer. I’m also thinking
about the many facets God has
cut into our lives and how a
person is like a bead —/but
our reflections aren't in colors.
They’re in thoughts and deeds.
EACH PRISM is like an ac-
tivity studies, play, helping
others and more. The range
of colors might indicate your
sincerity. The pale yellow
might be the beginning of a
thought and as your thought
develops, the color gets
brighter. When you finally act
you enter the golden spectrum
ahd the intensity of your deed
grows in color.
The unusual part, 1 think, is
that many people don’t even
notice.
Or perhaps this is the
most usual part about it. Just
as people rarely notice the
beauty of cut glass as it re-
flects the sun and brings forth
its beauty, so many people are
blind to the deeds of others.
They seem to expect them or
merely take them for granted.
There are people who notice
and appreciate the thought, the
word or action of another.
They notice the beauty
whether it’s soft or brilliant.
But the beauty is always no-
ticed and best understood by
God.
'Ask Not’ Is
Song for JFK
LEWISTON, Maine (RNS) -
Mother St. John of the Cross
has composed and published a
song in memory of the late
President John F. Kennedy
which will be recorded soon.
The song, “Ask Not,” is
based on these words in Mr.
Kennedy’s 1961 inaugural ad-
dress: "Ask not what your
country can do for you; ask
what you can do for your
country!"
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial and Developmental
Reading Programs
for
Elementary and Secondary School Students
Classes wHI be held three times a week for a total
of twenty-five hours from October 5, 1964 to
December 7, 1964 at the Reading Center located on the
South Orange Campus.
In order for each applicant to be adequately
screened, all applications must be submitted by Fri-
day, September 25, 1964.
For further Information and/or application,
please contact!
JOSEPH ZUBKO, Director
The Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone:
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448.
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'Volunteens' Help Fill Social Service Void
NEWARK - While the Sep-
tember back-to-school move-
ment brings expressions of re-
lief from adults, it brings sighs
of regret from some officials
•jf North Jersey hospitals, in-
stitutions and service agencies
because it means the loss of
the services of hundreds of
teenage volunteers.
Reports from the Junior Red
Cross, here, and St. Joseph’s
Hospital, Paterson, are ex-
amples of how highly these
young people are regarded and
how widespread are their ac-
tivities in helping others.
THE NEWARK Junior Red
Cross stated that more
than 160 local high school
students took part in that un-
it’s "volunteens” program
during the summer, serving in
the Newark Museum, hospi-
tals, day nurseries, homes for
tne aged and Red Cross chap-
ter activities such as
blood bank, public relations
and Braille. This was
divulged at the 11th annual
Red Cross state Leadership
Development Center recently.
“These volunteens have not
only ’improved the shining
hours' but have gained re-
wards unto themselves. . .
said Dr. Helen B. Warring,
junior Red Cross chairman.
Elizabeth Tonks, director of
youth activities here, said:
“. . .from seriously accepted
discipline and drudgery, they
are learning love and respect
and the great satisfaction that
comes from people helping
people.”
UNTIL recent years, it was
pointed out, hospitals and
agencies were reluctant to ac-
cept volunteers under 18
years, feeling they would be
irresponsible or should not be
used in a field that should be
the responsibility of adults.
“This summer the Volun-
teens are proving the more
enlightened realization that
young people are willingly
aware of the hungry, the sick,
the homeless, the lonely ones
—and are doing something
about it," Miss Tonks said.
MANY of these volunteens
continue their work throughout
the school year. Renee Gilbert,
one of five students of Arch-
bishop Walsh and Our Lady
of Good Counsel High Schools
here who were included among
the 150 delegates at the center,
was chosen to return as a jun-
ior siaff member.
SISTER LORETTA Agnes,
director of volunteers for St.
Joseph’s Hospital, described
the teenagers’ hours as "13,-
500 hours of good intentions
and high ideals ” Sister
Loretta addressed 20 boys
and girls at a “thank-you”
hotdog roast on the campus of
the hospital’s School of Nurs-
ing.
Each volunteer averaged
two full 40-hour weeks of
service while 59 were
presented with 100 hour cita-
tions.
Many of the volunteers have
signed up to continue their
duties after school and on
weekends.
HELPING PUSH - Allan Brown, Jr., Archbishop Walsh
High School, Newark, demonstrates his helping hand
technique at East Orange Veterans Hospital, recently.
Teen Bowl League
To Meet, Organize
MONTCLAIR - The Essex
CYO Teenage Bowling League
will hold an organization meet-
ing at the CYO office, 425
Bloomfield Ave., here at 8
p.m. Sept. 21.
Parishes entering teams
must hold CYO charters. The
league will bowl on Sunday
afternoons beginning Oct. 4
at the Bowl-O-Mat, Market St.,
Newark.
Today's Youth
Called Best
By Brother
BARCELONA. Spain NC)
The superior general of
the Christian Brothers,
Brother Nicet Joseph,
F.S.C., said here that the
young people of today arc
better than those of pre-
vious generations in more
ways than one.
He said they are more
open, generous and under-
standing. especially in so-
cial questions.
"I believe,” he stated,
"that dug to the develop-
ment of instruction about
labor they arc more in con-
tact with the practical
world, with daily rea'ity."
Brother Nicet Joseph
earn'* here to attend the
thi~d i’it',rn ,t
i onM conven-
tion of former students of
Christian Brothers' schools
Sept. 9-13.
The premier of a film on
the life of St John Baptist
dc la Salle, starring Mol
Ferrer, took place diming
the convention.
The saint was the founder
of the Christian Brothers
teaching order.
,
__
SOMETHING'S COOKING - Carol Hannon, Our Lady of
Good Counsel High School, Newark, cooks for patients
at the Junior Red Cross Volunteer Barbecue at Crippled
Childrens Hospital, Newark, recently.
With Drum Corps
St. Lucy's Wins Twice;
Knights Take 6th Title
NEWARK St. Lucy’s Ca-
dets, Newark, enjoyed consid-
erable success in drum and
bugle corps competitions over
the Labor Day weekend win-
ning two contests and placing
second in a third.
On Sept. 6, the Cadets swept
a split double-header. In the
afternoon at Schools Stadium,
here, they successfully de-
fended their Penn-Jersey
Championship with a score of
8-1.75. St. Brendan’s Cadets,
Clifton, also competed In this
contest.
Then In the evening, the
Cadets edged city-rivals, the
Blessed Sacrament CYO
Golden Knights at Memorial
Field, Cranford, 84.55-85.20, in
a competition sponsored by
the Cranford VFW Post. St.
Rose of Lima, also this city
placed fifth with 73.85.
ON SEPT. 5 St. Lucy's was
runner-up to the Vassella Mus- *
keteers, Philadelphia, 84.- .
55-84.25 in a contest-sponsored
by the Audubon AUGirl Corps
at Audubon while the •
Golden Knights captured the
Distelfink Championship at
Emmaus, Pa., for the sixth
straight year. The Blessed
Sacrament group scored 83.73 _
points and topped all categor-
ies. The Garfield Cadets
placed second with 79.75.
St. Lucy’s and the Golden
Knights resume their rivalry.
Sept. 12 at Wildwood when the
Blessed Sacrament corps de-
fends its American Legion
state championship.
Centenarians All
NEWARK - St. Benedict’s
freshman class will be official-
ly designated the Centenary
Class since the 1%8 gradua-
tion date will coincide with
the school's 100th anniversary
celebration. Thjre are 195
freshmen.
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SHOPfAcvAVE
HERE MORE!
MAKE YOUR DEAL NOW!
64 CHEVYS
Immediate Delivery • All Models & Colors
Biggest Savings © Guaranteed Used Cars
AMBROSINO, Fret, IST. ltll
3085 Kennedy Blvd.
mm
'/CHEVROLET^
(Formerly Hudson Blvd.)
JERSEY CITY • OL 6-8000
4 BLOCKS NORTH OF
JOURNALSQUARE
THE
SAINT PETER S
COLLEGE
READING IMPROVEMENT
CENTER
REGISTER I] AUTUMN
NOW jj SEMESTER
READING COURSES DESIGNED FOR:
• ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
• HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
• COLLEGE STUDENTS
• BUSINESS MEN AND WOMEN
ARITHMETIC IMPROVEMENT
• For Elementary School Children in Grades
Five through Eight
ENGLISH FOR FOREIGN BORN ADULTS
• COURSES BEGIN WEEK OF OCT. Ist.
NOTE: Pre-testing for Elementary
School Children: Sept. 26
REGISTER IN PERSON OR BY MAIL • CONTACT
Dr. Patrick J. Caulfield, Reading Center
Saint Peter'i College, Jersey City, N.J. 07306 DE 3-4400
Your
Wedding Reception
at the
li/IMU
JERSEY CITY
is catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Toit.fully
decorated
• DINNERS created to meet YOUR
needs • Elegant Food * Generous
Portions • Perfect Cocktails
• Personalised attention to overy
detail.
from
Per Person
All Inclusive
Package
and the Price Is Right . . .
Com. In »r phnn. Mr. Mo*ll«r our
Wedding Consultant
is at your service
OLdfield 3 0100 »
For Person* Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANC I N G
EVERY FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Mortal St., of Hit Isulrvord,
lost Potsr*sn, N.J.
Maturing Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions: Driving South on Gordon
Slots Parkway, tail 158 Driving
North on Garden Slots Porkwoy.
tail 137.
(Ons Minuts from etthe* Exit)
/wrrfi oneway lo achieve hatter grades in tckeol
good
study
lighting
Because good homework skids are vitally important to scholastic achieve-
ment, your child deserves his own well lighted private study area. Planned
lighting lets a student relax, concentrate better. Homework is finished
faster, more accurately, with less nerve and eye fatigue.
Study areas tips: Provide a flat-top desk or table with a non-glossy top
that is light in color. Place the desk or table against a wall (never facing a
window). Eye position should be at least 14 inches above the work surface.
Books and other reading matter should be propped up about 30 degrees
toward the eyes. The study lamps should provide at least 150-watts of light
A _ v,
flfa® y°ur children good itudy lighting
eft PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
j
ARE YOU PLANNING
A FALL SHRINE PILGRIMAGE?
AMERICA'S LATEST SHRINE INVITES YOU
TO
BL. JOHN NEUMANN SHRINE
sth St. ft Girard Ave., Phila. 23, Pa.
FEATURES: Prayer* Sermon Benediction
Veneration of Relic Visit to Museum & Center
CALL: MA 7-2387 or PO 9-5345
- . * n Y f »
Detailed Information sent on request
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Announces
READING CLASSES
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
and
ADULTS
A reading program goared to moot the needs of col-
lego students and adults will be offered on the South
Orange Campus beginning September 16, 1964. Classes
meet on Monday and Wednesday from 6:30 p.m., to
7:45 p.m., for a full semester which will end January
11, 1965.
For further Information and/or application, contocti
Joseph Zubko, Director
The Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone:
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448
ACADEMY OF
SMNT Etl 7Ar
f
7H
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRH
Found*! Ittn Pull* **•*■> r«J t-«j
SISTERS OF CHARI. Y
Convent. Ntw
JEherson 9-1600
What About You?
X
t S A
Mm
...A F.-ancitcan Sister!
. . . GIVING YOt‘ S!U i* a KU
completely dedicated the »olvo.
lion of touli , , . through prayer,
work, sacrifice cid joy .by using
your ta'cnti at a Nun*, laboratory
ond X»roy Technician. Secretory, Ac-
countant.Dietitian. Seamstress, Cook,
oi well at in ether hospital deport-
ment!and in anew extension of our
work In the Catechetical ond Social
Service field* . . .
THERE IS NO ORfATIR CHARITY!
(Write—giving your age~to Vocotlon
Director. 7A7-30th St. Rock Itlond.
Illinois, for further details of thle
happy life.)
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God by Serving Others
*
<4
Sister* of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Homo tor Poor and
Prlandlan Woman and (anno loi
•hair iplrltual, manlai. ohytica.
hooda.
• Toachina Calachlam to all ataa at
C tildran and Taan Aaarg.
• Conducting Raaioancaa lor Wo. a
Ino Qirla.
VViiia- Vm-»llnn iMro4-tir>«>
141 Waal lain llraal. N. V. II N r.
Talaghonai CMglaaa I SM*
MEDICAL
ASSISTANTS
X-Ray techs
Day - Eva. Claasaa
Co-od Fre# Placement
V. Y. 8. UcMMd
Requeat Catalog L
School for
Physician*' Aida*
•9 Sth Ava. (14 If.) NY. S CH MS*
LAB
trained by
physician*
phyiirlan*
EASTERN
You w® InvHtd to mraß m «lovod om
Loutherett* bound ccrtiflcotu
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP . . . £.Ol
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY IRION
138 WEST 31st STREET, NEW YORK 1, NEW TORN
LOngtcre 3-0017. If no mmt, e<N PE 82241
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWEII, NEW JERSEY -
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Arcredited Of) lring A.B. and B.S. Degree*
Founded in 1899 by the SHteis of Charily
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
SETON HALL
«.
UNIVERSITY
31 Clinton Street, Newark, N.J.
THE DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL STUDIES
Adult Education
IDEAS FOR CREATIVE LlVim
Ten Lectures
September 29 December 16
In
PHILOSOPHY: Fundamental Philosophical Problems
Ae 127
An examination of the nature of Philosophy as a criti-
cal approach to the real. Tuesday, 7:00-8:00 P.M.
September 29-December 15.
THEOLOGY: Vatican II and the Evolving Church Ae 143
A study of the deliberations of Vatican Council II
and their implications on the Twentieth Century
Christian. Wednesday, 8:10-9:10 P.M. September
30-December 16.
PSYCHOLOGY: Social Psychology and Man's Behavior
Ae 163
An investigation of the social behavior of man in the
light of present problems: Divorce, juvenile delinquen-
cy; narcotics; alcoholism. Thursday, 8:10-9:10 P.M.
October 1-December 10.
LLITERATURE: Masterpieces of Fiction Ae 183
Readings and discussions of the modern novel, with
special emphasis on the works of Dostoyevsky, Flau-
bert, Belzac, Woolfe, Joyce, and Proust. Wednesday,
7:00-8:00 P.M. September 30-December 16.
ANTHROPOLOGY: The Origin and Racial Differences of
Man Ae 201
A critical examination of the antiquity of man with
special emphasis on his racial differences and biolo-
gical and technological evolution. Thursday, 7:00-8:00
P.M. October 1-December 10.
No •nlranc* rcquirtmtnli. Students may register by mall until Friday,
September 23, and In person until the first meeting of class. Tultien Is
$20.00 per person or $30.00 per married couple.
Registration form
Name
Address —: Tel. No.
Circle course desired. Ae 127 Philosophy Ae 143
Theology.
Ae 163 Psychology Ae 183 Literature Ae 201
Anthropology.
Checks are to be made payoble to Seton Hall Uni-
versity and are to be sent to Rev. John E. O'Brien,
Executive Dean, Seton Hall University College. 31
Clinton Street, Newark, New Jersey. .
w
St Peters, Setonia, Eagles Represent Major Independent Grid Threats
NEWARK St. Peter’s, Es-
sex Catholic and Seton Hall
give early indications of
strength among the bigger
North Jersey independent
Catholic football teams. St.
Joseph’s, West New York,
however, may have the poten-
tial to bounce way up the list
from its 1963 lowly position,
thanks partly to transferees
from St. Michael's, Union City.
St. Benedict's Prep lost the
meat of its winning 1963 squad
and may have to lower its
target to the .500 level. Marist
just fell short of that mark
last year but graduation losses
and anew coaching system
should hamper much improve-
ment for this season.
A team-by-team outlook with
1963 records in parenthesis,
is as follows:
ST. PETER’S (3-2-2) - A
squad of 40 candidates half of
whom are returning lettermen
including some top regulars
make Coach Bill Cochrane’s
outlook a bright one for his
20th campaign. The Petreans
will be reaching for a top
position after two seasons in
the middle of the pack.
Tim Hawkes, 183 pounds,
who made The Advocate's sec-
ond All-Catholic team as a
junior, will be leading the vet-
erans at halfback. A junior
will be filling the other half-
back spot, Edward Garvey,
165-pounds. The only other jun-
ior among the seniors will be
Bob Kropke, 164, at fullback.
Ron DeMiglio, 6, 187 will re-
sume as quarterback. The
heavy line spreads around Ger-
ald Murphy, 200 pounds. Mike
Malecki, 170 pounds, and
James Van Blarcom, 190
pounds, are set to go as
guards with John McCarty, 199
pounds, and Bob Ribaudo, 204,
at tackle.
Ends should be Donald San-
tora, 6 feet, 175 pounds, and
Mark Scheurer, 6-3, 180
pounds. All probable starters
are returning lettermen with
experience.
ESSEX CATHOLIC (4-4), -
“We arc ready to go” is the
word from coach Greg Riel.
“This is the first year we have
bonafide seniors with experi-
ence like everybody else.” The
Eagles go into their third var-
sity year with 19 returning let-
termen including a lot of reg-
ulars and according to their
coach, are “hungry". Their
first season was a 3-5 one.
They are aiming at a winning
campaign with depth and ex-
perience going for them.
Junior quarterback Craig
Courter, 5-8, 155 pounds rep-
resents a triple threat. Anoth-
er returnee is junior right
halfback Larry Schumacher,
200 pounds. Battling for left-
half berths are senior Tony
Perna, 145 pounds, and junior
Lonnie Moncelski, 180 pounds.
Joe Luzzo, 180-pound senior,
returns at fullback and line-
backer. Roman Lisewycz, jun-
ior, is a regular defensive
back.
Linemen include Lou Con-
stantinople, 225-pound center,
and Paul De Luca 190; tackles
Pete Rolandelli, 240 and Joe
Norton, 200 pounds. At right
end is Jim Le Pore 6-3, 190
with three vying for left end.
SETON HALL (3-3-2)
Coach Tony Verducci is setting
a course for his Pony Pirates
that should lead to the upper
reaches of the scoring list. He
only lost a fullback and one
end from last season’s squad
which finished strong in a re-
building year.
Setonia's scholastic require-
ments which cost him five 1963
starters, have not hurt this
season. But the Seton gridders
face the toughest schedule
ever.
Last year's parttime quarter-
back, Bill Conover, 6-1, 190
pounds shifts to fullback. Jun-
ior Jim Reynolds, 165 pounds,
will call signals. Bob Petrocelli
and George Doehner will run
from the halfback slots to
spark the attack.
Leading the returnees in the
strong, seasoned line is Ron
Heffers, 205-pound senior. Tom
Kroeger, 200-pound senior, is
slated for one end position
with the other side up for
grabs. Tom Brodo, 190 pounds,
and Jim Schmitt, 200 pounds,
have sewed up the tackle po-
sitions while Joe I.uongo 195,
and Bob Mortenson, 190, fill in
at guard.
ST. BENEDICT’S (5-3) -
With eight regulars lost, in-
cluding All-Star Ralph Lilore,
a beefed up slate and a re-
building program, Coach Joe
Kasberger’s assistant Gene
Schiller would probably settle
for a .500 season as practice
got underway. But the Gray
Bees are not used to being on
the lower end of the scoring
scale.
Returning regulars are tac-
kle Bob Pctitti, quarterback
John Burke and George Conte,
halfback. All are seniors.
Conte was moved from right
to left half. Burke may be
moved to halfback if junior
passer, A1 Grinc pushes
enough. Augie De Rosa is an-
other backfleld runher who has
seen action. Pete Petrone, Jun-
ior, hits hard at fullback. The
backfield does not have a man
over 160 pounds.
The opposing tackle to Petit-
ti will be Norman D'Agostini,
210 pounds. Guards will be
John Benedokas, 210 pounds,
and Jerry Del Vesco, 155-
pound sophomore. Jim Schick;
185 pounds, is set for center.
Frank Weber, 5-10, and Joe
D’Orio, 170, are the probable
ends.
ST. JOSEPH’S (1-5) - For
Coach Marty Seglio, his sec-
ond year is an abrupt swing
from his initiation when he had
anew starting squad. This sea-
son, he not only has a high
quota of returnees hut also
has drawn considerable talent
from St. Michael’s, Union City,
through transfers.
Seniors Billy Griego, all-
around back, and Pat O'&aiUy
tackle, team captains, are two
of the brightest lights in the
lineup. Gene Arthur’s backfield
speed and Vince Graziano’s
line play make Scglio’s eyes
sparkle. Seniors Walt McCur-
ry and John Bazzl, who hold
down the guard positions, are
co-captains for this campaign.
Lou Flipovits is another veter-
an.
It looks as if the breaks
are coming Seglio's way this
year and the Blue Jays should
be perching on a higher branch
before too long.
MARIST (3-4) - Coach Lou
Rettino is still in the midst of
a hectic re-making program
as he starts his first year with
the Royal Knights. Lack of
depth and weight in the line
are important problems to be
solved.
The loss of backfield star
Mickey Albers and seven other
regulars will make the job
particularly tough. However
DanKlinga leads a'list of ex-
perienced players. Walt God-
lewski, Jack Boyle, Henry
Walker, Jack Sheehy, Gerry
Germano, John Modzeleski,
Joe Stevens and Pat Spits-
letta are some of the outstand-
ing early candidates to show
promise.
While the line needs some
building, the backfield shows
signs of speed and good run-
ning. With a squad of 57 can-
didates turning out, Rettino
may come up with enough tal-
ent for a winning season, the
first one for the young school.
Sports Spot
Corsetto Moves Onward, Upward
by John Teehan
Rich Corsetto, St. Bonaven
ture's, Paterson, athlete, will
be facing tougher competition
this year with Edwards Mili-
tary Academy, North Caro-
lina, since the prep school,
which awarded him a year's
scholarship, schedules fresh-
man teams of Atlantic Coast
Conference colleges. Reporting
day for Corsetto was Sept. 8.
But the higher caliber of
competition should only make
the basketball and baseball
star shine brighter. Corsetto,
6-2, 185 pounds, is one of the
brightest stars to emerge in
the Paterson Catholic Confer-
ence.
His impact on the North Jer-
sey area athletic scene may
be measured by some of the
laurels he reaped.
WHILE at St. John's,
Paterson, he led the Ramblers'
freshman into the semi-final
round of a basketball tourna-
ment that included 18 North
Jersey teams, topped all scor-
ers with 87 points for four
games and was unanimously
picked for the All-Star team.
In 1962-63, after transferring
to St. Bonaventure's, Corsetto
scored 632 points for 23 games
averaging 27.4 points a game
and in 1963-64 he tallied 677 in
24 games for a 28.3 average,
leading all North Jersey high
school scorers in average for
both seasons. His two-year
total was 1,309 points. Lowest
score he recorded during that
period was 12 points. His high-
est single game score was 44.
CORSETTO was easily se-
lected as Most Valuable Play-
ed in the basketball confer-
ence and made the loop's All-
Star lineup both years. He was
picked on four other All-Star
teams for both seasons, was
on two others last year in-
cluding the North Jersey All-
Catholic and made the second
team in All-State Parochial se-
lection.
In baseball, the pitcher-in-
fielder, was again chosen Most
Valuable Player of the PCC,
made three other All-Star
squads besides the confer-
ence’s including The Ad-
vocte’s All-Diocesan, and was
placed on the third team in
All-State Parochial selection.
HIS 1964 pitching record
was 8-4. He gave up 15 earn-
ed runs, 48 hits and 44 bases
on balls in 84 innings. The
righthander struck out 145 bat-
ters. At the plate he batted
.354 with a slugging percentage
of .570.
During the summer, Corsetto
continued his blazing pace,
leading Paterson Pasquariello-
Bradle Post -to the Passaic
County and District MI base
ball titles and starring on the
Development League’s cham-
pionship All-Wags A.C. semi-
pro squad. He was named
unanimously to the Passaic
County All-Star Legion team.
In one American Legion game,
Corsetto fanned 19 batters this
summer. He hit that strikeout
total once before as well as
totals of 17 and 16.
Corsetto Includes among his
trophies, the Focaccio Award,
given by St. Anthony’s Church
for the outstanding player in
1963 and 1964.
Saying Masses
On Beaches
OROPESA DEL MAR,
Spain (NC) As an experi-
ment, outdoor Masses are
being celebrated on Sundays
and holy days on the beach-
es of Oropesa. which are
filled with visitors at this
time of the year.
This permits vacationers
to. fulfill their religious ob-
ligations without having to
go to nearby cities.
Outdoor Masses will be
held at other popular sea-
shore beaches if the experi-
ment here is successful.
Carabaos Put Him
In Driver's Seat
BOSTON (NC) - The mis.
sionary Bishop was saying
folks back in his territory in
the Philippines wouldn't know
what to do with a car pool
if they had one— but a car-
abaos pool, that's song'ething
different.
“We set up a carabaos pool
with about 30 of the water bug-
falo," said Bishop Joseph Re-
gan, M.M;,- of the Tagum pre-
fecture. “The animals are
loaned out to farmers a.s
beasts of burden and for plow-
ing.”
Share MVP Honors
NEWARK Tony Hammed
and Frank McCree have been
picked to share the Most Val-
uable Player aNvard by St.
Rose of Lima’s Essex County
CYO League baseball team.
St. Rose was 1963 champion.
Meets Slated
At Warinanco
ELIZABETH - A pair of
age-group track meets for
boys and girls will be held at
Warinanco Park, Sept. 13 and
27 under the auspices of the
New Jersey District of the
A.A.U.
The girls’ events are sched-
uled for Sept. 13 at 2 p.m.,
with entries accepted up to 1
p.m. There will be classes for
nine years of age and under,
10-11, 12-13 and 14-15. The
boys' program Sept. 27 will
follow the same pattern.
Entries for both meets may
be sent to Charles Coles, 36
Mapes St., Newark. There
are no entry fees.
NJCTC Sets Fall
Meeting Sept. 16
ROSBLE The New Jer-
sey Catholic Track Confer-
ence will hold its regular fall
meeting Sept. 18 at Roselle
Catholic High School, starting
at 8 p.m.
On the agenda are election
of officers, changes in the con-
stitution and mapping of plans
for the 1964 cross-country sea-
son. The first development
race has already been set for
Sept. 19 at Warinanco Park,
Plan Services
For Olympians
TOKYO (NC) - The
thousands of Catholic ath-
lctes and tourists who will
come here In October for
the World Olympic Games
need not worry about reli-
gious facilities.
The Catholic Olympic
Committee la publishing a
pamphlet giving detailed
Information with a map
showing where Sunday and
daily Masses are cele-
brated, giving languages in
which confessions are heard
and sermons preached.
"HURRICANE RICHIE
"
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For Air France Reservations
or Information, Call, Write
or See .
. .
7i
Air France offers
budget tours
to Bombay for
the 38th Int’l
Eucharistic
Congress, under
the Patronage of
His Eminence
Richard Cardinal
Cushing
This year, worship with fellow
Catholicsinbeautiful Bombay. Fly
from there to the Holy Land,
Rome, or take a 7-day tour to Ire-
land. There is also an alternate
return route via Paris and an ex-
tension tour around theworld.
Mail coupon for your free tour
booklets! Or contact your Travel
Agent or local Air France Office.
AIRFRAiiCE
TH! WtlLDt lUIIIT AIRIINI
Catholic Market Mana|er,Air Franca
683 Filth Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
Please send meyour Irea folders:
O National Pilgrimage to Bombay
O Other Pilgrimages to Europe
frame
Addren .
Cite
Dividend-Paying! Open All Year ’Round!
CARTERET'S
All-Purpose Savings
TARGET
CLUB
Start anytime:Save $l, $2, $3,
$5, $lO, or $2O weekly. In 50
weeks receive all you’ve saved
PLUS DIVIDENDS
that Carteret pays on all
COMPLETED Clubs.
Taxes, school fees, insurance,
major purchases, vacations—-
whatever your goal,a Carteret
Club account will keep you
"on target". Start yourstoday.
Remember, there’s never a
charge for opening or closing
a Target Club account.
LARQEST IN NEW JERSEY
AND LOAN ASSOC lATI O N
THE S PLACE SAVE
SCMtWjwtLmtiMi, 866 Broad Stmt, Newark(Main Office)
Nimrk. 500Bloomfield Ave. 744Broad Street
Springfield-Bergen: 359 Springfield Ave. Roseville. 487 Orange Street
.
ation
▲ City Un" 712 Springfield Avenuetest Orange.606 Central Ave. South Orange. 159South Orange Ave.
jflßtNEW JERSEY TERCENTENARY
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHtS, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SOCIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
*4* NSW POINT ROAO
ILIZAIITH, N.J.
istaiiiihid Itll
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., We»tfield, N.J.
Tel: 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Fret.
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS • . .
OF All Make* Pontiac 3rd in New Car Sole*
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
Summer Hours: Closed Wednesday and Friday Evenings at I F.M-I
Saturdays, at IS Noon.
>OGOGOCOOOOCOGCOOGCCOOOOCCCOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOC
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
OLDSMOBILE
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER in the STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5555
400 E. ST GEORGES AVE. LINDEN, NJ.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET BIG 5
SEE THEM ALL
AT MOORE
WHERE YOU BUY & SAVE
MOORE CHEVROLET
”5 N *
ELIZABETH EL 4-37C
*»rvtn* Union County for Ov«r 40 Ytnra Cloned Wnd. E>«
GET
ALL3
At BENICK DODGE
On The Brand New
’64 DODGE
1. Lower Prices 2. Better Service 3. Immediate Delivery
That'a What Makii tha Big Dlfftrtnct batwttn Btnlck Dodgt and ethar
datura, the prlcea art elwaya right at Btmck Dodge . .•. You'll like tha
afflclent way sur ttrvlca work It done at Barnet Dodge ... Ym can
Mltct
your '64 Dodgt from our big Inventory at Btnlek Dodn
RUDY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
ALL
Shop Benlck Today! I'ZZTSZ «
BENICK
DODGE
BEN W. HO ANA.
M Ata.
'pßrimr.M
OOE£tfIH
MMVMXN
shnsavMuvrfoff
yojAVOAMIAIHiyg
OOOiIVININUMO9
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
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Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
GEORGE j. BORGOS
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UNION COUNTY
Auihoriized
New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
OVER
150
USED
CARS
NEW
BUICKS
l
ORELS
ONLY GAYLIN
OFFERS YOU THE LOWEST
PRICES ON USED CARS
PLUS
100% Parts and labor •
Guarantor at No Cost to You
GAYLIN BUICK . MU 8-910C
Ohh TIN »
W»0. I 111.
nn i
2140 MORRIS AVE., UNION
CLOSE OUT SALE
< EVERY CAR REDUCED TO COST
BRAND NEW FACTORY FRESH 1964
CHRYSLERS • PLYMOUTHS • VAUANTS • IMPERIALS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERYI
No Down Payment Bank Financing
Budget Term*
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
SOI NO. MOAD ST., (UZABFTH • II 3*3600
tlixabflb's Only Authoriz'd D**Ur
CHRYUIR • IMPIRIAI • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT
UNION COUNTY'S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD'S LARGEST
NAPPA FORD INC.
"Whort An Aulomobllo Is l*M Ivory «| Mlnul.f
Pray for Them
Former Butler Pastor Dies
BUTLER Rev. Aidan
Bums 0.F.M., 65, former pas-
tor of St. Anthony’s Church
here, died Sept. 4 at St. Mi-
chael’s Hospital, Newark. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was
offered here Sept. 8.
Born in Brooklyn, Father
Bums entered the Franciscan
Order in 1918 at St. Bonaven-
ture’s Monastery, Paterson.
He was ordained in 1925 at
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, New
York.
Besides his pastorate at St.
Anthony’s, 1949-55, Father
Bum* was in charge of St.
Mary’s, Pompton Lakes, for 12
years and St. Bonaventure’s
Church, Paterson, for six
years. His most recent assign-
ment was as chaplain at St.
Anthony’s Convent, Ringwood.
Survivors Include a brother,
Edward Burns, and a sister,
Mrs. Thomas Glynn, both of
Brooklyn, and three other sis-
ters who are nuns in the Order
of the Poor Clares.
Sr. Beata Maria
CONVENT Sister Beata
Maria Zarrillo of the Sisters
of Charity of St. Elizabeth,
died Sept. 5 at St Raphael’s
Hospital, New Haven, Conn.,
after a long illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered at
St, Anne’a Villa chapel here
Sept. 9.
A native of Belleville, Sister
Beata Maria entered the Sis-
ters of Charity in 1934. She was
a nurse at several hospitals
conducted by the congregation,
including St. Joseph’s, Pater-
son, St Vincent’s, Montclair,
and All Souls, Morristown.
From 1939 to 1945, Sister
Beata Maria was a mission-
ary nurse in Yuanling, China.
She was stationed at St. Anne’s
Villa at the time she became
ill.
Survivors include a brother,
Alex Zarrillo, and a sister,
Mrs. Louise Grasso, both of
Belleville.
Cardinal Roques
RENNES, Franco (NC)
Clement Cardinal Roques of
Rennes, Primate of Britanny,
died of a lingering lung ail-
ment here Sept. 4 at the age
of 83.
His death reduces the Col-
lege of Cardinals to 77, the
lowest it has been in the past
five years.
Cardinal Roques was
known -as a tireless champion
of the workingman and la-
bored hard to Improve social
condltioas in his diocese. Dur-
ing World War n he protestsand
the arrest of the leaders of
his Christian Agricultural
Youth movement by the nazis
and managed to save the
young people from deporta-
tion.
Bom in Gaulhet, France,
Dec. 8, 1880, the future Car-
dinal was ordained In 1904. He
was named Bishop of Montau-
ban by Pope Piux XI in 1929,
then became Archbishop of
Aix-en-Province and, finally,
in 1940, Archbishop of Rennes.
Ho was named a Cardinal by
Pope Pius XII in the consis-
tory of Feb. 18, 1946.
Other Deaths
. .
.
Mrs. Fred A. DeMaria, 55,
of Ridgewood, mother of Sis-
ter Rochelle, C.S.J., of St.
Luke’s High School, Hohokus:
Sister Adele, C.S.J., of Villa
Marie Clare, Saddle River,
and Brother DeMaria,
F.S.C.H. of Boston, and sister
of Rev. Robert Kane of Nyack,
N.Y., died at home Aug. 31.
Dr. T. Benedict Furnlss, 80,
of Jersey City, father of Rev.
John G. Fumiss, S.J., direc-
tor of the Jesuit Seminary and
Mission Board, New York
City, and Sister Margaret El-
len of St. Aloysius, Jersey
City, and brother of Sister M.
Funds* and Sister Patrick,
both of Kingston, Ont., died
Sept. 1 at the Jersey City
Medical Center.
William N, Wall, 78. of Au-
burn. Mass., father at Msgr.
William N. Wall, director of
the Mt. Carmel Guild, Pater-
son, and Rev. John F. Wall,
chaplain of St. Mary’s Hos-
pital, Passaic, died Aug. 30 at
Worcester City Hospital.
Mr*. Harold J. Golden of
Clifton, sister of Rev. Francis
X. Dennehy, chaplain of St.
Joseph’s Hospital, Paterson,
died Sept. 1 at home.
Georgo E. Paxton, 52, of
Passaic, father of Sister Marie
Edward, died Aug. 30 at St.
-Mary's Hospital.
Mr*. Alexander Kochan, 72,
of Elizabeth, mother of Rev.
Fred Kochan, 0.F.M., of St.
Anthony’s Mission, Itta Benna,
Miss., died Aug. 31 at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital.
Msgr. Giacomo MoreUi, 61,
Vatican diplomat, died recent-
ly in Rome.
Carlton J. H. Hayes, 82, not-
ed historian and former U.S.
ambassador to Spain, died
Sept. 3 at Sidney, N.Y.
Dr. Norman A. Welch, 62,
recently elected president of
the American Medical Associa-
tion, died Sept. 3 at Jackson,
Wyo.
Stephen W. Johnson, 79, a
founder of the New York Cath-
olic Institute of the Press, died
Sept. 1 at St. Elizabeth’s Hos-
pital, New York City.
Mrs. Carl Nelson, 60, of
Leonia, mother of Sister M.
Carla Marie, S.S.N.D., of
Brooklyn and Sister M. Hele-
nann, S.S.N.D., of Westbury,
N.Y., died Sept. 5 at Holy
Name Hospital, Teaneck.
Mrs. Frank Tredy, 73, of
Union City, sister of Rev. Ger-
ard Carluecio, 0.5.8., of St.
Paul’s Abbey, Newton, died
Sept. 5 at home.
Louise Grath, 73, of Pater-
son, sister of Sister Mary Jo-
seph, 0.5.C., of the Bronx,
died Sept. 5 at home.
In your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
priests :
Newark
. . .
Rev. John B. Kayser, Sept. 11,
1903
Rev. Clarence A. Heavey,
Sept. 11, 1951
Rev. John F. McCadden, 0.P.,
Sept. 11,1959
Rev. Francis J. Cahill, M.M.,
Sept. 12, 1961
Rev. Peter E. Reilly, Sept. 12,
1919
Rev. Cornelius J. Ahern, Sept.
13, 1945
Rev. William A. Maguire,
Sept. 13, 1953
Rev. Cornelius J. Mclnerney,
Sept. 14, 1946
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M. Per-
otti, Sept. 14, 1933
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John P. Leni-
han, Sept. 14, 1958
Very Rev. Andrew Petralia,
0.F.M., Cap., Sept. 15, 1954
Rev. Andrew L. Clark, Sept.
16, 1932
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Mark J. Duffy,
Sept. 16, 1948
Rev. Edward S. Kozlowskl,
Sept. 16, 1959
Rev. Thomas E. O’Shea, Sept.
17, 1923
Paterson
.
. .
Rev. Bernard E. McKenna,
Sept. 14, 1958
Rev. David J. Moran, S.J.,
Sept. 15, 1963
Fr. Meenan Named
Alumni Moderator
JERSEY CITY Rev.
Francis X. Meenan, S.J., has
been appointed moderator of
the St. Peter's College alumni
organization by Very Rev. Ed-
ward F. Clark, S.J., president
of the college.
Father Meenan win act as
the college’s representative to
the 7,000-man alumni group
and wUI be a voting member
of the 19-man board of trus-
tees. He replaces Rev. Mar-
shall Winkler, S.J., who was
recently transferred to Insti-
tute Ignaciano, Puerto Rico, to
teach political science.
THEIR GOAL: THE RELIGIOUS LIFE - Three members of
the Joseph Curry family of Cleveland will enter religious
life within the next few months, thereby writing an
unusual chapter in the religious formation of a family.
Joseph Jr., left, first to convert to the Catholic Church
four years ago, will enter St. Joseph College (College-
ville, Ind.) to begin studies as a Brother of the Society
of the Precious Blood. His younger brother James will
enter Brunnerdale Seminary, Canton, to study for the
priesthood in the same order. Sortietime after the first of
the year, Diane will go to Cincinnati to enter the Sisters
of Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd. They are
among seven children of the Curry family which was
baptized as a group two years ago.
Jersey Jesuit
Oldest in Order
GRAND COTEAU, La.— At
97
years of age, Rev. Alexis
Clifford McLoughlin, S.J., a
native of New Jersey, is the
oldest living member of the
Society of Jesus.
In retirement here at St.
Charles College, a novitiate of
the society, he has outlived
the doctors who 77 years ago
predicted he would never
make the grade as a Jesuit
because of his then-frail health.
DOCTORS IN New Jersey
recommended that the Jesuits
send him home. Very Rev.
John O'Shanahan, S.J., pro-
vincial of the New Orleans
province, was visiting in New
Jersey and heard of the young
candidate’s plight.
He arranged to have him
transferred to the South’s mil-
der climate, on the condition,
"If we cure you, we
keep you,’’ according to
Father McLoughlin.
Since it was "either go South
or go home," Father Mc-
Loughlin recalls, "I chose to
go South.” His Southern su-
periors reminded him that the
society is "a good mother, not
a hospital,” so he devised
schemes for building up his
strength.
Even today he is a
vigorous proponent of gymnas-
tics and calisthenics.
Not too many years ago,
visiting a hospital for a check-
up, the doctor jokingly asked
Father when he had last
chinned himself. “Why just be-
fore I came here," the priest
quickly replied.
His teaching career has con-
tinued intermittently over a
period of 65 years. Assigned
his first class while a schol-
astic in 1890, he was still
teaching in 1955 at St. Peter
Ciaver High School in Grand
Coteau.
Now he offers a week-
ly Mass and is available as a
confessor.
Schedule Festival
EAST ORANGE The St.
Michael’s Fraternity, Third
Order of St. Francis will hold
its annual Autumn Festival
Sept. 13 at the home of Grace
Spath here.
20 North Jersey Men Received
Into Irish Christian Brothers
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y.
Twenty former or present res-
idents of North Jersey, most
of them alumni of Essex or
Bergen Catholic High Schools,
were received into the Chris-
tian Brothers of Ireland at
ceremonies at West Park,
N.Y., and Lakewood, N.J.
They will now begin their
novitiate year at either the
Novitiate of Mary Immaculate,
South Kortright, N.Y., or at
Santa Maria Novitiate, West
Park, N.Y.
After that they will complete
religious and professional stud-
ies at St. Gabriel’s Junior Col-
lege, Lakewood, and lona Col-
lege here.
THOSE ASSIGNED to Santa
Maria Novitiate include Broth-
ers Thomas Boglione of Belle-
ville; John Burns, formerly of
Bergenfield and now of Kirk-
wood, Mo., Peter Costa, of
Newark, Donald Dißenedetto
of Newark, Michael Santan-
gelo of Newark, and Joseph
Toohey of Kearny.
Assigned to the Novitiate of
Mary Immaculate are Broth-
ers Kevin Barnard of Dumont,
John Cafarella of West Or-
ange, John Casey of Wayne,
George Castellanos of Orange,
Richard Fahy of Bergenfield,
James Harlow of New Mil-
ford, Henry Kane of Nutley,
John Klein of Hillside, Kenneth
Lukowiak of Newark,
Also, Robert Nash of Bloom-
field, Robert Noonan of Ber-
genfield, William Shaw of
Newark, Raymond Smith of
Livingston, and Frank Tinus of
E?.st Paterson.
Very Rev. Brother William
C. Penny, F.S.C.H., provincial
of the American province, pre-
sided at both ceremonies, Sept.
5 at West Park and Sept. 6 at
St. Gabriel’s.
Two Receive
Paulist Habit
OAK RIDGE - John Ka-
vanaugh of Clifton and Thomas
Lawrence of Bayonne re-
ceived the habit of the Paul-
ist Fathers Sept. 8 at Mt. St.
Paul Novitiate here and also
made their first promises of
poverty, chastity and obedi-
ence.
Very Rev. John F. Fitzger-
ald, C.S.P., recently elected
superior general, presided at
the ceremonies, during which
15 novices were professed as
members of the Paulist com-
munity.
Kavanaugh is a graduate of
Seton Hall University with a
bachelor’s degree in classical
languages. He studied at St.
Joseph’s Seminary, Holy Trin-
ity, Ala., before entering the
novitiate here in 1963. Law-
rence attended St. Patrick’s
High School, Elizabeth, and
Seton Hall University, South
Orange.
Both will continue studies for
the priesthood at St. Paul’s
College, the congregation’s
major seminary in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Fr. Kugelman
Joins Faculty
NEW YORK - Rev. Rich-
ard Kugelman, C.P., of St.
Michael’s Monastery, Union
City, has joined the faculty of
the School of Theology for
Laymen at St. Vincent Ferrer
parish here.
Father Kugelman will give
two courses on Tuesday nights,
starting Sept. 22, on “Preface
to the Bible Salvation His-
tory” and "The Gospels and
Modern Studies.” The courses
will run for 10 weeks.
Returning to the faculty is
Rev. Paul Perrotta, 0.P., of
Caldwell College, who will
teach a course on"The Torah”
beginning Sept. 21. Informa-
tion on the courses may be
obtained from the school at
141 E. 65th St. or by calling
MU 8-2354.
Guild Specialist
Given U.S. Post
NEWARK - Dr. Michael
Marge of Upper Montclair
has been granted a leave of
absence by the Mt. Oarniet
Guild and Seton Hall Univer-
sity to accept a post with the
newly-established Division of
Handicapped Children and
Youth in Washington, D.C.
He will serve as professional
advisor and program special-
ist for speech and hearing
problems and will begin duties
Sept. 14. He has been serving
as director of speech services
for the guild and associate
professor at Seton Hall for
four years.
DR. MARGE will be respon-
sible for administering grants
to universities, colleges, pub-
lic schools and other agencies
to expand and improve serv-
ices for the speech and hear-
ing handicapped. He will also
plan and conduct research
surveys and studies, provide
advisory services to profes-
sional organizations and serve
as consultant to the advisory
commission of the division.
Dr. Marge is a graduate of
Emerson College, Boston, and
took graduate work at Har-
vard in child psychology and
human development. Before
coming to Seton Hall, he was
with the speech therapy pro-
grams of the New York Stale
Association for Crippled Chil-
dren, the public school sys-
tems of Glens Falls and Hud-
son Falls and was assistant
professor of speech at Mont
clair State College.
A member of several profes-
sional organizations in the
field, Dr. Marge has also au-
thored aricles on speech dif-
ficulties in scientific journals
and has served as a lecturer
in pedodontics at Seton Hall
College of Dentistry and re-
search associate at the New
York Eye and Ear Infirmary.
Family Social
MORRISTOWN—The Christ-
ian Family Movement of As-
sumption parish will hold a
dessert social and sample
meeting for all married cou-
ples of the parish Sept. 13
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the
parish CYO room. Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh O’Gorman will be
chair couple.
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Your Fixture
Allowance Always
Goes Further At
Paramus
Lighting
Over 1,000
Fixtures Always
On Display
"Your satisfaction
guaranteed or your
money cheerfully
cefunded within
10 days"
F ramu
Lighting
487-1705
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Rattu 1 insertion 42c
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ptr line Minimum 3 lines
Deadline Monday 4 P.M.
Writ# to Th# Advocate
31 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
or phone MArket 4-0700, Ext. 32
HELP WANTED FEMALE
TO HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMAUS-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Broad A Market MA 2-7101
NEWARK
COOK
In Went
■ nraa codn
appointment.
BRILLIANT WOMAN, exdutve nburban
r*nl ooUta acency. EaUblUtwd family bu-
•Uiaaa anport tjpht active la dvlc and
church affaire. will make you a partner.
Plenty of ln*enulty. INo capital required.
New car auditory. 90 word reeume.
Writel Boo: *77. The Adroeate. 11 Clinton
St., Newark, N. J.
Companion, boueekeeper wanted In good
home, no children, deep In. Apply Bo* 17*.
The Advocate. 11 Clinton St, Newark, N.J.
HELP WANTED MALE
_ ..
REPRESENTATIVE
Many lead* (urnlabed frota DtakStudlo.,
Inc. For appointment, phone HU 9-oom
AmhWnup ealee minded man to ropceeent
wp _°jo .h—rnace company. We train
yon. Can MT, deary Cl Hoot
INSTRUCTION
MODERN AAATH MAdFcLEAR^
"Modern Math for Modern Parent.
"
A
manual written to help yon undoratand
your chllde new math. 11.21. poetpaid
Ctartoe Cwlrtta. tl Elmwood Root Wd|.
Infford. Coon.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BAKERY
Reply Bo**
,
»SI,nfhir*Adwf!l
M-. Newark. N. J.
AUTO-DEALERS NEW CARS
■jmpnionr, m
Monday.. Kept
11 CUntoo St.
* CADILLAC
■ALES A SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Flan Selection of Uood Coro
I Control Are. Newer
Phon« MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLACOLDS~
New Jonoy-a Larreet CadlUao
DUtrlbutor
Autharlied CADILLAC - OLDS
■ALES A SERVICE
’ “Sr «»o * J
MOORE CHEVROLET
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS, INC.
Antbortnod
SALES A SERVICE
Rid*« Rd„ N. Arlington WY 19000
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"o*_of Amorleo'o Lorgoot
Chmrotet Dultri
473 BloomOold Ay*. Coldwoll
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Authoriud Solo* S*rvlc*
CHEVROLET CHEVY H
CORAIR CORVETTE
Compute Llm at Good Uood Con
MJ Andorra Avo., CUttild* Pork
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Dlnct Factory Doolor
Solo* Porte Sorvtc*
Uood Con Body Shop
IS St Goorso Aw. W. Llndon. N. J.
Phono HUnter 6-1400
BROWN - FORD INC.
• THUnSeRBIRD*41** *Jr»^TANG
. FORD . FALCON . FAIRLANI
Compute Sorvlco Dopt
Full lino Uood Can
son Morrto *An°. Union
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
SERVICE - PARTS
AR 1-2700
MrLoon Bird. Potoroon
Fur iho Llndon An* 1U
LIPPY'S for
MERCURY . COMET
x^A"fefiusa v,cM
St G*org* Ay*.. E. Llndon. N.
W*
For Iho Boot D*al In
OLDSMOBILE
o** JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Author Iwd Solo* A Sorvlc*
• Oonruteod Uood Can
PI 4-7500
171 Gian Bldg* Av*.
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS • PLYMOUTRB
CHRYSLERS • IMPERIALS
OuirantMd Uood Can
PARTS • SERVICE • BODY SHOP
4M BUomflcM
Dial HU 3-0015
Av*.
AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
1964 PONTIAC - TEMPEST
All Models ud Color* Available
for Immediate Delivery
BEST DEAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
Phone WA 3-6900
1477 N. Broad St. BUlald*
PONTIAC
Now Car Sal** - Sorvico . rarta
Oaarantaod Uaad Cars
rtiwat Body Work 4 Repair Sorvio*
TROPHY PONTIAC
MS (‘way. Cor. «i(h 81. Bayonne. N. J.
HE 7-4900
for Holy Trinity Parish
It'* MILLER RAMBLER, Inc.
Authorised SALES 4 SERVICE
Deal
Between im
420 SOUTH A
RAMBLER
*•* Jerry Slynore
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES - SERVICE
- PARTS
WYmon 8-7311
» Kearny Ave. Kearny, N. J.
DOUGLAS MOTORS CORP.
Authorised Dealer
VOLKSWAGEN
• SAL» • SERVICE e PARTS
FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Complete Modern Repair Facilities
Dial CRestvlew 7-3300
312-218 BROAD ST. SUMMIT N.J.
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES INC.
Authorised Dealer
SALES O SERVICE * LEASING * PARTS
Phone 489-1300
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
«53“*a JwtL Chevrolet, Bulck. Oil
mobile* Cadillac, any make autoi «
2SSJr*? !maateed S moothsi 1 price sooted.
“P*- 4*rma- 1 day service. 174 Aci
;%t.n- aStss a. prtcM
BUILDERS
Builders Over 40 Years
MULCAHY BROS.
ras&abapji
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Mason 4 Lumber Mart
colKSffiKr
For Prompt Dellvary Call
NOrth 7-7000 1
IS» Waabtofton Are. Nutley, N.
DRIVING SCHOOLS
ALBANESE
AUTO DRIVING SCIIOOI.
Llceiued by the Slat* g< N.J.
Fully Injured • Fre* Horn* Pickup
Modem Dual Coutrol Cara
Standard and Automatic Shiite
Call Us - Savo Money TE 7-2544
IMP Teaneck Hd. Teaneck. N. J.
MARIAN'S
DRIVING SCHOOL
WOMEN INSTRUCTORS
W* Pick You Up A Return You Horn*
MU 6-0533 UNION, N.J,
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Making A Serving Frlenda
Sine* IMP
1
OU Burner* I netailed A Serviced
Metered Deliver!** 24 Hour Service
Dial Ml 2-2727
128-188 Adam* 8L Newark. N. J.
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Nutley*a Oldeat Florlrt Eat 1900
Call Ua For Your Floral Needa
NOrth 7-1022
Stor* and GratnhooM
168 PpiiAic Av#. Nutlvy. N. J.
INSURANCE
THE O'NEILL AGENCY
Complete Inauranc* Service
DUISO 5-8207 - 8208
Maplewood Are.. Maplewood. N. J.
MOVING t STORAGE
MARK E. DALY & SON
ESTABLISHED 1920
LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE
MOVING
STORAGE
ESsex 3-1958
CHEERFUL ESTIMATES
1414 Spring!leld Av*., Irvington ES 3-1938
la St. Mlebael’a Pariah tt'a
ROBBINS & ALLISON, Inc.
Agent* for ALLIED VAN LINES
Eat Since 1912
Storage . Packing • Shipping
Dial BRidge 6-0898
212 South Av*.., E. Cranford
Moving A Trucking. Reduced rate* for al
Bergen ami noartw counUea. plea** col
be!ore 9 A.M. or alter 7 P.M.
044-1689 WALTER BALZI
la Jorooy City and All Hudaon County-
Call
GALLAGHER
movino a STORAGE INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
For local and long dlatanc* moving
KELLY MOVERS
MOVINO A STORAGE
AgWlta lor NORTH AMERICAN
• LOCAL * LONG DISTANCE
*
RATES
17 MANDUNQ * "EASONABLI
All Loads Ini. Dial 382-1380
14 Woot Cbony St. Rahway N.
NURSING HOMES
LAUREL MANOR A CERTIFIED
HOME for elderly men end women
clom attention end care, reiee reason
ablei ELmwood f-4108. P.o. Box 1M
Sprtni Valley, New York.
THE HEMLOCKS
• Dtatinctiva Country Surroundings
• •Kind 24-Hoar Nursine Cars
• Physician* In Attendance
• Surgical-Medic al-Cbronlc-Afed
• AIX MEALS HOME COOKED
N. PASSAIC AVE.. CHATHAM. N. J.
Dial ME 3-8555
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Jamee Rlccio. Ref. Phar.
Baby Need.
PreecrlpUona Promptly Filled
Cut Rate Draff and Coametlca
311 Franklin Are. NOrth 7 290*
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI’S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI. Ree. Thar.
Prescription* Baby Need.
PhotoDept. Free Delivery
733 Wert Side Ave,. opp. Falrvlew
Jereey City, N. J.
PHONE: DE 1 20M
NEWARK
Sam A Georfe Martorana. Prop.,
USS PHARMACY
Established over 30 yeera
Four Refletered Pbarmact.ta
Frte Dallvery Opan Every Day
From • a m. to 11 pm.
794 ML Proepect Avenue, cor.
Montclair Avenue.
HU 1-4749 Newark. N. J.
PLUMBING a HEATING
months. 7 yaara to pay. SORCUINI BROS.
Newark ES 1-4440. Plainfield PL 70643.
REAL ESTATE • INSURANCE
FRANK KUBERSKI
KUBEH INSURANCE AGENCY
Realtor
REAL ESTATE . INSURANCE
MORTGAGES e APPRAISALS
Member Union County MLS
SMITH-WISE & CO.
-Call Smith
FU 44400
REALTORS_e »10RTGAtH!S
'kinds:
TRAILERS FOR SALE
NIMROD CAMP TRAILERS
Rivtora MM„ Pioneer MM. Safari tin .
Rentals MO. par week Jim Hnlle
*73 Rl. 33. Wayne, N. J. Cl 40070.
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
Servlno the Publlo Since 18M
.
Steamehlp * Air Reearvatlona
{r^tt.;.rr7*“S
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
Tire lß’l OF REAL ESTATE For
RAPID RELIABLE RESULTS call
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Realtor
17* Broad SL. Bloomfield. N.J. PI 3-0117
CRANFORD
In Cranford Call
SHAHEEN AGENCY
Over to Yaara of Service
REALTORS • LNSURORS
Mam bar Union Cos. MLS
Dial BR UNO
IS-17 NORTH AVE. E CRANFORD, N. J.
FREEHOLD
Moving to the Country??
Farma. arraaxa and country homta
SEND FOR FREE LIST
ALPERN, Realtor
-
Freehold. H. J.
FAYSON LAKES
FAYSON LAKES
Year Round Vacation Llvlns
ACRE NEAR LAKE
Authentic Colonial adjacent to lake on
level acre. Thle charming home haa largeo
uliful
oat ln kitchen with
'"*■ famllr room, powder room, and laun-
dry all on let floor. Upetatra are 4 bed-
room* and 3 tile hatha. An excellent value
111,900. Klnnelon children will attend the
School
°Ur LMSr °* M**nU' c* l Parochial
FAYSON LAKES
COMPANY
REAL ESTATE
Boonton Are. at Fayaon Lake Rd.
Morrla County, N.J.
Terminal t-thtt
Klnnelon
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC.
Eatabllahed Since 1880
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
*37 Ridgewood Ave. Glen Ridge. N. J
PI 3-5600
HACKETTStOWN
hackettstown
Stephenahurg Area
tlt.9M HOME IVV acrea
Tucked away la the hula • mUea free
AWAY
UlOW°' A VEAR ROUND ,nDI
llaa all modem facUlUee. large acreenec
in patio, two bod rooma and studio Uvlii
A MEA“ ™
Phi Ce M7to ■ . . «:30-«:30
HILLSDALE
HILLSDALE Q2,M
« bedroom*, gu bethe. rec. roon
bU
l °'aUoo O,. 9(
7 room reach, 1 full bethe. lari
la? “ °
C. w 7 SOMMERS ■ Broker
«M llllledele Avenue
HOladale. N. J. '
MMIII Eve. W-OUt
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE PHASES
Phone WYman 1-4344
j
KEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD It VICINITY
WE CUDDLE OUT OF TOWNEnS
OVER MO MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITUENS REAL ESTATE GI S-MOO'
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
77 Wert Rldiewood Av«. Itldyewood
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
RmHot Il'i Kursan In So. Berftn
«1 Park Avenue Rutherford
WEMW
Rutherfard'e linnet residential tree, apai
cloue end lovely 2U bedroom home, abort
walk to St Mary'a (rammer and hlrt
school. One full and 2 nail bathe, excellent
construction, aluminum storms and
Priced at firm CSjXX). For
phone owner at 425-7P23.
SHORT HILLS
RITA COUPS SUBURBAN REALTY
Servtne Short Hills. Mlllburn
Sprtnafield and Vicinity
t SHORT HILLS AVE. SHORT HILLS
REALTORS DREXEL Umt
SPARTA
Senrlns • Lake Mohawk - Sparta Area
Developing . Fox Hollow Forma. Sparta
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
'
See Our MulUple Llsttnxs ■
Office: Rt. IS. Sparta 72M181-J7lt
SPRING LAkE
LAKE VICINITY
ALLENWOOD Charminf ruaal location.
Mi year old ranch on terse Lot 110 x 90S.
This Is the house for the larfe family who
enjoys entertalnlns. The rooms are all
huso. Livine room with fireplace, dining
room, kitchen. I bedrooms. 2M baths, tuß
basement with utility room, sturase area.
Same room with bar, dance floor, and big
extra kitchen. There Is a screened breeze-
Only $22,500
Danskin, Brown, Conovar, Inc.
Multiple Listing Realtor
HWY 35 at Allaire Rd„ Wall Township
01 mil 01 udstd
”
SPRING LAKE
Excellent home for retired couple <*
summer use - near all shopping rnd rail-
road —. Church five blocks —Livlnf room
Kitchen 2 bedrooms porch 2 car
faraxe - lovely SO'xlSO- lot 521,500.
Danskin, Brown, Conovar, Inc.
A Multiple Listing Realtor
Third* Jsmy
,
SpritMUUt.
SUMMIT
MiMONDSpN a FISHER. Realtors
Residential, Commercial. Industrial
Servlns Bummlt. New Providence.
M Haschwood Rd!. Summit CR 1-7200
Let our experienced stall
Find A homofor you
W« Will TakA Your 6omi In Trad*
HOLMES AGENCY
Realtor - Est. IBM
MI Morris Avt„ Summit, CR IMOO
UNION
In Union County A aurTOuadlnj art
Let us help you to select a home I
>our comfort and happlneee.
Our experience lx your protection
buy or eeU. Call on
John p. McMahon
IMS Morrta Ave„ Union
__
MU «-M
WAYNE
WEISS CO., Realtor
OX
n4s& Tsk* >
W*
New Woodbridge Tract Opens
A ChereHsnn-C.arrnil Rerease
WODBRIDGE
- The first
step in a massive building
program which will create
seven communities with more
than 2,000 homes was taken
this week by Kaplan & Sons
of New Brunswick, with the
launching of a 236-home tract
on Tappen St., off Carteret
Rd., here.
Colonial Park will ultimately
offer a choice of six model
homes, each styled in authen-
tic Colonial motif by architects
Benoist and Goldberg. The
first of these models to be dis-
played is the Hamilton, a two-
story priced at $22,990 an adap-
tation of the classic Colonial
up-and-down home.
The overall program inau-
gurated with the opening of
Woodbridge Colonial Park is
one of the most ambitious un-
dertaken by a builder since
post World War II days.
Construction features include
American Standard plumbing
fixtures, Lennox Hot Air Gas
Heat adaptable for air condi-
tioning, 100 amp electric serv-
ice, fibre glass full insulation,
w’ood double hung windows,
natural finish mahogany doors,
exterior colonial gas lanterns,
Glassade vanities, and all city
utilities.
Franklin Estates
Ranch Model-
‘Big ‘n’ Breezy'
An S.O.T. Release
NEPTUNE The Franklin
Brothers, well-known shore
area builders, are adding a
handsome new western style
ranch to their Franklin Estates
homes here.
"We designed it big, breezy
and beautiful,” says Joseph
Franklin, president, "offering
such unusual features as a
California - style combination
kitchen and family room, ad-
joining a step-down den.”
"The overall spaciousness of
these combined rooms,’’
Franklin notes, "is further en-
hanced by a he-man fireplace
with a Western raised hearth
in the den, as well as wide-
vista glass patio doors. The
whole area gives a feeling of
wide open space."
Franklin describes another
easy-living feature as a re-
cessed, "hideaway” laundry
center, directly off the kitchen,
hidden by attractive, folding
shutter doors. No tiring base-
ment trips to do the family
wash, Franklin observes.
ONE OF EVERY two peo-
ple in North Jersey is a Cath-
olic. Reach this huge market
School Grant Made by Builders
A Cberetisou-Carroll Rerease
MANALAPAN TOWNSHIP
The first $90,000 of a program
which eventually total
nearly $600,000 has been turned
over to Manalapan Township
by Kevork S. Hovnanian, on
behalf of the Hovnanian Broth-
ers, developers of Yorktowne-
at-Holiday North, the 800-home
"total concept" community be-
ing created at Gordons Corner
Rd., oij£ mile from Rt. 9.
The funds will be used for
the expansion of the present
Gordons Corner School. Ac-
cording to town officials, a
wing incorporating 15 modern
classrooms will be added.
This $90,000 represents a do-
nation by the Hovnanian enter-
prises covering the first 250
purchases made at the York-
towne community.
"The balance of the funds,”
said the president of Hovanian
Brothers, "totaling more than
one-half million dollars will
cover partial costs for the con-
struction of two schools to han-
dle the children from the York-
townc community as well as
other town children.”
The program was conceived
when Yorktowne-at-Holiday
North was still in the planning
stages, he revealed.
After research into projected,
present and future needs
it was decided that the buil-
ders would give to Manalapan
Township $5OO per home —a
total of $400,000 plus two sites
of 18 acres each, prime, im-
proved land within the com-
munity, for the erection of two
new schools.
The Utilization of 18-acre
sites will enable the. town to
incorporate athletic fields,
playgrounds and green acre
areas as an integral part of
each school. Fully improved
land has also been made avail-
able at no cost for Catholic,
and Jewish and Protestant
churches.
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LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SEACREST, N. J.
• Private Beach Club
• Fine View of Barnegat
Bay
• Liberal Financing
available
• Select your lo» now
FREE GAS DRYER WITH ALL GAS
Directions: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 82; then
East on Rt. 37 to Seaside Heights; then north (approx.) 2
miles on Rt. 35. ,
II
OPENiU* INSPECT^
SEACREST REALTY CO. 793-6241 - 349-5487
CLIFTON
New- custom built bl-levels $29,900 to
$3.1.390. Lowest taxed town. Don't wait,
call now!
New Gold-brick ranch $39,990.
New
2 families $37,000 to $43,000.
lowest taxes.
LAND
Luxury land, last available, plush resi-
dential land, country atmosphere, yet in
the
city. .20 minutes to N.Y. United
Nations. Newark Airport, etc.
Up to 12 acres. Can be sub-divided.
CONSULT
GEORGE R. BATE
King Realtor Consultants
11 Gibraltar Terrace
Hawthorne, H. J. HA 7-264S
RANCHES AND Bl LEVELS
Barnegat Ranch 5 13,790
Year around home* at the ihore. Our home* are be-
tween $4,000. and $5,000. Les* than home* built |u»t
20 minute* north of here. You need not plon an expen-
sive summer vacation for you will be living year around
in the center of all the East Coast's beautiful retorts.
Seaside Hglt., Asbury Park and Atlantic City to mention
a few." The builder is the Sale* Agent. Come cown ard
discus* the only way to save money before your home
is built.
Some of the features offered are:
City Gas
City water
Curbs
Sidewalks
Fully landscaped
Hardwick Hi-Low Burners
Hardwick automatic oven
RCA Dryer
RCA washing machine
IDEAL FOR RETIRING PEOPLE
BARNEGAT
HAVEN ESTATES
Fisher Blvd. Tomi River, N. J.
Dirtcfioni! Toll* Garden Stott Parkway to Exit 82 Tomi llvtf » Stolid*
Hgtß. Eoit on Pout# 37, 4 miltt to Flihtr llvd, loft for 1 milt.
Models Open Daily
Phone Di 1-0439
YOUR CHOICE OF
a NEW LUXURY APARTMENT
ADDRESSES IN THE FASHIONABLE
FOREST HILL SECTION I
««¥.
The location provides a
perfect combination of refined
environmentand close-to-everything
convenience. Only minutes away are public
and parochial grade and high schools .
. .
all houses of worship ... neighborhoodstores
and downtown Newark’s major shopping facilities.
Beautiful Branch Brook Park is within a few blocks.
decamp express, air.
CON Dm onED, NEW YORK
BUSES . . . AND LOCAL BUSES
• • • STOP AT DOOR.
STUDIO . . . 1-BEDROOM . . . AND
2-BEDROOM (2-BATH) SUITES
DOORMAN SERVICE
Rents Include Central Air Conditioning, Gas and
Electricity e Many Apartments with Spacious
Terraces e 3 Hi-Speed Elevators • Carpeted
Public Corridors e RAMP GARAGE
PARKING AVAILABLE
INSPECT FURNISHED MODEL SUITES DAILY
A WEEKENDS 11A M. TO 6PM.
Approx. 5 Blocks North o( Bloomfield
Ave. In the Forest Hill Section
R»rtt*nj 4 M««V|g,n| A(«nt;
vJJQsilak
MANAGEMENT CORP.
581 B'0«3Si .
MArbtt 4 0000
wr**
Jo&*
norm
n
NEW MONMOUTH MIDDLETOWN TOWNSHIP
Walking Distance to St. Mary's School and Church
“OLD
FASHIONED”
ONE LEVEL
i
WITH EXTERIOR
DECORATION BY
NATURE
: v!
£s.
If
•dfeaßaass®’
7*m
Kftfr-i-'
m
4
STONE
FIREPLACES
MARBLE CHIP ROOFS
TREE SHADED % TO FULL ACRE
j£ AND MORE GROUNDS
(s»i£
• ■% MM:’
mi
■
•ter
DIRECTIONS; Turnpike to Suit 11, to Garden Stole Parkway (hit 117) Kayport Mdiwen
hit, take Rt 3# to Church St. (Appru. S mil**), turn rliht ee Church It. adjacent to
Texaco itetlon. Vi mile to Modalt. VIA RT. 35i Carden State Parkway aa above to Rt. 38 I
end day on Rt 35 approx. $ mlloa to Middletown Shopping Cantor, turn left on New Mon-
mouth Road to Church St, then left to Modili. MOBIL RHONE 757-M92
STONE J]
EXTERIOR !
r myeft |
grfllKli
ONLY
$24,9901
Thera’* a lot oid-laihloned about there exciting new ranch
hornet.
The atyiiaf. No tad or gimmick daiignt here. This I* a real I
ranch, iwaaping 60 fiat from and to and, with all Ita roomi I
on on* level. Thar* ar* no atop* to run up and down. Theraa
plenty of room to *n|oy—3 badrooma, 2 bathroom units, I
16W x 12’ .family room, 24’ a 14’ living room, 12W x
lOVk’ formal dining room.
The aattlag. The kind homaa ware meant tor. Sprawling
halt and full acre and mora ground*, Whoa* rolling natural
contour* era dotted with full grown treat. Don't let th*
•eranlty fool youj convenience to st clou aa you want It.
You’re 10 minutai from oceanbathing, 1 mil* from Middle-
town dropping, right at Barden State Parkway. 38 minute*
from Jaraay City and Newark.
The aalactlon at material*. No aecond-baat*h*r*. Only th*
flnaat malarial! go into yoor horn*. Uk* real aton* exterior*
that add beauty, eliminate painting. Lika marblachip roof*
that day down In gal**, add lovallnaaa to your home. Like
real dona fireplace* In your living room t* add charm to
your horn*,
Evan th* dr* of th* community'* old faahloned. N* aprawllng
project with hundred* *f dealers people. Juat 24 home*
will be carefully cuatom built And on*’* juat for you. Baa
It today.
•WMkte.
New Garden Apt.
Occupancy September or Octobar lit
1 & 2 Bedrooms Apts.
from 125. month
• GOOD COUNSEL
CHURCH AT CORNER
• Extra Iga. rooms
• Air conditioning
• Free Ga*
• Separata thermostat
tor each
apt.
• Carpeted corridor*
• Modern Laundry
Room
• Free Parking
• Free GE Refrlg.
• Master TV Antenna
• Buses at corner
• 1 block to shopping
• 1 Block to schools
34 Carteret Street
NEWARK
Directions: Toko SummorAvo. or
■rsedwoy to Certeret Street.
"Open Deity A All Dey Weekend."
HU 5-2930 MU 8-5552
FINAL SECTION NOW OPEN!
Immediate
occupancy
Classic American designs from *25,490
Here's your last opportunity to make a
fabulous home buy. The homes in the
final section at Mountain Gardens are
moving fast.
And what value you get. Each home
was planned specifically around family
patterns of living. Room sizes and closets
are extravagant. Kitchens will make you
gasp
with delight. Lots of room outside,
too. Each home is carefully positioned on
a full half-acre site to take advantage of
the surrounding Ramapo Mountain views.
The community is extraordinary too.
Though Oakland lies right in the heart
of scenic Bergen County, it offers the
most modern facilities. Highly-rated pub-
lic and parochial schools. Modern shop-
ping. All houses of worship. A wide range
of recreation activities. And commuting
is so easy. Only 30 minutes from New
York City or Newark.
Come on out and see for yourself how
distinguished this communityis. Make it
soonwhile there’s a choice.
MOUNTAIN GARDENS HOMES OFFER THESE LUXURY FEATURES
□ 3,4 or 6bedrooms
□ Eat-in Kitchen
□ Paneledfamily room
□ Sun deck
□ Fireplace □ Oversized 2-car garage
S2,
2'4 or3baths □ Poured concrete foundation
Sunken tub □ Hot water baseboard
□ Paneled master bath 2-zone heating
(Hl-Ranch)
10% DOWN 30 YEAR MORTGAGE FOR QUALIFIED BUYERS
MOTOTMI UIHR
IN OAKLAND, BERGEN COUNTY
NOMA development CO-, INC. Bulldeis of dlsttncttve Quality homes
DIRECTIONS: Tike Garden State Parkway to Exit 160. Turn laft on Patsaie Btreed
to Route 4 west. Then Route 208 north to exit “Route 202 North." Proceed north tm
Route 202 approximately 2 miles to model homes; comer Route 202 and Andrew Avenue.
MODEL HOMES OPEN UNTIL 6 PM EVERY DAY. / Phone 337-3331
A FEW LEFT IN SECTION II!
.3
111 Not just a home,
but a hometown...
... thii it the ides of Greenview Estates at Pequannock. A fine
neighborhoodright (mack in the midit of asmall and atablo township
A friendly neighborhood you’ll take right to heart. And a thriving
circle of all these activities within Pequannock: 7 house* of worship
... elementary schools 5 public and 2 parochial and anew high
school... (with parochial high school in nearby Wayne)... a
swimming lake and recreation area for the exclusive use of reeidenu
and guests... and excellent commuting to Newark and New York
via buses and trains. Best of all, Pequannock has retained that very
special flavor of the small, friendly town that you’ve always dreamed
of settling into...and the Township's Muter Plan calls for stable
growth, moderate taxes, and preservation of its unique character.
Greenview Estates Itself boasts some extraordinary advantages.
Like a 30-acre pixie sito right on the property, like sanitary sewer*
andcity water. Like its location nearnearly-completed new Route 80.
Like paved driveways, street lights, curbs, all utilities, and natural gu.
And the cost for all this?
OCCUPANCY THIS YEAR!
Just 319,490 Is the starting price for homes at Greeoview
Estates for the four models shown below. Each la aat oo
a fully landscaped lot. Features Include large “dine-in”
kitchens with wall ovens, countertop ranges and exhaust
fans, paneled recreation rooms, one full and two half
baths, 3 and 4 bedrooms, attached garages, basement, 100-
amp electrical service with circuit breakers, full insula-
tion, SANITARY SEWERS AND CITY WATER.
Another unique aspect of Greenview Estates is the gently
curving design of all streets. This feature, along with the
fact that tlicre are no through streets, makes all street*
within the community quite safe for children.
This is the "hometown” story at Pequannock. An old-
fashioned friendliness. Old-world craftsmanship. Old-
time value. See it yourself now!
$
from
(Y /\ AA 10%DOWN"(2b QualifiedBuym)
Yfy 30year mortgages
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TK( WAYNf-L 3, or 4 bedrooms • 1 or
2 Ml baths • "dirva ln" kitcMa a formalI int-l " Meht
«alfi| toon a itticMd |4'<l* • full
TMLINCOLN —3 lain badrooms • 1 foil
bath and 2 hall baths a formal lining
room • 21 ft. living room a attic had
IH£ FOMMOH—3 or 4 bodroomt a Hi
baths lor 1 full h 4 2 holt baths) a
"dma In" kltchan a (ormil dining room
• 23 ft. living room a attachad gulp,
v lull baiimint.
i and 2 half baths a 24 It llrlarmat
a formal dining room a“(floats''fltckm
20 ft. no neat • attacks*
(ADJACENT TO WAYNI)
'tiemvemefi
AT PEQUANNOCK
(alas agontt A Marshall font!, Jr, (rakar a 569 Rt 23. Pompton Plains a TE 5-SUO
Op«n waakdayt 1 P.M. to dark...all day Saturday and Bundiy. Site Phonai 696-2335.
IttCTIONIi Rout* 46 to louts 23 traffic clrclai north on routo 23 to Huffman and
•oyla clrcl* (taa mapli left to Jackaon Ave i loft to Nowark-Pompton
■> JSft! ,0 Uncoln p*'k Ro»d| right to Slingtrland Avo.i
Kft to Wtlt Psrkwoyi right to modola.
J
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They Left Professions to Profess Faith
By WILLIAM E. MASON
WESTON, Mass (NC) _
Fifty-two men aged 27 to 57
walked slowly up to the re-
ceiving line and bowed before
Richard Cardinal Cushing.
Behind them they left pro-
fessions in which they had al-
ready achieved success pro-
fessions which they chose to
forsake to enter the service
of God.
THIS WAS the first class of
seminarians in Pope John Na-
tional Seminary for Delayed
Vocations, the only one of its
kind in the western world.
The only other similar in-
stitution in the world is the
100-year-old Beda College in
Rome, established for former
Anglican clergymen who wish
to study for the priesthood of
the Catholic Church in Eng-
land. It also takes men from
all walks of life.
First came a 47-year-old
man who had given up his
job as superintendent of
schools. Next was a chemis-
try professor, followed by an
executive with an airline com-
pany.
Two salesmen, a linotype op-
erator, a postal clerk, two
physicians and a personnel su-
pervisor followed in a solemn
procession to receive the bless-
ing and good wishes of Car-
dinal Cushing as they began
careers which they pray will
culminate in their ordination.
Probably the best known of
the new seminarians is Walter
J. Flaherty, 37, who resigned
his $lB,OOO-a-year post as secre-
tary to Rep. John W. McCor-
mack of Boston, Speaker of
the House of
THE CARDINAL noted that
400 men from nearly every
state had sought admittance to
the first class.
"In a few years we will be
taking students from Aus-
tralia, Canada, Africa and, I
hope. South America,” he
said. He added that the open-
ing of the seminary fulfills a
dream he has had for years.
RECTOR OF the semin-
ary is Msgr. George A.
Schlichte, 42, whose own re-
ligious vocation was delayed
because of wartime service.
Msgr. Schlichte, a graduate
of the U.S. Naval Academy,
served on the cruiser Phila-
delphia in World War II and
his ship was subjected to 70
enemy attacks.
He was awarded the Bronze
Star for bravery, and after the
war entered the priesthood. In
1959 he was ordained in Roms
where he became assistant
vice rector of the North Amer-
lean College, serving until
1961. He then returned to Bos-
ton and became vice chancel-
lor of the archdiocese.
Commenting on the first
class of seminarians, Msgr.
Schlichte says: “They have a
total dedication to God and
their character has been
formed by the necessities of
their various secular profes-
sions.
“They will not need the dis-
cipline which is a part of the
established training of youn-
ger men. But, it will mean a
new form of discipline as they
adjust themselves to the rou-
tine of the seminary,”
ARCHBISHOP Ilino Staffa,
secretary of the Congregation
of Seminaries and Universities
also spoke at dedication ccre-
mbnies, and stressed docility
and obedience as keys to
priestliness.
"An efficacious priestly a-
postolate," he said, "can only
be realized in union with one’s
own Bishop, achieved under an
obedience that is complete and
unconditional.
"Hence, these men must
grow in the conviction that
they are to be completely at
the disposal of ecclesiastical
authority, notwithstanding the
position of privilege they once
occupied in society.”
THE SEMINARY is located
on a 24-acre tract in wooded,
rolling hills of Weston, a re-
sidential community about
seven miles from Boston.
Tuition has been set at $l,-
200 with some scholarships
available. Cardinal Cushing
has made an appeal for
scholarships for the candi-
dates, saying full burses will
cost $B,OOO and four-year scho-
larships will be $5,000.
U.S. News Briefs
Nurse Training Bill Aids All
WASHINGTON (NC) - Pres-
cient Johnson has signed into
law a five-year, $287.6 million
program to aid construction
and improve training at pub-
lic and private schools of nurs-
ing.
The bill, sponsored by the
administration,,stem mod from
a 1963 report of an advisory
group to the U.S. Surgeon
General. The group found that
the nation will need 850,000
professional nurses by 1970.
There arc 550,000 today.
The bill is the latest in a
series of aid measures adop-
ted by this Congress which
have treated public, church-
related and other private insti-
tutions on an equal basis.
Others are aid to colleges, as-
sistance to medical and dental
schools and expanded help for
construction of hospitals.
The nurses training act
would establish a $9O million
program of matching federal
grants to help in construction
of new nursing schools and re-
habilitation of old ones and
establish an $B5 million student
loan fund. The new law ex-
pands by a total of $5O mil-
lion tho existing program of
federal scholarships for profes-
sional nurses in advanced
training.
•
Will Face People
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich.
(NC) Priests of the Grand
Rapids Diocese have been
granted permission to offer
Mass facing the people when-
ever they deem it advisable.
Bishop Allen J. Babcock has
also said portable altars may
be used where the permanent
altar could not be adapted.
•
Poverty, Ecumenism
PHILADELPHIA (NC) - A
Archdiocesan Planning Com-
mission tor the War on Pov-
erty has been established by
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia to coordinate
archdiocesan efforts in the na-
tionwide anti-poverty cam-
paign.
Auxiliary Bishop Gerald V.
McDevitt .was named chair-
man of the 11-member all-
clergy unit, which includes
several pastors and represen-
tatives of archdiocesan agen-
cies most directly concerned
with problems of the poor.
Archbishop Krol also called
for renewed efforts by Cath-
olics in the ecumenical move-
ment and said he was putting
the program under the Com-
mission
on Human Relations
established last June.
He urged that Catholics en-
gage in prayer, study and ac-
tion to increase their effective-
ness in ecumenism.
•
For Senior Citizens
NEW OREEANS (NC) -
A non profit corporation or-
ganized by Catholic civic lead-
ers has proposed construction
of a 300-unit apartment build-
ing for persons 62 years of age
and over.
The multi-storied build-
ing would be located in Mar-
rero, La., 20 minutes from
downtown New Orleans.
The non-profit group has
commitment of a $3.1 million
loan from the federal govern-
ment to pay for construction.
The loan would include funds
to purchase the six-acre con-
struction site from the New
Orleans Archdiocese. The arch-
diocese, however, will donate
funds realized in the transac-
tion to the apartments for pur-
chase of furniture and mova-
ble equipment.
•
Banned in Boston
BOSTON NC) - A Boston
judge has ruled the novel
“Fanny Hill'’ Is “obscene and
without merit" and ordered
its sale banned here.
Judge Donald M. Macaulay
in Suffolk Superior Court gave
a 20-page ruling which, in ef-
fect, bans the sale of the book
throughout Massachusetts.
Atty. Gen. Edward M.
Brooke instituted action to have
the book banned. The New
York publishers, G.P. Put-
nam's Sons, in defense pre-
sented a battery of college
professors and literary ex-
perts to bolster the claim that
the 18th century novel about
a London street walker is a
work of social and literary im-
portance.
500 Chaplains
In Apostleship
LIVERPOOL, England
(RNS) The International
Apostleship of the Sea has
grown since its foundation in
1920 to some 75 maritime cen-
ters around the world, with
about 500 chaplains.
The figures were reported at
the 14th world congress of
the Apostleship here, presided
over by Carlo Cardinal Con-
falonieri. Secretary of the Sa-
cred Consistorial Congrega-
tion.
Some 300 delegates, includ-
ing 20 Bishops, concerned
themselves with three major
aspects of the work pas-
toral missions, social action
and welfare clubs.
Israel Plants Tree for Priest
JERUSALEM (RNS) -
Another tree will be added to
Israel’s Yad Vashem Memori-
al Mountain near Jerusalem to
commemorate the compassion
o( a Belgian Benedictine priest
who protected Jewish children
from the Nazis
In 1942, Rev. Bruno Rey-
nards, 0.5.8., of Louvain was
asked by a Jewish couple to
conceal their children
Throughout the rest of the
war he devoted much of his
time to finding refuge for Jew-
ish children in secular and
religious institutions as well as
private homes. Through the
Belgian underground he se-
cured ration cards and identity
papers under false names.
After the war he sought to
reunite the children with their
parents or surviving relatives.
Spanish Tax Law
Exempts Church
MADRID (NC) The Span-
ish tax reform law which be-
comes effective next Jan. 1
exempts from taxes urban
"properties belonging to the
Catholic Church, or to foreign
states, corporations and indi-
viduals to whom toe principle
of international reciprocity can
be applied,” according to an
announcement here.
CFM in Latin America
Takes on Bigger Jobs
LIMA, Peru (NC) With
solid support from the Bishops
of Latin America, the Chris-
tian Family Movement has ta-
ken on new responsibilities in
working with the continent’s
30 million families and repre-
senting them in political, eco-
nomic and cultural activities.
This was the upshot of the
movement’s fifth Latin Ameri-
can General Assembly. For-
mal recognition of the organi-
zation by the Latin American
Bishops’ Conference has re-
sulted in constitutional
changes aimed at stronger u
nity and a more dynamic pro-
gram.
Mr. and Mrs. Josep Alvarez
Icaza of Mexico were elected
continental presidents.
REV. PEDRO RICHARDS,
the movement’s adviser, was
accorded lifelong tenure in
that position. Father Richards
summarized the new direction
of the movement: “We want
to promote in all the members
a spirit of service, whereby
they can help in the applica-
tion of the reforms of the Va-
tican Council.”
Concerned with the critical
population expansion in Latin
America, the Christian Family
Movement plans to accelerate
assistance )o national pro-
grams that offer better hous-
ing, broader medical services
and just wages.
Fathhr Richards also pointed
to the movement’s possibilities
for help in solving the acute
shortage of native priests in
Latin America.
"Many genuine religious vo-
cations are lost In the Latin
home,” he said, “because of
amorality and materialistic
parental attitudes. The revi-
talizing influence of the CFM
upon families will help im-
mensely to increase the num-
ber of vocations within this
generation of Latin youths."
O. L. Sorrows
Plans Lectures
On Pope John
SOUTH ORANGE Our
Lady of Sorrows Church here
will inaugurate its fifth annual
Catholic Information Class
Sept. 18, It has been announced
by Msgr. John H. Byrne, pas-
tor.
The theme of this year's ser-
ies will be: “Pope John XXIII
One of History’s Most Be-
loved Men.”
Twenty-two lectures continu-
ing through Feb. 26 have been
scheduled, according to Msgr,
Bryne. Classes will be held
each Friday evening at 8 p.m.
in the parish school under the
sponsorship of toe parish Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine.
Rev. John J; Krozser, CCD
moderator, will conduct tho
sessions which will con-
sider the approach, method
and spirit brought to the up-
dating of the Church by the
late Pontiff.
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KING COLE
ROOM
LUNCHEON /DINNER
Money is a fringe benefit
at National State Bank
The real value of doing
busmen at National
Stale is the many
intangibles. The prestige
that comes with dealing
with a prestige bank.
The wise counsel of
professional financial
advisors, each thoroughly
experienced in his
specialty. And, above all,
the truly friendly service
you find at every one
of our JJ offices.
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